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CHAPTER ONE

Iwas born on 21 September 1911 in Rawalpindi,  then in British
India, but today in Pakistan.

My father, William Alexander McDowell, had been born in
Dundee, Scotland, in 1888 and had served with the Black Watch
regiment in the Boer War and later in India. In 1908, he married
Alice Maud Bell in Quetta, Baluchistan in the North West
Frontier Province. My father had been demobilised in India and
had joined the North Western Railway as a fireman/driver in the
Punjab, but was later recalled to the Black Watch when war
broke out in 1914.  He was travelling by train from Rawalpindi to
Karachi en route to the troop ship which would take him to the
war front when he contracted ptomaine poisoning. He died and
was buried in the Presbyterian cemetery Kotri, Sind. 

My mother was born in Quetta in Baluchistan in 1890 or
thereabouts, one of three girls. Her parents had gone out to India
a few years prior to her birth, her father having been posted
District Commissioner in Baluchistan. My mother and my aunts,
Mrs F. Brown and Mrs. E. Mason, were brought up in Quetta and
eventually went their separate ways, marrying Englishmen who
at that time were serving in the Indian Civil Service or the
Military. 

When my father died, my mother was left with my sister
Alice, born in Quetta in 1910,  and me, awaiting orders from the
Army, like most of regiment wives, back in Rawalpindi.
Eventually, my sister and I were sent to the Sacred Heart
Convent at Dalhousie in the foothills of the Punjab, where we
remained for the duration of the war. 

In the meantime, my mother took a job as Governess to the
family of the Agent General of Baluchistan. She visited us once
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or twice a year. In 1918, after the war ended, she came with my
new step father, William Gobbett, whom she had met and
married in Quetta the year before. 

My sister and I had been in the Convent for four years. We
were delighted at being taken out and living once more at home,
even if we did move about quite a bit. My step dad was serving
with the 1st Kings Dragoon Guards at the time and had seen
most of the fighting in France and Mesopotamia, modern day
Iraq. He had been on a rest period in Quetta when he met my
mother. 

For a few months, I was placed in another Convent, an
associate  establishment to the Sacred Heart in Dalhousie. My
new school was at Sialkot, a station on the Punjab plains in the
Jammu and Kashmir foothills. At the same time, my sister was
sent to the Jesus and Mary Convent in Simla. 

This was the first time my sister and I had parted and we
were very sad indeed. It was, however, just a few months until
we were reunited again, this time in Delhi, where my step dad
was preparing to be demobilised and depart from India. 

We eventually embarked on the seven thousand ton troop
ship, Melita. For my sister and me, it was our first voyage ever
and a terrible experience for an eight and nine year old.  The
voyage took thirty two days, conditions were very cramped and
the seas were far from calm.   We arrived on a cold, bleak
December morn at Southampton, then continued by slow train
to London where we stayed in Hackney for a couple of months
with some army friends of my step dad, Mr and Mrs Gilbert.  

The Gilberts had a family of their own, about six children in
all, a mixture of boys and girls. I well remember the hard times
we suffered with these good folk, who shared everything they
had with us.   At last, we left London for Ireland, just dreading
the sea crossing ahead of us from Anglesey to Dublin. 

The journey took two days. On arrival, we travelled by Irish
gig to Rathfarnham, a village about eight miles out of Dublin, to
stay with my stepfather's mother and father. 

Chapter One
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Mr Gobbett Senior was working as a game keeper on a
nearby estate, and had arranged for a job for my step dad with a
Lady Stoney about thirty  miles away in County Wicklow.  The
job was promised for a few weeks hence, but we stayed with the
old people for nearly three months. Alice and I went to the
village day school, but we felt very much out of place. The
teaching was quite different from what we had experienced in
our Convents. It was also midwinter and we had to walk a mile
each way in the dark to school, leaving the cottage at 7 am and
returning at 4 pm.

Eventually,  we moved out to our new surroundings near the
village of Inniskerry, County Wicklow.  My step dad took the job
as Estate Manager, which included acting as chauffeur to the
lady of the manor and taking charge of the garaging of two cars.
One was a Rover Tourer with brass headlights and an elongated
brass tubular horn. The lights were powered by an acetylene
generator fixed to the running board.  There were no batteries
and electric lights in those days - just crank handles and much
pushing to get started!  The second car was a Hispano Suiza
limousine with the same lighting arrangements and a huge
klaxon horn near the gear change lever. I remember all these
things vividly because I used to help with the cleaning and
polishing of these vehicles once a week - and believe me, it was
very hard work for an eight year old boy.

We settled down to live in our cottage which had two
downstairs rooms and three bedrooms upstairs.  My mother
gave birth to two daughters during our time at Inniskerry: my
step sisters Kathleen, born in 1919 and Isobel, born in 1921. 

Alice and I walked to the village school three miles away,
Mondays to Fridays, winter and summer. Come rain, hail, snow,
high winds or any other kind of weather, we never missed a
single day. 

The teachers running the school, Mr and Mrs O'Rourke, were
a pair of martinets and never spared the rod for the slightest
misdemeanour.  We got along quite well with the schooling and
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showed a greater degree of learning than the other children. As a
result of this, however,  both Alice and I were subjected to a fair
amount of bullying by the bigger kids and no matter how much
we complained to the teachers, there was no redress.   My mother
then complained to the teachers and later to the Inspectors with
the result that Mr and Mrs O'Rourke were admonished and life
became more stable for us at the school.

Apart from our school days, life in Ireland was really hard,
but I was able to learn quite a bit from my step dad about the
motor cars and other interesting subjects, such as ferreting for
rabbits, fishing for trout in the Dargle River, and helping Charlie
the gardener spread manure and gather the fruit and vegetables
in season. Last but not least, I learned how to work the old crank
handle type cinema projectors of the time  and assisted with the
lighting which was a far cry from today's high wattage bulbs.
The light was produced from negative and positive charged
carbon stick burners, powered by oxygen,  which when  fused
together, formed a static brilliance which passed through a
condenser to the projector lens. A large reflector was fixed at the
rear of the fusing carbons to concentrate the beam.   During the
holidays, my step dad used to give cinema shows - silent, black
and white comedy or Wild West films - at various village halls in
and around the countryside and we would lug the two 35mm
projectors, along with gas cylinders, ten foot high screens and
other paraphernalia by horse and cart and gig for miles and
miles. No matter what the weather, we never missed a show. 

We had been in Ireland for about a year when my stepfather
failed to return after taking Lady Stoney to the station at Bray
which was on the coast about five miles from Inniskerry. She was
leaving for a holiday in Spain and taking the train to Dublin to
catch the ferry. Whilst returning, my step dad was kidnapped by
the Irish Republicans and the car abandoned. We discovered this
only when the police called two days later.

The next six months was a very trying time for  my mother
and the staff at the estate, but with the help of friends in the
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village, including the grocer, butcher and baker, we somehow
managed to keep the wolf from the door. Alice and I used to
walk the five miles to Bray to collect mussels from the sea shore.
Sometimes we ate a few, but more often we sold them to the
grocer and fishmonger in the village. We also collected
mushrooms from under hayricks in the meadows surrounding
our home and as it was nearly autumn, we scrumped many
apples from other people's orchards.

My step dad suddenly turned up looking very bedraggled,
having been kept under terrible conditions by the IRA.  He told
us that he had been held by them and interrogated because they
suspected him of being a spy, for he  had served in the British
Army when the regiment was posted to the Curragh Camp
outside Dublin just before the war.

It was not long after this incident that he decided to leave
Ireland and return to India on a posting he had been offered with
the Public Works Department in Delhi. We left Ireland during the
winter when most P & O and other sailings took place and
arrived in Bombay after another rough, thirty day long passage
on the SS Trafford Hall (Ellerman City and Hall Line). 

We settled into a pretty bungalow in New Delhi, which was
still being built along with all the other government buildings,
such as the Viceregal Lodge, Indian Parliament and Princes
Chamber. 

I was sent off to St Fidelis High School, a Christian Brothers'
school in Mussoorie, a lovely hill station in the then United
Provinces. In India, all boarding schools opened in March of each
year and closed in early December, which entailed spending nine
months away from home.   There were many boarding schools
for both boys and girls throughout the hill stations in India.
There were teachers with degrees from England as well as the
Irish brothers. The latter were very strict, but I got along very
well with the brothers at my school in Mussoorie, being an ex-
convent pupil and having had the benefit of an Irish education,
even if it was only a primary one!

Chapter One
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Chapter One

Our parents used to visit us about twice a year during their
summer holidays and we were allowed out for a day at a time.
My sister Alice was sent back to the Jesus and Mary Convent in
Simla, which was solely a girls' school. For anyone over the age
of five in India, there was no such thing as a co-educational
school - except from Kindergarten to Primary, as at my first
convent. 

Home life during the three months from December to March
was a great time for us. It was then that I learned to shoot game -
big and small. My step dad was a great shikari and I was always
taken out on black buck and wild boar shoots, where we also
shot partridge, hare and wildfowl. The shooting season started in
November and closed in late March. It was not a free-for-all. One
had to have a licence to shoot game and hold a licence for each of
the various guns one owned. It was when I was between ten and
eleven years old that I was given a Winchester 22 bolt action rifle
and shot my first pigeon - a wild blue rock. I had got the bug, but
more of that in my later years. 

It was not long after that, whilst in Delhi, that I went down
with typhoid fever and was a patient in the Hindu Rao hospital
for over three weeks. My mother said it was a miracle I had
recovered as I had been in a coma for ten days when the crisis
passed. The hospital, formerly the residence of a famous Indian
dignitary during Mogul times, was run by European doctors and
nurses. My mother traced the cause of the illness by questioning
me every day once I recovered. It transpired that I used to go
swimming with a friend of my age in the static tanks that held
water for the building site. They were situated a hundred feet up
on trestles and we used to climb to the top and swim in the five
feet of dirty, stagnant, weed-covered water. The tanks were about
twenty to thirty feet square and the water, although dirty, was
very warm - and I loved swimming. 

My friend Merril Hughes and I would also hire cycles for the
day for about 8 Anas or 2 pence in today's money and ride off to
the Jumna river a couple of miles away to wallow in the murky
waters.  This was until the day we discovered bits of human
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carcasses floating alongside us in the water with turtles feeding
off them.  These were dead Hindus who had not been cremated
properly! So it was either the filthy tank water I had swallowed
or Jumna dead Hindu water which had given me the dreaded
typhoid. 

I was now becoming accident prone, for not long afterwards,
again with Merril, I went to the government building sites where
rock pigeons nested and bred in their thousands.  We had our
catapults, therefore decided to do  a bit of pigeon shooting.
Whilst walking along a passage which was to be the building's
second storey, we saw an opening ahead and heard some
pigeons cooing.  I stepped forward with my catapult at the ready
and promptly fell down a lift shaft some thirty feet or more. At
the bottom of the shaft there were broken bricks and some gunny
bag shreds which saved me from an agonising death, but I did
break my right ankle. My friend Merril heard my screams for
help and I was eventually hauled up by some workmen  and
rushed off to the local dispensary and later to hospital, this time
the Willingdon in New Delhi. My mother naturally gave me the
full treatment, but my step dad went even further and belted me
with all his pent up fury whilst I was still recovering from the fall
but out of hospital. Despite being brought up in a convent and a
disciplined high school, I just could not avoid getting into
trouble every so often. They were misdemeanours of a very
innocent nature, I suppose, but ones that might have been
avoided. 

Those were happy days and I took my punishment when
warranted. Now my step dad transferred to another post in the
government and we moved to another bungalow not far from
the Asoka Road. Being the only boy among three girls in the
family, I was well spoilt. Being the boy I was, I also preferred my
friend Merril, with whom I could go out shooting,  bicycle
riding, swimming and climbing huge pepal trees. 

My days in India, however, were numbered.   Once again, my
step dad collected his family together and we were told that we
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were leaving India and returning to live in Ireland. My mother,
Alice and I were stunned. Kath and Issy were too young to
understand. We were to leave the following winter- Trooping
Season - so instead of going back to school in Mussoorie, I was
sent off to St Joseph's College,  Nainital. This was also in the hills
but 150 miles east of Mussoorie.  Fortunately, it was another
Christian Brothers' school and I was able to settle in quite well.
Aly went off to her school in Simla, Kathleen to a day school in
New Delhi and Issy, being too young, stayed at home. 

Nainital is another beautiful hill station with a lovely lake in
its midst. We boys had a special swimming area as well as a
boating centre. This place was the summer capital for the United
Province government and there were always plenty of fetes and
functions going on which we did not attend but were able to
view from the school boundary.

It was October 1922.  I left to join my family in Delhi before
term ended. On arrival, I was told by my mother that we were
leaving within a week for Bombay to embark on the troopship,
Navassa. Alice and I thought back to the Melita and that first
voyage, but we also thought that being older and much-
travelled, we could now cope. It appeared that we were
travelling Indulgence passage because of my step dad's previous
military service. This was the equivalent of tourist class. As the
Navassa was a troopship, however, it really meant the lower
deck and separate cabins for the men and women. During the
voyage, I saw my mother and sisters once or twice a week for the
four week journey. Fortunately, the weather and seas behaved
themselves and it was quite an uneventful voyage to
Southampton. 

On arrival in England, we went up to London and stayed at a
boarding house for ex-military families while my step dad made
arrangements with film and cinema distributors in Wardour
Street for equipment to be sent on to Ireland. It was only then
that I was made aware of what my step dad intended to do: big
business in films throughout the Republic.

Chapter One
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We left London a week later and embarked at Liverpool for
Dublin. On arrival we travelled down by train to Bray, County
Wicklow, and installed ourselves in a very nice house on the sea
front. Alice and I wandered round looking at old haunts and
awaiting news of the school we would be attending. One month
went by and nothing happened. My step dad was out most of
the time and I found it odd that I or even my mum were never
asked to help. We never saw any equipment at all. Then one day
my step dad said that everything had fallen through, that he was
returning to England and taking on a job in Wimbledon. He also
informed me that I would be going to a boarding school in
England - somewhere in Woking.  My mother told me later that
she had been planning to get me into a good school where I
could finish my education uninterrupted.

We arrived in Wimbledon and lived in rather a fine house on
Plough Lane, not far from the football ground. The few months I
lived there I attended a day school but learned very little as it
was only a temporary measure whilst I waited to be admitted to
the school in Woking. 

One day a letter arrived with instructions on how to get to
the school, which was then known as the Gordon Boys' Home in
West End village.  

In October 1924, I left my family and travelled down on my
own by train to Woking and caught a bus to the school. Arriving
there, I soon got myself installed but still felt a little home sick.
Life was quite different from the boarding schools in India, and
the school being semi-military with the pupils wearing uniform
took me by surprise. I soon settled in, however, and made the
best of my life there. Christmas came along about three months
later. I spent the ten days with my family in Wimbledon and had
a lovely time with them. Then the bomb dropped!  Just before I
returned to the school, my mother took me aside and told me
that they were all returning to India early in the New Year and I
would be staying in school in England until I reached the age of
17 years.  

Chapter One
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I really felt very depressed. I left my home in Wimbledon a
very sad young lad. It appeared my step dad had been accepted
into the Indian Police and posted to the Punjab - something he
had been working on even before we left India on the last
occasion.

Chapter One
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CHAPTER TWO

Imade some good friends in the school and was invited to
spend most of the Easter and Christmas holidays with their

families. I used to get regular letters from my family, and longed
to be with them in India.

The big day came in October 1928. I was given the option of
either joining the Rolls Royce engineering firm in Coventry as an
apprentice mechanic - I had been trained in mechanical
engineering at the school as well as completing my education -
or of going out to my parents in India where there was a
guaranteed job for me in the Punjab.

Naturally I took the latter offering and duly left the Gordon
Boys Home by train for Southampton where I embarked on the
good ship - don't laugh - Navassa.  Yes,  I was travelling
indulgence passage and was seconded to the Cameronians for
the duration of the passage for disciplinary purposes. My semi-
military training stood me in good stead during the voyage but I
was up before the commanding officer for disorderly conduct
while the ship was coaling at Port Said harbour. (I had dived off
the deck into the harbour to join the Egyptian children in the
water catching pennies being thrown in by the troops.) I was
severely reprimanded and restricted to the ship at all future
ports we called at - Port Suez, Port Sudan on the Red Sea coast,
Aden, Basra and Bushire on the Iranian Gulf coast.

We arrived at Karachi in late November after a voyage lasting
32 days, during which I made the most of playing draughts with
the ship's stewards and bathing in the 10 x 10 foot canvas
swimming pool. 

I was overjoyed to see my mother waiting on the quayside.
She had come down all the way from Rawalpindi - a journey of
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900 miles to ensure I would not have to travel the same distance
back alone. We did some shopping in Karachi in some of the big
shopping centres well known in India in those days:
Whiteaway–Laidlaw's, Allenbury's, and others the names of
which I can't remember too well. We caught the night express
known as the Toofan Mail and after 48 hours, we arrived in
Rawalpindi.

My family had a very large bungalow on the Peshawar Road
with a vast compound and servants to boot. It was great meeting
my step dad, Alice, Kathleen, Isobel and my new step brother,
Lionel, the latter for the first time. It was a grand reunion and I
was made quite a fuss of.  I was told by my mother that a job as
assistant engineer with a motor firm, Northern Motors, was on
hand but that I was to have a month's long holiday before
starting. I was really overjoyed to be back in India and the good
life that went with it. I was a young man going on 18 years old
with a promising future.

During the holiday I met many friends of the family and
made quite a few of my own age. No girls interested me then!  I
went out on many shoots and fishing trips, and picnics galore.
Alice tried to teach me ballroom dancing, but I was never very
good, although there was good scope for it.  Every week, some
club or other and the Officers Mess of the numerous British
regiments stationed in and around Pindi had some show on.
Christmas, New Year and the winter Hunt Balls were always in
fancy dress. On one of these occasions, my step dad was
adamant that I go as a cave man with a real leopard skin draped
over my briefs. Unfortunately, whilst dancing with my mother,
some other dancer trod on the tail of the skin and the whole
thing came off leaving me all but naked. I dived through the first
window I saw and walked the two miles home barefoot, looking
like a naked fakir. I seldom went dancing again. 

I started work with Northern Motors and got to know all the
staff. There were only four Europeans and sixty or so Indians.
Naturally, I mixed with the latter quite a lot and apart from my
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own job of supervision, I was learning pretty fast from the staff -
both the ins and outs of motor mechanics and the local language. 

After six months, I was given the chance to be the Works
Manager. I was just reaching 18 years old and now felt like a
young man instead of a grown up youth.  My first job as
Manager was to take a convoy of eight new Chevrolet Tourers to
our branch in Peshawar, one hundred miles north west of Pindi.
As per regulations,  I drove the fourth car from the front to be in
the middle of the convoy. 

We left Pindi by 10am. Being August, the temperature was in
the 100° range. About half way out on the dusty and hot road,
we approached a river crossing on an S-bend. I saw the front cars
taking the bend on the bridge - and that was it.  The next thing I
saw was my mother's face looking down at me. I was in the
Pindi Hospital!  According to the car drivers following me in the
convoy, the Sahib's car went straight on and over the
embankment. 

It turned out that I must have lost consciousness from the
heat and the fumes in the car. Cars did emit fumes because of the
awful petrol used in those days. The car and I went over the
embankment and careered down a hundred feet towards the
river . I was thrown out through the hood and landed on an
acacia shrub which saved my life. Apart from a broken
collarbone and multiple scratches, I lived to tell the tale.  My
very first motor accident and another bone fracture on the right
hand side of my body. 

Northern Motors were very good and kept me on. When I
resumed work a month later, the firm posted me to Bannu in the
North West Frontier as Works Manager of the branch. This was a
much smaller establishment, but I was fascinated by the work
and really got down to mechanical repairs on cars. Sometimes I
was called out to officers' cars broken down at the various
regimental outposts on the Afghan border. One call came from
Razmak about 80 miles into tribal territory from the regimental
Church of England padre and his Roman Catholic counterpart.
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Both their cars - old Singers - required a complete service and
engine overhaul. As there were no facilities for this kind of work
in the outpost I made arrangements for the cars to be taken back
to Bannu and returned in my Chev the following day with the
cleaner. 

About half way home, I was stopped by a band of tribesmen
(Afridies) armed to the teeth, who ordered me out of the car and
gave instructions to my cleaner/mechanic, also an Afridi but a
town dweller.  He incidentally was my interpreter and informed
me that they were taking me hostage to their secret village which
was about five miles from the spot where they had first stopped
me in the car. At the village I was kept in a mud hut which was
furnished with one rope bed (charpoy), one chair and a trestle
table. There was a jug of water and if ever, night or day,  I
wanted to visit the toilet, I was escorted out to some shrubs at
the bottom of a ravine a few hundred yards away. 

I was fed - overfed - with chappatis, pilau and roast mutton
every day of the week. Though I knew I was being well looked
after, I was still very apprehensive. Then one morning, I was
escorted to a point on the main road to Razmak and left sitting on
a milestone (Razmak 30 miles, Bunnu 50 miles). The tribesmen
vanished and within half an hour a military convoy loomed up
from the direction of Bannu. I was picked up and taken to
Razmak outpost where I was fêted by the troops and questioned
for hours on end. It appeared I had been kidnapped by mistake.
The tribesmen thought I was a member of the Agent General's
staff and they had hoped to hold me to ransom. It had taken them
just over a week to realise their mistake and let me go. In all that
time, I had never spoken a word, merely nodding or shaking my
head or giving an odd gesture with my hands to indicate my
intentions.  As I had not been in the North West Frontier Province
very long, I did not even know the basics of Pashto, the local
language.  After this incident, I lost interest and requested the
firm to return me to Pindi but they were reluctant.  When my
family heard of my kidnapping through a letter I wrote on my
return to Bannu, they were adamant that I come back "pronto".

Chapter Two
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After being Works Manager for only six months, I resigned and
returned to Pindi. 

On my return to Pindi, I told my mother that I would not be
staying with them for long as I had heard that there was work
with the Ford Assembly Plant in Delhi and I would try my luck
there. I left Pindi one morning on my bicycle with a few clothes
and sandwiches and rode the 190 odd miles to Lahore, spending
the night at the Railway Station at Wazirabad about half way to
Lahore. The next morning I rode off and reached Lahore late in
the evening.  I put up with some friends known to my mother
and family for the night, leaving the next day by train for Delhi,
having booked my cycle back by train to my family. 

On the journey to Delhi, I got into conversation with a
friendly Anglo-Indian called Mr Jacob who was on his way to
Simla, changing his train at Ambala. He said there was scope for
some work with some transport people on the Simla Hills roads
and suggested I try. 

I too changed trains and went on to Kalka, which was the
railhead for Simla. I then took a seat in a lorry to a hill station,
Kasauli and then on to the Rabies Research Centre,  and military
rest camp, and contacted the big boss of the transport company.
I was told the job had been taken a couple of days before, but
when I mentioned that I was really on my way to Delhi, he
offered to give me a letter of introduction to the Ford Assembly
Plant Manager. This cheered me up a great deal as my money
was getting very low. 

I returned to Kalka and caught the night train to Delhi,
arriving the following morning.  I had a quick meal in the station
restaurant and took a tonga to the Assembly Plant which was in
the heart of Old Delhi, a place called Subzimundi (vegetable
market).   I met the Manager, a European, who accepted me on
the spot and was kind enough to recommend a place where I
could board and lodge cheaply about two miles out in  the
suburbs on the Grand Trunk Road North. 

The next day I started work  and for the first time saw a mass
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production Ford Assembly plant in action. The parts  - nuts,
bolts, screws and so on - came out from America and the
workers put them together by hand.  I was placed as an
understudy for a week or so, then given a supervision job.  I
learned quite a lot and when I look back at the vehicles we put
on the road in those far off days, I marvel that there were no
serious misfits once the vehicles left the plant.  There was no
automation. Everything was hauled by block and pulley tackle.
Nuts and bolts were tightened with wrenches with hand-gripped
power.  The Indian fitters and mechanics were absolutely
marvellous considering their training was so basic. The models
we were assembling were four cylinder Tourers and vans. I had
been with the Plant for nearly six months when my mother
mentioned in one of her letters that a job was on hand with the
Murree Brewery Company, that I had been offered the post of
Assistant Engineer and that she would like me nearer home.

I gave two weeks' notice to Fords. The management very
reluctantly released me but understood that I was bettering my
prospects. I felt sad at leaving my team of workers and they gave
me a great send-off.

On returning to Pindi, I stayed with my family and cycled to
work every day.  The brewery job was very interesting and the
Chief Engineer (Mr Russell), a Scotsman and a bachelor to boot,
took a great interest in me and was determined to see me obtain
a boiler certificate which was essential to my job.  I studied
marine engineering under his tuition.  He was an ex-marine
engineer working on the Orient and Bibby Lines between Europe
and the Far East. I enjoyed my work and one of the first jobs I
was given was to dismantle all the machinery in the old brewery
at Murree, the hill station 40 miles away.  With my crew of 4 men
, I travelled up to Goragali in the Murree municipality by a 3 ton
Leyland truck, maximum speed 10 mph!  It took us one whole
week to accomplish the dismantling and to return with the
usable material in the truck.  The last day was quite eventful as I
took the wheel of the truck on this occasion.  Although I had
driven the truck many times before,  whilst coming down one of
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the steep gradients, the brakes failed and the speed increased
despite the fact that I had dropped down to low gear.   On
nearing a bend, I decided to hit the embankment to save going
over the top at the bend. The lorry struck the offside khud
(embankment), swerved across the road, and careered down the
1000 foot drop.  I had warned my crew about the brake failure
and they, in the meantime, had  jumped off.  Fortunately the
drop was gradual and well wooded with enormous deodar trees
which broke the truck's fall after about only 20 feet.  Once again I
was lucky and got away with a few bruises.  The brewery gave
me a bonus rise and another option for promotion but as I had
no boiler certificate, I was not able to accept the latter.

I had been with the brewery for about  two months when my
step dad and family were transferred to Multan, a cantonment
station about 400 miles south west of Pindi.  I then shared a
bungalow with another brewery European, Ian Gordon, an ex-
Corporal of the Highland Light Infantry, who was the bottling
supervisor.   When not drunk, Ian was a fine chap, but this was
so seldom that I was uncomfortable with him at meal times. Mr
Russell told me that Ian was under a shadow with the bosses
because of his drink, and that they hoped I might be of some
help in watching over him - I being 20 years his junior in age! 

Ian's daily routine was as follows: up at 8am and for breakfast
half a pint of port and one toast.  From the time he arrived at work
he would drink  a bottle of beer every two hours until lunch.  At
lunch he would finish the other half of the bottle of port and eat a
small plate of curry followed by a bottle of beer.   Back at work, he
would consume a bottle of beer every two hours again until
closing time.   Back home he would start on another bottle of port
followed by beer until he fell on his bed dead drunk. He was an
alcoholic, the first I had ever encountered.  When he was sober -
about one hour every day - I used to talk to him of my ambitions
in life, but never broached the subject of drink. I never touched
anything stronger than a shandy and that only two or three times
a week when I had a curry . He would tell me that without drink
he would be a dead man.  I replied on one occasion that one way
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or another, he would certainly be a dead man. 

Not long after this he went berserk - DT’s, and I was detailed
to accompany him to the Albert Victor Hospital in Lahore. We
left by train and on arrival at Lahore Station I was met by a nurse
and male helper with an ambulance and taken to the hospital.
The doctor told me he was a very bad case and would be in the
hospital for a minimum of three weeks. I left Ian sitting
moanfully on his bed and crying, pleading to me not to leave
him alone.  Yes, he was in a very bad state of depression and
thought I was his only saviour.  I did manage to get away and
returned to Pindi feeling quite depressed myself. It was nearing
Christmas and I was looking forward to spending my holidays
with my family in Multan.

Before I left, Mr Russell offered to lend me his motorcycle AJS
twin with sidecar  and asked me, if possible, to sell it once I got
down to Multan.  I drove off and for the first 200 miles
everything went fine.  The next day of my journey was through
very dry and desert country, but when I was about 50 miles short
of Multan, the rear wheel of the bike collapsed as most of the
spokes had distorted due to the drag of the sidecar.  I managed
to do a temporary repair job by interchanging spokes from the
side car wheel and continued the journey there safely.  The bike
was repaired by a local mechanic my step dad knew of and he
certainly made a good job of the wheels. 

While on holiday I was introduced to crocodile shooting as
my step dad had arranged a four day shoot on the Indus river
about 40 miles from Multan.  I had a 12 bore shotgun of my own
but was loaned a Springfield 30.06 rifle for crocodiles.  Sadly, I
must say I caught the bug for shooting game big and small and
revelled in the sport, having shot one of the largest crocodiles in
the area.  The type in the Indus were all gahrial, the long-nosed
fish eaters and not the flesh eating types found in the Indian
rivers and estuaries of the Sunderbands.  As well as croc
shooting we also went on partridge and hare shoots,  wild boar
beats and, on other occasions, pig shooting by night.  We
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sometimes did the odd duck shoot if the flights came over near
the camps. The shooting season was always in winter, but some
other game was open during the summer, mostly blackbuck,
India's famous antelope and the chinkara (gazelle), but these
animals were very scarce in this part of the Punjab.  Well, the
shoot finally came to an end, and with it, my holiday with the
family.

I returned to Pindi on the motorcycle and gave no thought to
selling it as I had hoped to persuade Mr Russell to let me buy it
from him on an instalment system.  When I returned to the
brewery, he agreed to my request.  I was now the proud owner of
a motor vehicle, but things began to change in many ways.  The
brewery management gave me notice and made me redundant, a
term not used in those days.  No reason was given, but Mr
Russell, the Chief Engineer, slipped me the word that the big
boss wanted his son to have my job as he had just left Cambridge
University with a string of degrees in engineering.  I was well
compensated financially, was  able to pay 2/3 towards the motor
bike and was even allowed to stay in the brewery bungalow
until such time as I found work and other accommodation. Ian
Gordon, the drunk, was repatriated to the UK straight from the
hospital once he recovered, and I never saw him again. 

About this time, my sister Alice decided to get married to an
old friend of the family, Leslie Dawkins. They had been engaged
for quite a while but I had never met him and was pleasantly
surprised when he showed up at my home, introducing himself
and putting a proposition to me. He was the Ford service
organiser for Northern India  and offered me a job with a motor
firm in Abbottabad, Hazara District in the North West Frontier
Province.  This was a military cantonment in the region of the
Murree hills, about 60 miles north east of Pindi.  I accepted the
post of Manager of Singh Singh Motor garage and left for
Abbottabad a couple of days later. 

Les Dawkins had not married Alice as yet and was on his
way to meet her and make the necessary arrangements with my
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family in Multan.  All went well with me for the first two months
but then I noticed that one of the owners Sardar Katar Singh
would always be prowling about and interfering with my
decisions.  I found out from one of the mechanics that he wanted
me to deal in contraband - arms sales to the tribesmen of Hazara.
I gathered that he was deeply involved in his affair and was at
the bottom of an uprising between Hazara and the Ladakh
region adjoining the Hindu Kush mountains. I slipped the word
to the authorities and Singh Singh Motors was shut down.  I had
in the meantime informed Les Dawkins about the intrigues and
he very wisely cut off all Ford's business with the firm.  He then
offered me an independent job working with a firm in Srinagar,
Kashmir: the Bengal Motor Stores. Imagine that - Bengal was
1,000 miles to the east of the stores!!  By this time I had sold the
AJS combination and acquired my very first car - Citroen sports -
for 50 Rupees, three pounds sterling in those days. 

On arrival in Kashmir, I was met by Les Dawkins and one or
two Canadian representatives of Fords at the Bengal Stores and
introduced to the proprietor, Babu Lal Bathia, a Bengali if ever
there was one, pan chewing and all.  I was not impressed, but
my brother-in-law told me that he was just a figure head and I
was to run things independently where the workshop was
concerned. I did that for exactly one month then gave notice that
I was quitting and would be running my own business servicing
vehicles at an adjoining premises which I had rented. I had a flat
above my business premises which was very convenient indeed.
Babu Lal was quite happy to see the back of me and the repairs
as he was quite content to run his sales and spare parts business.
Naturally I had weaned most of the repairs work customers to
my side  and as it was a seasonal job, I did quite well and had a
happy staff of eight mechanics, fitters and cleaners.  I also took
on apprentices on behalf of the Kashmir government as
requested by the British Resident,  Colonel Colville, who kept an
eye on the Maharajah's control of the State.  Les Dawkins used to
come up and stay with me for a couple of weeks before he got
married, and between us, we initiated the very first outboard
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motor water skiing on the Dal Lake, a famous stretch of water in
Srinagar. 

I had a very exciting life in Srinagar and made quite a few
friends, in particular a Dr Varco, an Australian and veterinarian
to boot. He lived on a houseboat on the River Jhelum not far
from my flat. Dr Varco had a roaring trade with cats, dogs and
other pets. He used very crude instruments and had a very down
to earth way of doing things.  On one occasion he asked me to
help him with the castration of a very fiery cat.. I held the cat
down while the Doc took out a Gillette razor blade, held the cat's
testes between two fingers, sliced off the skin covering, squeezed
the testes out and deftly nicked the pair of them  off.  The cat
roared not with the pain of surgery but with the pure spirit
dabbed on as an antiseptic.  It was very crude, but very effective.
This I learned from personal experience which I shall relate
further on.  Doc's background was no mystery. Apart from being
a well-recognised vet in Australia,  he fled the country when it
was discovered that he also performed illegal abortions.
Another couple I was friendly with were German, Mr and Mrs
Mueller.  Herr Mueller  bought one of the first Chevrolet 6
cylinder sports cars  which I brought up from Rawalpindi  for
him and his wife.  Herr Mueller was chief technician of the
famous Kashmir carpet factory and had a beautiful home on the
outskirts of Srinagar.  I was introduced to another German
visiting Kashmir, Heinz Pappenberger, an adventurer of heroic
deeds on various rivers of the world.  He was a noted canoeist
who had done the rapids of the Colorado in the States, the
Mackenzie and the Yukon in Canada and was now here to
attempt some of the rivers in India and the East in general.  

I was young and enthusiastic and fell for his request to join
him as a twosome canoeing down the rapids of the Jhelum,
which flowed out from the Vale of Kashmir,  6000 feet down
through chasms and cataracts for well on 30 miles to the calm of
the plains at the foothills of Jhelum district.  Apart from being a
notoriously rough and dangerous river, there were added
hazards such as logs streaming down from the high logging
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camps.  After a couple of weeks' tuition and training, Heinz said
I was now ready.  The river waters were low at this time of year
as it was the pre-monsoon season. I was to take up the front
position in his home made leather canoe and follow all his
instructions.  He was to be the guide and all-seeing look-out for
hazards. Once we began, we estimated that it would take us two
hours from start to finish. In those days, no-one wore life jackets
or helmets.  I had much confidence in Heinz, but also felt a great
deal of trepidation.

We set off from the Woler Lake amidst much hand clapping
and good luck shouts from friends and officials.  The first few
hundred yards we negotiated very well until we came to a
narrow canyon dotted with huge boulders.  I might mention that
Heinz had reccied the river and knew most of the obstructions.
It was the odd 100 foot long logs of timber that were the biggest
hazard. We raced out on to water which was more open  but still
very rapid, and just as we neared a 10 foot cataract, a giant of a
log reared up in front of us and Heinz shouted to me to jump out
before the log fell over us.  I jumped or rather sprang out - we
were in an open canoe - and hit the rough water between two
boulders. I was carried downstream until I was caught in an
eddy and managed to get ashore.  I had been underwater most of
the fall and was quite dazed for an hour or so.  Heinz
unfortunately was struck by the log and was swept down the
rapids turning over and over in the canoe, until  it got caught
between two boulders near the river side.  He was in a very bad
shape when he was found by some woodsmen later. I only knew
about this when I visited him in hospital back in Srinagar. So
ended my attempts at being a hero of the rapids. 

During the course of my work I had occasion to test vehicles
after a major repair job.  On this occasion, accompanied by one of
my fitters, I was testing out an old Dodge car on the lakeside
roads and was having a bit of bother with the engine.  I got out,
opened the bonnet and while I was checking the carburettor
blockage, I told my fitter, a licensed driver,  to take over the
driving seat. I removed the air cleaner, then, with a small can of
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petrol,  kept tipping drops of petrol down the choke tube. With a
little bit of hand muffling, I got the engine to start, but the fitter
then took it into his head to drive off with me sitting on the
mudguard.  The jerk forward caused me to spill some petrol
down the carburettor tube, and all hell broke loose.  The petrol
ignited all over the engine and all over me.  I managed to jump
off the car and roll on the ground. Then I got up, raced to the
lake and dived in. The lake at this point was full of weeds and I
was able to support myself floating on them. It was then I
realised that my right shoulder and right arm down to the elbow
was one big blister. Not long afterwards, a passer by saw my
predicament and helped me out of the lake.  The car, lying on the
hill side of the road, was a wreck. The fitter was missing and I
never saw him again.  Ever!

Now this is where my friend Dr Varco comes in.  The passer
by took me back to my flat, and kindly informed Doc Varco en
route.  He turned up within the hour and started to clean me up
and attend to the burns.  I was in great pain, but Doc the Vet
gave me the horse treatment by applying picric acid, bursting the
blisters one by one and covering all the burns with liniment and
cotton.  By then I was in a feverish state, but Doc assured me he
had everything in hand and there was no need for hospital
treatment.  

To cut a long story short, I was up and about within the
week, but my arm was still in bandages.  I had to take things
easy for the next two months before the bandages could be taken
off permanently. Every so often, the old picric acid treatment
continued. When the bandages were finally removed, I was left
with a ragged scar along the length of the upper arm to the
elbow which I still have to this day, but the Doc not only saved
my arm; he saved my life too.  This was told to me many months
later by a Consultant friend of his.  A rough job was done, but
successfully. I was indebted to Doc and never forgot him.
Unfortunately he passed away the following year at the age of 70
years from blood poisoning. 
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In the summer of 1932, I received a telegram from my step
dad informing me that my mother was very seriously ill.  She
was in the British Military Hospital in Multan, over 400 miles
away, which meant that it would take the best part of two days
to get there by road and rail. I sent a telegram to say I was
coming, then managed to catch one of the last lorries leaving
Srinagar that day.  No vehicles travelled over the mountain
passes at night. The overnight stop was just below the Banihal
Pass, 9000 feet up, and the next day I reached the railhead at
Jammu and caught the train to Lahore. Here  I changed to the
Toofan Express arriving at Multan the following morning. 

The temperature at that time of the year in Multan was 111°
in the shade.  I got to the hospital by tonga and met my sister
Alice at the front door.  I went straight in to the room where
mother was. I got the shock of my life when I saw her. She
managed a few words to me: "So you came, my son," and smiled,
then went back into a coma. Alice said those were the first words
she had spoken since coming out of the operating theatre four
days previously.  She had been taken into hospital with
appendicitis, but unfortunately too late as the appendix had
burst  and peritonitis had set in.  She died within an hour of my
arrival. All the family was present and there was great sorrow.
The funeral was held the day after she died  because of the heat.
Alice told me that her marriage to Les Dawkins, planned in a
month's time from his brother's home in Muzafferpor in the
Bihar Province, would now probably be postponed because of
our Mum's death. 

I remember my mother as rather petite in build with long,
flowing brunette hair, mostly tied in a bun until later years when
she fell for the bob fashion of the time. A wonderful woman with
an abundance of humour. She was only 42 years old when she
died and was a great loss to all of us. 

I stayed with the family for about a week and felt very sad
when I had to leave them. 
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CHAPTER THREE

Back in Srinagar, things began to change with my business.  I
was approached by the British Resident, Colonel Colville,

who asked me whether I would take on service with the
Maharajah by being Superintendent of his garage on a
permanent basis. A good salary with a fully furnished bungalow
and many other perks were thrown in.  I said I would give it
thought.  I was told don't be too long.   I was acquainted with the
present incumbent, an Italian , Lino Macini. He informed me that
he was leaving as the Palace had not paid him for over six
months, although he was getting free food for himself and his
family. He also said he was the third Superintendent the Palace
had employed in the last two years and the other two had left for
the same reasons. 

I gave my answer to Colonel Colville a couple of days later
along with the reasons why I was turning the job down. He said
he would guarantee the written contract.  I still said no.

Not long afterwards, Colonel Colville called me to the
Residency, his official house, and more or less gave me an
ultimatum, along with a second proposition. If I did not accept
the post of Superintendent, would I take on the service contract
and upkeep of his fleet in my workshop? If I did not accept
either offer, things would not go well with me, and the
Maharajah might blackball me from the State.   "So think it over,"
he said. 

I gave it plenty of thought and finally accepted the contract
job with the condition that Colonel Colville as Resident would be
responsible for paying my dues for any work done on Palace
vehicles. This was agreed to and not long after, I had my work
cut out keeping one Rolls Royce, one Lancia, two Fords, two
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Dodge vans, one motorcycle BSA 500cc and the occasional push
bike in good order on behalf of the Palace!  As I remarked earlier,
my work in Srinagar was seasonal which meant that in the
winter months there was very little to do.  Normally, I would
spend December and January visiting family and friends down
in the plains, as well as arranging purchases from Ford and Chev
agents in Karachi and Calcutta. This contract job would see me
through the winter. 

One day, I received a letter from an old friend who was
serving in the Punjab police. He said that the government
wanted to improve the police by mechanising the force in a big
way.  Would I be interested?  Well, I had always had a sneaking
desire to join the police when I returned to India after being at
the Gordon School.  Also, deep down, I had a wish  to do even
better than my step dad who at the time was an Inspector of
Police. On the other hand, being my own boss and self-
employed, I did not wish to take on work in service. Man
proposes and God disposes, as the old saying goes. As a
safeguard to my present position with the State Government in
Kashmir, I applied to the Police Department in the Punjab and
was granted an interview a month or so later.  It was in early
1933 that I was called up for another interview. I was accepted
for the force after I had disposed of my business and settled
contracts with the Kashmir State.

The summer of 1933 saw the start of my police career as a
sergeant recruit for about four months in Lahore, the
headquarters of the Punjab police.  The training was both
practical police work, plus parades and physical training on the
same lines as the army.  Naturally, discipline was the key note for
recruits. I passed out as a fully bona fide police sergeant and my
first posting was to the railway police in Delhi.

I enjoyed the work immensely, especially night patrols to
distant places  within the jurisdiction of the railway, making
arrests on the trains as well as on the railway stations. We were
always armed and I did have occasion to use my revolver (a
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Smith and Wesson 45 calibre) on raids.  Dacoits, the Indian
bandits, were in plentiful supply in and around Delhi. A few
months later I was transferred to Kalka Railway Station , 130
miles from Delhi at the foothills of Simla.  Here I was completely
independent with a police contingent stationed there. Simla was
around 60 miles up into the hills at 8000 feet.  The job held
greater responsibility now and meant I had to travel up to Simla
every so often by train and rail car - mostly by night, inspecting
the outposts en route.

While at Kalka, I became friendly with the Maharajah of
Patiala and his son the Youvraj, whom I met very often at the
Railway Station when they were travelling between their State
and summer residence in the hills near Solan about 25 miles from
Kalka. I was given freedom to shoot game in his territory. When
time permitted, I used to go out on wild boar shoots. We also
shot leopard, bear, and small game like black partridge and
pheasant. I sometimes went with the Maharaja's party, but
mostly on my own to meet other princes of India at a Durbar. I
was also given the option of staying at the guest house and the
freedom of the harem.  The harem was a huge building on its
own adjoining the palace and comprised 40 to 50 concubines.
Those were the days! I was still a very shy sort of  chap and
politely declined the harem invitations. 

In late 1934, I was taking a train trip to Delhi on a short visit
and with me in the compartment was my newly acquired puppy.
It was a two berth compartment but I had reserved the coupe to
myself. Just before the train set off, a well dressed Indian in
Indian garb, Ghandi cap and all, followed by a retinue of helpers
entered my compartment, bringing in his luggage.  I
remonstrated that I had reserved the coupe for myself and asked
him to leave. "Not a bit of it," he said. He had every right to use
the spare berth as he had a ticket also for the journey to Delhi.
Well, rather than go into a tantrum, I let him stay but objected to
him cluttering up the compartment with his luggage. He then
saw my little puppy and straight away raised objections  that the
dog should not be with me but in the dog box near the guard's
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van. 

This was too much for me. I told him to get out and find
another place to travel in. My dog was staying. He started to
shout and call the police on duty. They came, and knowing I was
their superior, tried to calm him down. He would have none of it
and held the train up for quite a while until I took him by the
seat of his dhoti and flung him and his luggage out of the
compartment, telling the police staff on duty to arrest him  and
put him in the lock-up for the night on a charge of causing a
disturbance on the train. 

The incident had caused considerable delay in departure. On
nearing Delhi in the early hours of the morning, I heard my
name being shouted out when the train stopped at a suburban
station.  Looking out I saw my superior, the Deputy
Superintendent, Mr Beaty, who told me to get out of the train
quick! Taking me in his car, a Morris Cowley Tourer, he informed
me that a thousand agitators  were waiting for me on the
platform at Delhi. I had, according to Mr Beaty, thrown out and
arrested the Mr Chaman Lal, President of the Punjab National
Congress, and all hell had been let loose throughout the
Province. He said he would keep me in hiding until the situation
had calmed down.  I had some explaining to do whilst living at
Mr Beaty's house and later was given an ultimatum by the
Inspector General of Police of the Punjab. Be dismissed from the
Police Force or write an apology to Mr Chaman Lal. I did the
latter as I was really enjoying the police service  and the ups and
downs of life in it. A couple of weeks later, I was transferred to
Multan as City Sergeant. I had been given  a severe reprimand
for my action against this man who, I was told, was a moderate
Congresswallah, but politically influential with the Provincial
Government. 

Multan was known to me because of my family, but by this
time, my sister Alice was away in Bihar and my step dad and
family were in Phillaur at the Police Training College where my
step dad was doing a refresher course. 
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My work as City Sergeant was quite interesting. I was now
involved in real investigation work with the CID and every day
learned something new.  On my holidays during the winter, I
used to hire a boat (Salt carrier) with a crew of four and travel up
and down the Indus River shooting crocs, pigs, hogs, deer and
small game, the latter to replenish food stocks for myself and my
cook bearer. We could not eat the croc's flesh but the boat's crew
relished it. 

On one occasion, whilst out looking for geese, I shot into a
flight of greylag, picking out the leader, when to my surprise two
birds fell, one on the bank of the river, the other about a hundred
yards out in midstream.  I stripped to my underwear, dived in
and swam for a good half mile to retrieve the bird only to find it
was a flamingo. The boatmen sent out the skiff to bring me and
the flamingo back. As this was something I had never seen on
the river, I was determined to have the bird stuffed and
mounted. On my return to work, I gave the bird to a local
taxidermist  who promised a good mount. Two weeks later he
brought the flamingo back looking very lifelike and I gave it a
place of honour in a corner of my lounge. After a few weeks, I
remarked to the servants that there appeared to be an odd smell
in the house and I looked around for any dead rats or snakes
which might be rotting in the house or furniture. It was not until
I went towards the flamingo that the smell got stronger and
looking closer - a handkerchief close to my mouth - I noticed
maggots falling away from the underside of the bird. The
taxidermist was not seen for months after wards! 

At about this time the authorities in Lahore decided to send
me on a special mission with a posse of police to Kashmir. It
appeared there were problems with refugees coming over from
Russia through the mountain passes of the Hindukush massif. 

Russia was having a crack down on their own people - the
Reds against the Whites. The latter were streaming over the
borders and the Government of India were worried that hordes
of them would be trying to get in and pass themselves off as
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refugees. The exercise was to take place one month at most
before winter set in and the passes became snowbound.
Travelling on foot and by pony, day and night, it took my party
several days to reach the pass 15,000 feet up on the Ladakh-
Russian border.

Within a few days the weather changed for the worse but we
managed to bivouac in an old cave and hoped it would not be
for long. The vagaries of the Himalayas were well known and, so
said our old Ladakhie guide, this was going to be one of the
worst snowfalls on record - and so early, too.  One day, then two,
then a whole week went by and there was still no let up. Our
rations were petering out and we had no communication with
the outside world. I thought of Scott and the Antarctic which
didn't help!! We were well and truly snowbound for the next two
to three months. The Russians wouldn't even be able to beat the
pass, let alone my men as well. 

Fortunately a search of the cave's inner regions revealed a
pair of Himalayan black bears taking early hibernation. Well, it
was survival of the fittest and we lived off bear's meat and fat for
the next two months. Every one of us stank to high heaven and
our clothes reeked. I remember trying to clean myself up with
fresh snow but to no avail. Having brought in plenty of wood
before the worst snow set in, we kept a fire going all the time in
the blackened cave. Then the weather changed and a fast thaw
set in. We took advantage of the spell and made our way back to
Srinagar. Halfway there we were met by a rescue party. On
seeing us they at first thought we were Russian refugees. I was
indeed relieved when  I got back to Multan. I received a
commendation certificate from the Governor of the Punjab with
a 100 rupees gift. My party of police also got their rewards in
lesser glory. Incidentally, I saw no Russians,  but whilst passing
through Srinagar, I did meet up with the Maharajah of Kashmir
who, to say the least, was very surprised to see me.

While posted to Multan, I had acquired an old Indian
motorcycle from one of my colleagues (Bob Disney).  I only paid
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him 15 rupees for it, around £1.30 and I had to do it up a bit. I
used to ride it to my various investigations  in preference to
going on horseback. The latter took too much time on these jobs.
On one case, I went out to a village about a couple of miles from
the city to verify and locate the remains of a murdered woman.
The alleged culprit had confessed and was now leading us to the
scene where her body had been dumped- a well about 30 to 40
feet deep that had been abandoned by the villagers a few years
earlier. 

Normally we would pay the local sweeper or chamar - the
low class folk - to retrieve bodies and do other unpleasant tasks
associated with police work. On this occasion none of them was
in sight and since there were no volunteers, I thought I should
set an example and prepared myself for the descent. I first tested
for gas and then put on an old pair of overalls plus my
motorcycling gauntlets. Next, I tied a hanky over my mouth and
nose before being lowered down to the bottom in pitch darkness.  

I called for the hurricane lantern and a basket. At my feet in
damp soil I made out the crouched decomposed remnants of a
human with long straggly hair. The stench percolated through
my hanky but I began to lift the remnants as quickly as I was
able to, filling the basket. I gave the order to pull the basket up
and return it after it had been emptied as there was still much to
gather.  When halfway up, the  basket  tilted against the well
wall and all the contents of decomposed flesh and bones fell
back onto me! I was almost sickened to death  but gave the order
to lower the basket once again and refilled it hoping I could get
everything into it this time. I then ordered the men to pull me up
first and on reaching the top I then supervised the hauling up of
the basket. With the help of the village headman who arranged a
bhisti (water carrier), I stripped myself naked and washed
myself down using an old Indian method of soaping with the
shells of the rita berry - all this in full view of the whole village -
men, women, children and my own police escort!  It took me a
good three or four weeks to get rid of the stench of death. The
sequel to this story was that the accused was eventually
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convicted of murder and I, as the police officer who made the
charge after the investigation, was present at his hanging six
months later. I was learning, and how!

There were many incidents of a similar  nature during my
term of office in Multan, too numerous to relate, but certainly
never one that got me down a well again.

During a winter spell, I relieved the district Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Sergeant (Sonny Coombs) for a month or two when he
went sick. Part of my inspection work on public transport took
me to various outposts in the district. The Government provided
the MVI (Motor vehicle Inspector) with a station wagon, a  six
cylinder Chevrolet and driver of which I had use during my
temporary posting. 

With my staff of Munchi (clerk), head-constable and lorry
agent, I went on tour to a place across the Indus River known as
Dhera Ghazi Khan. To cross the river , one used a bridge of boats
which stretched for nearly one mile depending on where the
current flowed during the winter months. In summer the river
was fast flowing and formed one great stretch of water coming
down from the melting snows in the Himalayas. At these times,
a ferry steamer was in use. I mention this about the river crossing
because it was about here that I met the family of Mr. and Mrs.
O'Reilly. 

Mr. O'Reilly was the Ferry Superintendent working with the
PWD Canal Department. The ferry, a flat-bottomed paddle
steamer - stern wheeler - was in a man made dry dock on the
eastern banks of the river. The O'Reillys lived on a houseboat
nearby. This is where I met the first girl I was interested in. 

Pearl O'Reilly was one year older than me and the third
oldest child. The eldest to the youngest went like this: Mike,
Sheila, Pearl, Patsy, Barney, Fred, Elaine and Jimmy. I used to
visit them quite a lot and eventually proposed to Pearl, was
accepted by her and the whole family. The engagement lasted for
nearly six months and we used to meet about once a month until
late one summer she returned my ring, offered her apology and
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said good-bye. I threw the ring into the river and left. Her dad
told me why a few weeks later when I met him in Multan on one
of their monthly visits to replenish  store. He told me that Pearl
had found another man, a young officer serving in British
regiment in the Cantonments and they hoped to marry some day.
Many years later I heard that Pearl did not marry this officer but
met and married a Metropolitan police sergeant in London.

That was my first and only rejection. In the late spring of
1937, I was transferred to the Delhi Traffic Police as Accident
Investigation Officer. I had disposed of my old Indian motorcycle
and acquired a brand new 500cc Royal Enfield.  Going out on
motor accident cases was very interesting. One particular case I
must mention was an accident  between a passenger lorry and a
camel cart on the Grand Trunk Road north of Delhi. It resulted in
24 people being seriously injured, the driver among them. Both
lorry and camel became jammed half way up a neem tree. The
camel's body was left hanging over the engine and the lorry
driver was stuck inside the camel's burst stomach. Fascinating!

Now that I was back in Delhi, I must not forget that I still had
the puppy which sent me to Multan. He had grown into a big
hybrid bull terrier whom I had named Caesar. He was my
shadow - a faithful hound who went everywhere with me.  He
always sat on the tank of my bike.  During my early days in the
police for shoots, picnics, or parties - I usually borrowed a car
from a friend or, for a small fee, from the local taxi owners. 

A great friend and colleague of mine - Jock Bean - asked me
to accompany him on a visit to some friends of his in New Delhi.
Jock, incidentally, was a fine motorcyclist and at the time
possessed an overhead 500cc Matchless on which he used to
pilot the Viceroy every so often.  It was a pleasant surprise for
me to meet his friends, the Lonnaux family:  Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnaux and their four daughters, Doreen, Mavis, Zena and
Coral in that order of seniority. Coral, the youngest (recently
turned eighteen),  had just left college the previous March where
she was completing her teacher's course. From that day on I was
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a frequent visitor to the Lonnaux family and spent many
pleasant evenings with them playing cards, indoor games, and
singing round the piano.  Doreen was the piano player but the
other girls could also play.

Well, Cupid no doubt was watching!  It was well known that
I fancied Coral and luckily she reciprocated. We had an
understanding. Her parents were very strict - in those days all
parents were very strict!  - so I used to arrange picnics and
cinema outings, borrow a car, and quite often take the family out.
After a few months and on my 26th birthday, I proposed to Coral
and was accepted. The whole family was delighted and our
engagement lasted until 9th January 1938, our wedding day. 

We were married in the Anglican church of the Redemption
in New Delhi. As I was a Catholic, there were quite a few hitches
with her parents prior to the wedding, but these were overcome
amicably and everything went off smoothly. After the reception,
which was held at Wengers Dance Hall, Coral and I left by taxi
for my bachelor home in Old Delhi about five miles away.
Halfway there, the taxi  broke down right in the centre of the
grain market, colliding with a tram and veering  off into one of
the stalls which was piled high with sacks and pyramids of
grain. It was indeed very embarrassing as I was  in full police
dress - uniform, sword and all - and Coral was in her bridal
gown. The taxi, a vintage Dodge tourer with hood down for the
occasion was smothered in grain, with bride and groom buried
underneath. We had a lot of explaining to do when later we
turned up at Coral's house for dinner.  

The next day we left on our honeymoon to Calcutta for ten
days. We had a wonderful time there and travelled back to Delhi
by the Bengal express, stopping off at Gaya mid-way to Delhi
where we spent the afternoon with friends of Coral's parents, Mr
Alexander and his aunt.  They were determined we should have
supper with them, and as he was an official of the Eastern Bengal
railway, he promised to ensure we were given a good berth on
the night express to Delhi. He also sent a telegram informing
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Delhi of our delay.  

It was late in the evening when Mr Alexander received a
message that the Bengal express,  the train we  would have been
travelling in had we not stopped off at Gaya, had crashed. The
first few carriages had met the full force of the impact and many
passengers had been killed. We were lucky not to have been in
this train. The devil looks after his own!  Naturally, Coral was
very upset and told Mr Alexander and his aunt about the taxi
accident in Delhi. She must have been wondering if she had
married a Jonah!  On our arrival in Delhi the next day we were
met by Coral's family and some friends who congratulated us on
the narrow escape from the crash which was big news in the
local newspaper.  
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CHAPTER FOUR

We were living in my old bachelor flat which had been
extended by breaking down the wall adjoining the

neighbour's room. This  gave us extra space but reduced my
neighbour's accommodation. The neighbours were a married
couple and had other rooms, so it did not worry them. This was
only a temporary measure as new police quarters were being
built for the staff in New Delhi, and we would be moving into
them within a couple of months. We made the best of it. Caesar
was a great favourite with Coral. It was not long before we
acquired another dog, a crossbred dachshund- whippet we
named Sammy. We only had him for a couple of weeks when he
showed signs of wanting to be a whippet but his legs were too
short to race.  In fact he did not survive for very long. The Vet
told us the mixed strain was the cause.

On one of my wild boar shoots I returned with a few piglets
which had been left orphans. I gave them out to my police
colleagues and kept one for myself. I used to keep it in the
bathroom , but one day it vanished. There was quite an uproar in
the police lines behind our home as piggy was found swimming
about in the trough of water adjoining the mosque where the
Muslims washed their feet before prayers. The piglet had
escaped through the drainpipe from our bathroom, followed his
nose along the gutter outside to the lines where he must have
changed channels and landed in the trough.  Fortunately none of
the police subordinates were aware that I was his owner, so I
volunteered to remove the animal. The Muslim priests (Maulvis)
spent the next week exorcising the devil and having the mosque
thoroughly decontaminated and blessed. I in the meantime took
the piglet to  a hamlet outside Delhi where a handful of
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untouchable villagers, the Chamars, dwelt.  They integrated the
pig with their domestic herd. 

This was not the first time such an incident had happened.
During my courting days with Coral, I had returned from a pig
shoot with a piglet which I gave to Coral and her family. They
were wonderful with the animal and trained it just like a dog. In
fact, it ate the same food as their pet dog Spot, and the pair
became great friends tearing about the compounds of the house. 

As it grew and grew, the pig took a violent dislike to me.
Whenever I called, I had to wait at the front gate for one of the
girls to come out and hold him so I could race into the house
before he butted me. It was instinct on his part. He must have
known I had destroyed his family. Yes, I do regret the blood lust I
had in those days, very much so. 

Eventually, Piggy got too big to handle and I gave him  to the
Chamars in the hamlet outside Delhi. It was a sad day for the
Lonnaux family.  He was carried away screaming blue murder. It
was, however,  the best thing for the animal and for the domestic
herd in the hamlet which he became responsible for improving.

Coral used to accompany me on many of my shoots and
became a dab hand at spotting game. When we were out on tiger
shoots, she would sit on the machans (string beds) with me high
up in the leafy boughs. On one occasion, whilst sitting over a kill
at about 2am, I heard the sound of an approaching animal and
prepared myself with torch and rifle. Coral was dozing at the
time.  The beast started to attack the kill (a dead calf). I shone the
torch and aimed at what I thought was a large tiger. Then I
pressed the trigger. 

The noise of the rifle going off was shattering in the quiet of
the jungle and Coral woke with a start and fell off the machan.
Unfortunately, I had only wounded the animal and it was my
duty to get down and finish it off, but I could do nothing till
daylight. As dawn broke, I hailed out to my beaters not to get
down from their tree rests. I also shouted to my friend a few
hundred yards away up on another machan to stay put until I
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had tracked down the wounded beast. This was the law of
shikari and we had to abide by it. 

On getting down I traced the blood and footpads for about a
hundred yards towards a clump of secunda grass from which I
could hear low growls. Cautiously, I went up with my gun at the
ready to face the angry grimace of a very large hyena.  I had
made the terrible mistake of shooting this beast instead of the
man eater we were after. I gave it the final shot and really did
feel very sad. These scavengers were very useful beasts, despite
their reputation of carrying off children from the woodsmen's
huts. Coral would never again accompany me on a night shoot.  

My shooting exploits were many and now, when I look back
upon them, I have great regrets. I also attended  Field Trials
competitions and clay pigeon shoots with some of the best shots
in India including a few Maharajahs. I did win a couple in later
years and was champion in the 1953 Field Trials and Clay Pigeon
shoots receiving silver cups from the first Indian Commander-in-
Chief, General Carriappa, who was also President of the All
India Shooting Club.   

Before ending this chapter on my shooting exploits, I must
tell the tale of the day I showed Coral and her family my home
just before we got married. It was, as I have mentioned earlier, a
bachelor flat in the process of being converted. Inside,  I had
numerous games trophies mounted on the walls: blackbuck,
gazelle, hog deer, and even a stuffed bustard which I had shot in
Bikaner near the Sind desert when posted to Multan. 

Right by the front door, I had a complete Himalayan  black
bear  mounted in the rampant position,  and overhead in the
drawing room, a 10 foot crocodile (Gahrial). Coral's  family were
very polite and kept their views to themselves. In those days it
was THE THING if one was a shikari, to have these displays in
one's home. However, when Coral and I were alone some time
later, she told me she would never live in the house which
looked like an animal mortuary. My police colleagues and most
of the Muslim police were presented with animal skins and
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trophies and that cleared my home and my conscience.

About this time, in 1938, I was deputed to relieve the Motor
Vehicles Inspector at Rawalpindi for a month, as the officer
concerned was on sick leave.  Imagine my surprise on arrival to
find that the officer concerned was my step dad.  I should
mention that once my mother died, I had very little contact with
the family, apart from Alice, who I knew was travelling around
somewhere in India with her husband, Leslie Dawkins.  I was
not aware that Kathleen had also married and was in Lahore,
and that Isobel was also about to be married. Lionel was with his
dad and here was the biggest surprise - my step dad had married
again and Coral and I met her with amazement.  

Her name was Mabel and she was much younger than my
step dad. It appeared that she was from a family he knew in
Ireland. He had taken long leave in Ireland, married Mabel and
brought her back to his posting in Rawalpindi. 

I had not yet been promoted to Inspector, although this was in
the offing,  which was why I had been sent on temporary relief.
Though, on the surface, my step dad showed he was pleased to
see me as his relief, I could see beneath that look that he was not
happy. 

Well, I did the job I was sent to do and in the spare time I had,
I was able to show Coral something of Rawalpindi where I was
born and we also took a couple of trips to Murree in the hills and
the Murree Brewery where I had worked for  a while. Great
changes were taking place all round. When I handed back charge
to my step dad, he said there was a strong possibility he would
be posted to the Railway Police in Delhi and was thus likely to
see more of us in the future. 

We returned to Delhi, stopping off at Lahore to visit Kathleen
and her husband, George. This was the first time we had met
him.  He was a Warrant Officer serving in the RAOC (MT) and
much older than Kathleen. She seemed happy enough and he
was a very nice fellow. Poor George  however,  was killed in a
motor cycle accident a few months later.  Kathleen was looked
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after by the regiment until she married Dickie Price, also a
Warrant Officer serving in Bombay.

Back in Delhi, I was moved from my old job and was
promoted to Motor Vehicle Sergeant. My mechanical training
stood me in good stead.  I was now  independent and
individually responsible as opposed to carrying out the
temporary motor vehicle inspections I did in Multan and Pindi.
It was at this time that the Senior Superintendent of Police Mr
Scott called me up to his office and told me I was to start training
for a boxing contest he was arranging with one of the British
regiments stationed in the Delhi Fort. 

I, along with four sergeants and a couple of Indian sub
inspectors, were to fight against seven men of the 10th Signals.
We went into training, which meant getting up at 5am for the
next fortnight and going for a run of five miles into the
countryside, followed by sparring sessions in the local police
gym  taking turns on the punchball.  Most of us were in our
middle twenties and felt fit, but a couple of my colleagues were a
little overweight. 

The big day came. Families were invited and the crowds
gathered round the ringside. We were to go in for three rounds
apiece. My opponent was a nice chap to look at but he stood
inches above me and had biceps like rugger balls. All the fights
were good ones and the day ended with the police winners by  4-
3.  As one of the winners, I was nominated to represent the Delhi
Police against the Punjab Police a couple of months hence.  Mr
Scott was a very clever man and this was what he had in mind
all along. He had made a bet with his opposite number in Lahore
long before the military contest, which was just a try-out for the
big contest later.  

This meant continued training for three of us-  all the same
weight.  The big day came and the fight was held in Lahore with
a professional referee from the military on hand. The three
rounds went very well for the Delhi boxers. I won the cup and
Mr Scott won his bet!
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By now, war clouds were in the air, but the police carried on
as normal. I was transferred to the Viceregal Staff Police. Lord
Linlithgow was the Viceroy and my duties piloting all his
movements  by road. Apart from official functions in and out of
Delhi, there were many shoots arranged during the winter
months to places far afield, over 100 miles away. Both the
Viceroy himself and his shikari ADC  were great shots.   The
latter kept in close contact with me because of my reputation for
knowing the best places to find duck, partridge and other small
game. (He did not go in for big game.) 

I did my pilot duties on my motor bike. The Enfield stood up
well to the long distances on dusty rutted roads until one day,
while riding along a canal bank road at 4am, I hit a ditch which
had been dug out during the night by a farmer to pinch water
from the canal. Normally all roads were kept clear of traffic
when the Viceroy travelled about, and there were police patrols
every mile of the journey, so the farmer must have got in
between the patrol timings. 

I was travelling at about 40-50 mph and did not notice the
ditch in my headlights till I was about 10 - 15 feet away.  At this
point, the Viceregal Rolls would have been half a mile back. As I
struck the ditch the bike went over the canal bank into the water
with me following. Fortunately the water was flowing slowly
and was only about 4 foot deep. I rose out of the water about two
yards away from the bank with the rim of my helmet (topee)
hanging round my neck like a toilet seat. The bike was under
water and belching steam. I managed to scramble out and run
back a few yards to warn the party in the oncoming Rolls. The
beaming headlights caught me and the entourage stopped. Out
came the driver, Sergeant Verril, along with the Viceroy and two
ADCs.  There was a burst of laughter from everyone at my
bedraggled state, particularly the helmet brim. The Viceroy came
forward and apologised. He knew what had happened without
my having to explain. With the help of the escort police car, the
bike was hauled out of the canal and everyone then helped to fill
in the ditch. Then we went on our way leaving the bike to be
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picked up later. I was wrapped in a blanket and sat back in one
of the spare Ford station wagons that always accompanied the
Viceroy on shoots.  

That was not the last of my embarrassments. We had only
another 10 miles to travel to the shooting grounds, the property
of the Nawab of Bagpat, who issued an annual invitation to the
Viceroy.  The guns went with the party on a beat for black
partridge, for which the place was famous.  On these trips, I
always had a gun which I kept in the Police escort car. I did not,
however, go out this time as I had to dry off my clothes. I made
the best of my stay by riding one of the Nawab's elephants to
pass the time in the camp. I was wearing a jacket and shorts and
was barefoot. The Viceregal party were due back within the hour
and I was still riding about on the elephant when someone
shouted that the party was in sight and returning from the
opposite direction to the one I expected. 

I turned the elephant round and tried to slip from its back.
Unfortunately, my foot became caught in the halter rope under
the tail and I fell back upside down hanging under the elephant's
tail trying to release my foot. The Viceroy and party watching me
from a few yards back doubled up in laughter. To make matters
worse, the elephant started to drop his loads on me all down my
body and on to my face. I was saved further humiliation by the
mahout untangling me. The Viceroy sent a message by his ADC
to say that although it was not Sergeant McDowell's day,  it had
certainly made his and he would recommend that I join Metro
Goldwyn Meyer as a stunt man.

After this trip, I changed the old Enfield for a new Matchless
500cc and continued as pilot. We bought our own motorcycles
and drew an allowance for maintenance. Being pilot to the
Viceroy, however, was a costly job. No officer stayed longer than
6 months to a year. I was into my third month and had a long
way to go. A few months later, the Matchless bike blew up under
me when I was piloting the Viceroy on a 100 mile trip to Agra
about 100 miles from Delhi. It had been raining the night before
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and I was thrown off the machine  into the thick mud-sodden
road berm. 

My next bike was a 4-square engine Ariel which lasted just
two months until the time I hit a bullock crossing the road. I was
travelling at 80-90 mph at the time. This time I was in hospital
for over a week with bruised ribs and sprained wrists. I should
mention that, at that time, we police motorcyclists or for that
matter any motorcyclist, never wore protective clothing or crash
helmets, just uniform, police cap or helmet, gauntlets and
goggles. Yet one got away with it most of the time - at least I did!
After this last crash,  I decided on a Harley Davidson 1000 cc and
persuaded the police department to pay half the price as I was
getting into debt.  

The Viceroy was away in Simla,  so I reverted to normal
police traffic work and was able to test out this bike before the
Viceroy returned. I did a couple of trips to Lahore 300 miles
north of Delhi, but on  reaching speeds of 90mph or more, I felt a
distinct wobble starting from the tail and ending towards the
handlebars. This worried me a bit and I had the bike checked in
the local motorcycle dealers, where we found there was a crack
in the rear fork frame. The wheel base of these bikes were much
greater than the English machines - over 73 inches - and of
course any weakness like this in the frame in general showed up
at high speeds.  With the firm's agreement I made a swap and
took over an Indian scout , a machine which proved its worth
throughout my police career. 

I did have one more hair-raising escape on this machine
when piloting the Viceroy on a shoot. As I said before,  the roads
were kept clear throughout the journeys but one did meet up
with unforeseen occurrences.  On this occasion whilst I was once
again travelling at dawn through a village on the Grand Trunk
Road, I struck a domesticated pig full broadside, making the
bike wobble all over the place. Fortunately,  I was able to control
this despite being smothered in pig flesh, bones and offal.  Later,
when reaching our destination, I was able to check on the
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damage to the machine to find that the front number plate was
slightly distorted as it had sliced through the midriff of the
unfortunate pig. This incident brought another laugh from the
Viceroy and party. Coral always dreaded my doing these long
distance trips with the Viceroy and was always in tears when I
returned. But that was my job and it had to be accepted. 
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CHAPTER FIVE

Police work in India was always a hazard, but like everything
else, there were exciting and pleasurable duties at times. The

country was in a bit of an uproar politically as some factions
were taking advantage of the gathering war clouds in Europe.
Apart from the communal strife between Hindus and Muslims,
which was a permanent feature in the country, there were other
political groups both within and outside the Congress Party
demanding Home Rule:  Ghandi's was for non-violence and
Subas Chandra Bose's Indian National Army was for violence. 

It was common for the police to be called out at any time of
the day or night to quell riots and to make raids on unlawful
assemblies.  One raid in particular sticks vividly in my memory.
A Muslim fanatical group known as Bailcha Wallahs because of
the sharpened spades they carried as weapons of assault, were
assembled in a park between the Delhi main railway station and
the Chandni Chawk Bazaar. They had made camp in the centre,
erecting their tents overnight. 

I was with a party of police under the direction of my very
old friend and boss Superintendent Percy Beaty. We had orders
to disperse the mob and destroy the camp by dismantling the
tents.  Unfortunately, I and some others were in an empty tent on
the outskirts of the camp when the whole thing fell over on us.
Another squad of police had been pulling the guy ropes and
pegs from the outside  thinking that this was their job from the
start.  We were belaboured by lathis (police batons) from outside
and hauled out by our necks - rather humiliating to me and my
party. It did, however, make for a good laugh later but we did
not have the time now, because there was real trouble to deal
with. 
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It appeared that the Bailcha Wallahs refused to move out on
the orders of the duty magistrate accompanying the police party.
He therefore gave the orders to use force to eject them. With
revolvers drawn, Percy Beaty led the charge and although we
cleared the park, it was not without many casualties,  including
Percy Beaty who was decapitated by one of the Bailchas. 

Six Bailchas were  shot by revolver and rifle fire. The rifles
(Lee Enfields) were actually reboredto being 410 smooth bore
muskets.  Ten people were badly wounded and about a dozen or
so arrested. We had no more trouble from these people after this
particular incident, but it did cause quite an outcry against the
police at the time. I was so terribly shocked by the way in which
Percy Beaty was killed  that it took me several weeks to get over
it. 

1939 arrived an there was a noticeable disquiet in the air, but
life went on normally with everyone going about their own
business. We in the police were no exception, doing a mixture of
jobs, some exciting, some worrying. One particular job which I
was deputised to carry out I found very fascinating if not a bit
disquieting,  for this was when Coral was about to deliver our
first child. I could not get out of this job which entailed escorting
a demented woman to the Mental Hospital in Ranchi, Bihar
Province, 600 miles from Delhi.

Accompanying me on the joinery was a nurse and my police
orderly. Taking the train to Ranchi meant two days out and two
days return. Fortunately, Coral's mum and family were on hand
to see Coral to hospital but I was still very anxious.  On reaching
Gomoh, a station one night out on the train,  I decided to take a
taxi from Gomoh to Ranchi road, a distance of 50 miles rather
than carry on by train for another day and night to reach the
same place. 

The train did not go direct from Gomoh to Ranchi but
travelled another 100  miles round trip via Asanol where one had
to change for  Ranchi. This was all very complicated and trying
when I had the responsibility of getting this unfortunate woman
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to hospital. 

Arriving at the hospital,  I made over my charge to the
Superintendent, racing back by taxi to catch the return  train to
Delhi from Gomoh. I returned to Delhi within two days and was
just in time to meet my son Rowland, who had been born the
morning of my return. Coral was in fine fettle, everything had
worked out well and her family had been a great help.  We
counted ourselves very lucky indeed.

I must mention a little about the woman I took to Ranchi. She
was the wife of the Commissioner of Lucknow, United Province.
She had suddenly gone berserk and had been brought to Delhi
for treatment. After a month or so on tranquillisers, she was
considered a case for the mental hospital in Ranchi, but as she
was a Commissioner's wife and suspected of paranoia, police
escort was thought necessary. 

It is only too true that a policeman's lot is not a happy one. En
route to Ranchi, this woman raised hell in the rail compartment
and between the nurse and me it was touch and go who would
be killed first. She would be perfectly normal for a couple of
minutes then go into a tantrum, letting fly and stripping herself
naked. She would roll on the filthy floor, throw the tea tray and
contents out of the window, eat orange peel and rub the fruit of
the orange into her hair, spit and splutter all the time,  then
suddenly calm down and allow the nurse to inject her with a
sedative. This gave us a break for a couple of hours and it was
during one of these lulls that I decided to change at Gomoh
Station, wondering if I could manage the whole four days by
train. After all, her husband was paying for the escort and the
trip, but I heard later that her husband was quite annoyed when
presented with the final bill - an extra couple of hundred rupees
because of the taxi journey! She, poor woman, never recovered
and probably ended her days in the Asylum. 

I was now a proud father and visited the Victoria Zenana
Hospital every day.  Coral was well looked after and in those
days they kept the mothers in hospital for ten days. She had a
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private room with good attention which cost us very little
compared with these days as I'm writing this. 

Back home with the baby, Coral had the benefit of her mother
who came daily to help out when necessary. We employed a
ghurka ayah (Indian nurse) who was excellent. Life was good all
round and Coral's family were delighted to have a boy related to
the family. Rolly, as he was called by everyone, was well spoiled
by all and sundry. The ayah took particular care that the
neighbour's servants never laid a hand on Rolly Baba. I should
mention that we were now living in our new police quarters in
new Delhi having moved from my old place months ago.

Summer was approaching and war was imminent. Although
we were thousands of miles away here in Delhi,  we had news
which was well up to date. The day war broke out, the police
had a number of special jobs on our hands, one of which was
rounding up all enemy aliens. I had the unenviable task of
picking up the Catholic Italian priests as well as some German
civilians. The priests whom I knew very well, understood the
situation, but some of the German civilians were rather
obstreperous, particularly a Manager of the Alliance and
Stuttgartner, who turned out to be a Gauleiter (a leading Storm
trooper and Gestapo spy). We had to search the homes and
personal belongings of these people,  and from this Gestapo spy I
recovered two pistols, a Mauser rifle and some other sporting
arms. Once rounded up,  they were put into a temporary
internee camp in Delhi and later we used to escort them in
batches to Amhedgnagar, a town a few miles out from Bombay
where there was a permanent internee camp under the control of
a British Army unit. We travelled first class on the train at the
internees' expense and played cards and chess en route with
them.  They were allowed to keep a certain amount of money -
not much - and a trunk full of clothing.  It was hard on the
priests and their escorts as they could only travel third class on
wooden seats for the 24 hour journey. I did one trip with the
priests and many with the civilians. There were a few Anglo-
Indians who were also interned because they were suspected of
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being of German and Italian extraction. After many months they
were released along with some priests who were cleared of any
suspicion. 

Many of our senior police officers volunteered for service.
Some went but others like  us Sergeants and Inspectors were not
allowed to join the armed forces because of our essential duties
to the police. Well, that was the  excuse given by the authorities.
We had to abide by them. Not that I had shown any inclination
to join up as the police were involved their own war with the
criminal element of the country.

By now I was off duty with the Viceregal staff and back on
Motor Vehicle Inspection work in the traffic department. Like all
police officers, we would be called out on any sort of duty such
as riots and arrests of criminals. It was like this for the next year
until I received my orders on posting to Lahore (Motor Vehicles)
awaiting admission to the Police Training College at Phillaur,
about 160 miles north of Delhi. 

While in Lahore, I was given the task of training drivers for
the police itself. Our drivers had been commandeered by the
military and drafted into the army. I used to go around the
villages in the district selecting possible candidates, absolute
yokels who saw very little of motor vehicles and were only used
to driving bullock carts. By dint of hard swearing in the
vernacular, coupled with the patience of Job, and assisted by my
police interpreter, we managed to train and pass out 50% who,
within a week of being recruited to the police, promptly crashed
their respective vehicles. Sometimes I would take Coral and
young Rowland and his ayah on these training exercises into the
country wilderness and make a picnic cum shoot of the sessions
by using potential drivers as beaters for my partridge shooting.
If they beat well and I had a good bag, they would get a pass
mark sooner than the time expected.  One had to make the most
of a tedious and sometimes frustrating job.

The day arrived for my move to the training college for, so I
was told, a six month refresher course.  Coral and Rolls went
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back to Delhi and made a home with her mum and dad as no
wives were permitted to live at the college. The course was on a
par with police training in the UK on law and order. As there
was a war on at this time, other preventive items were
introduced which meant quite a lot of study and paper work. I
enjoyed the early morning PT sessions. We would get up at 5am,
then go out to the stables to prepare one's horse for riding
lessons. After that, we had a five mile run to limber up,  then it
was back to the riding school for dressage practice, followed by a
shower and a change into uniform before going out on to the
revolver and rifle ranges. 

By 7.30,  one could have breakfast and a break before
showing up for lectures on practical police work:  Macauleys
Law of England, Indian Penal code, Criminal Procedure Code,
Forensic Medicine, First Aid, tear gas training, preparation of
cartridges and grenades. Some days, during a break or two, we
would go on orientation rambles and learn how to measure the
height of trees and mountains by triangulation. I liked these
outings as I used to take my shot gun with me and bang off a few
sand grouse and partridges to give us a change of diet in the
mess.  It did look as if we were cramming everything into a short
time, but actually these sessions,  other than the PT and horse
exercises,  were spread over the week. 

The six months passed fast. We did have a week's leave for
Christmas which we spent with our families. When Coral saw
me at Christmas she said I had lost a bit of weight and looked
really good. If I did look good then it must have been due to the
horses at the college. I hated the slopping out of the stables and
had to scrub my face to get rid of horse dung from my features.
What she was admiring was, in fact,  a new skin on my face. 

The last week at college was exams and those who passed
were earmarked for promotion. I was fortunate and passed with
a good average but only a second class for horse riding. No
matter. I never rode another police horse after that.

My second class certificate for horse riding was partly due to
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a small incident where I faulted. Riding the obstacle course, my
horse Punch refused a four foot jump which unsaddled me, and
in my fury, I smacked old Punch across the nose. I remounted to
make a second attempt when one of the police referees shouted
out  that he saw a large snake emerging from the jump
brushwood. True enough, a large six foot rat snake was gliding
off into a nearby gully. No doubt the horse used his horse sense
at my first attempt. I lost points for losing my temper and
smacking poor old Punch. I gave him some extra sugar cubes
later and apologised to him!

On returning to Delhi, I was once again posted to Traffic
Accident Investigation as a temporary measure awaiting my
promotion to Inspector. This came a couple of weeks later and I
was posted to Ambala, a city and cantonment 120 miles north of
Delhi, as Motor Vehicles Inspector - Motor Mobile Inspector. 

We rented a large bungalow in the Civil Lines area outside
the cantonments and the city, once again meeting up with an old
friend, Jock Bean. He had also been promoted to Inspector and
was Reserve Inspector in the police lines, actually the
administrative head of police staff for the district of Ambala. He
was married and had one son. 

Apart from the occasional social gatherings, we saw very little
of each other. I was mostly on tour to places far afield and was
nearly always accompanied by Coral and Rolly. We lived camp
style in the Dak bungalows situated in most of the district
headquarters, and I went out and about  inspecting motor
vehicles. The area covered by an MVI was about the size of the
British Isles and we were away from our home in Ambala most
of the time. It was interesting work when you consider one had
to inspect all public vehicles, about 5,500 vehicles in all, including
passenger lorries, trucks of all sizes and taxis throughout the
area, covering ten to fifteen districts in the Province.  While out
on these inspections, I  also travelled by road on night patrols
checking vehicles for overloading and for any infringement of the
Motor Vehicles Act and Punjab Motor Vehicles Rules. My staff
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consisted of Munchi (clerk), Head Constable (mechanic) and
Constable to assist when making any arrests. I mention these
facts about staff and the work merely to show what  few staff one
had to cover the extensive duties necessary. In  India - or for that
matter anywhere in Asia - one held a responsibility unheard of in
Europe. 

Not long after I had been in Ambala, I was called out one
night to attend to a derailment which had taken place about 5
miles away.  It was more than a derailment, I discovered. The
Rail motor had been held up by a gang of Dacoits, or so it was
thought at the time.  The Rail motor carried about 25 passengers,
all travelling first class. On this occasion, most of the passengers
were military personnel travelling up to the various military
cantonments in the Simla Hills area, namely Kasauli, Dagshai
and Sabathu.  About ten people had been shot dead and quite a
few injured.  Most of the dead were military personnel including
a Brigadier.  The Rail motor was riddled with bullet holes. The
driver was wounded and the ticket collector paralysed with fear.
This was not the work of Dacoits but a revolutionary job by
followers of the well-known traitor Subase Chandra Bose who
was later to  become the Commander in Chief of the so-called
Indian National Army.  He was  in hiding and did not come to
the fore until later.  The Punjab police were the active
investigators on this side of police work and I heard much later
that some of the culprits were caught, tried and hanged. The boss
man, however, remained in hiding. 
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CHAPTER SIX

The war was not in good shape at this time and the Burma
front had opened up. The Japanese had pushed their way

into Malaya. Hundreds of truck chassis had had bodies built on
them at the various military workshops in the Punjab and were
being driven up from the Bombay docks for military duties.
These convoys of chassis and subsequently trucks were being
driven by civilians under army control. Unfortunately the Indian
army personnel on the job did very little to keep a check on the
civilian drivers who were working a huge smuggling racket on
their journeys between Bombay and Northern Punjab. There was
a government ban on transporting grain from the Punjab to other
provinces as most of this had been requisitioned by the military.
In addition, petrol was rationed and a mixture of rectified spirit
and petrol had to be used on private and public vehicles,
including those of the police and all government departments.
The military were exempt which meant that all vehicles under
their control could use pure petrol. The drivers of chassis and
trucks took full advantage of this and possibly with the
connivance of underground contacts both in Bombay and
Punjab, as well as en route, a thriving business flourished for
near on six months until it was discovered by me and my small
staff.

This was the modus operandi.  The convoy would start out
from Bombay 20 vehicles at a time.  Once in a secluded area out
on the open road, one vehicle would tow four others which
meant that five vehicles were towing the other fifteen. At certain
places en route, just before refills, the towed vehicles would
empty their tanks into a hidden 1000 gallon tank buried nearby
the roadside and conveniently situated near to a contact. This
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would be continued throughout the journey with a possible
change here and there. Over the six months a vast amount of
petrol would have been accumulated, for later distribution and
sale on the black market. 

On one of my patrols on tour to Delhi, we met up by night
with one of these convoys parked on the roadside. I thought this
rather odd and questioned one or two of the drivers. The excuse
I used to count the vehicles was the call of nature.  There were
only 15 vehicles on the road. I asked for the manifest from the
Indian officer in charge who became rather obstreperous and
refused. I told him I had every right to stop and check the
vehicles and if he did not co-operate I would arrest him. This
was a bit of a bluff and it worked. Some of the civilian drivers
came over and told me what was happening, and what had been
happening throughout the journey from Bombay. A hidden 2000
gallon cistern was found about ten yards away in the jungle off
the road, not very far from the town of Karnal.

Within 24 hours the authorities between Lahore and Bombay
(1000 miles) had rounded up all those concerned with the racket.
The army personnel concerned - there were six of them involved
-  were eventually handed over to the civil authorities and the
whole bunch were locked up awaiting trial. My staff and I were
highly commended but once again I was a marked man by those
related to the smugglers and life was very tense for a few
months. 

The grain racket was an easier job but I will mention one
small incident . I was on another night patrol with my staff and
also Coral and Rolly, complete with ayah and my personal
orderly, travelling in my official Chevy station-wagon. While
approaching a heavy-laden vehicle from the rear, my driver
sounded the horn and attempted to overtake . The truck driver
must have seen our headlights in his side mirror and just would
not give way. My driver took a risk and swerved into a shallow
ditch and was able to overtake on the wrong side. A few yards
ahead we stopped broadside on and, with my revolver drawn, I
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motioned the oncoming driver to stop.  He did not but made
straight for me and forced me to jump aside. Not, however,
before I had shot my first round at the front tyres and then the
rear as the truck passed me. It swerved off the road and landed
on its side in the ditch. My crew and I were able to grab the
driver, a Sikh, and his cleaner as they tried to scramble out. On
searching the vehicle we found it was laden with contraband
wheat and hidden in the chassis frame were ten blocks of opium
weighing 20 pounds.

Later I was to discover that the driver was a well known
smuggler and part-time dacoit. The cleaner was a mere pawn
earning a few crumbs whenever they were successful. The lorry
was unregistered with fake number-plates. Despite these big
captures the trade was never-ending. I  made subsequent hauls
during my tours but never any as hair-raising as this one.

When on tour I always carried my sporting guns with me
and enjoyed some good shooting of small game by the roadside.
On one of these trips, Coral noticed some duck flying about near
a jheel (combined marsh and lake). As we were on our way to
Delhi,  I hoped to bag a few duck and snipe to fill the larder for
Christmas which was drawing near. I waded into the water right
up to my neck among the weeds and reeds,  carrying my
shotgun and ammunition on my head and making slow progress
to an island a few yards ahead. To my horror I came face to face
with a five foot water snake which glided over my left shoulder.
I just stood petrified while the reptile's scales passed under my
left ear lobe.  Slowly I turned round following the snake's
movements to make sure it went far enough away for me to
move forward when another snake, its mate, came by and
passed over my right shoulder, its scales tickling the lobe of my
right ear. Despite the cold water , I was also standing in a bath of
my own perspiration. As both snakes appeared to be making for
the same island, I made for the mainland and out of the water
pronto. Later I got my driver to disturb the birds and I shot a few
from the cover of a shrub nearby the water.
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I met up with quite a few snake encounters on big and small
game shooting trips. On a wild boar shoot on the banks of the
Jumna river during a beat, one of the beaters came charging out
of the thicket and screaming that he had been bitten by a cobra.
He was holding his right foot and hopping towards me.  On
checking his foot which was thickly encased  in dung, mud and
grass, which I brushed off as much as possible, I found the
snake's two pin-hole bites with beads of blood pouring out. The
poor chap was in a complete state of shock but I could only do
what I had learned in First Aid and that was to slice the wound
and suck the poison out as much as I could, tying a tourniquet
above the ankle to prevent the blood travelling up the
bloodstream. 

By now,  the other members of the shooting party had arrived
and with their help we got the beater into the jeep of one of my
American army friends and  rushed him off to the nearest
dispensary five miles away. Within the hour it took us to get him
there he had gone into a coma and it was another hour before the
local doctor could be found. I kept on loosening the tourniquet
every once in a while but sadly to no avail The poor chap just
died on us.  The doctor said "more through fright" but I thought
it was more through the time factor. It was quite common for the
villagers to be bitten by snakes, especially by the small (Gelebe)
krait snake, which was sometimes more deadly than the cobra.

On another occasion,  I was lying prone just above the fallen
trunk of a tree, taking aim on a blackbuck which I had stalked for
a mile or so. As I fired,  the crack of the rifle shot disturbed a
banded krait - a six footer - sleeping under the tree trunk.  The
snake just uncoiled and wrapped itself around my head and
arms and then  rapidly unwrapped itself and slid off into the
undergrowth In those days I was in deadly fear of snakes and
within minutes of getting over the shock, I chased the snake and
destroyed it about a couple of hundred yards away in the bush.
No matter what I shot I always took photographs of the game,
excluding criminals in the course of my police duties!   Since
those days I have learned the errors of my thinking and have so
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many regrets about the way I treated wild life. 

In 1942, Coral was expecting another child.  I checked on my
tours to be at headquarters and near home more . Rolly, now
three years old, used to play with the servants' children and boss
them about. One of his greatest delights was to make the cook's
five year old son have a daily bath in the garden compound. He
would force  the boy to sit under the water pump until he nearly
drowned, the idea being to get the boy to be as white as he was! 

While playing with our neighbour's dachshund, Rolly was
accidentally bitten. The dog was suspected of having rabies.
Coral and I feared that it meant  the anti-rabies treatment for
Rolly as soon as possible. I arranged a tour of inspection in Simla
and while renting a house in the hills above Simla at 9000 feet,
we would take Rolly down to Mashobra where my sister Alice
was staying and working as manageress of the Swiss hotel. The
resident doctor gave anti-rabies injections to Rolly for the next
ten days. He was very brave and never whimpered throughout
the course. Unfortunately Coral did not do well on these trips to
Mashobra every day, riding a pony. She was then about seven
months into her pregnancy and when we returned to Ambala
after the fourteen day tour, she attended the American Mission
Hospital for check-ups. 

Two months later she went into hospital for the birth. It was
touch and go for both Coral and the baby, which was a breach
case. Difficulties set in and we lost our baby daughter. Coral
never saw the baby as she was unconscious for near on two days
after the birth which, incidentally, was by forceps. The American
doctor said she did all she could to save the baby and did not
have the facilities to hold a Caesarean operation at the time. A
sad time for all of us. We had decided on the name Victoria.
Fortunately, Coral recovered from the ordeal and was pleased to
know that she was still capable of having another child if and
when we so decided. The loss of our baby daughter was a great
disappointment.

As time went on, life went back to normal. Coral's eldest
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sister Doreen married and so did Mavis. I could not attend the
wedding of Mavis and Mervyn Wood due to my police
commitments. Coral and Rolly attended both weddings in Delhi.
A friend of ours also got married when we were in Ambala,  and
I was able to attend on this occasion. Coral dressed Rolly up as a
page in a military officer's uniform tailored to his size. He felt
very proud.  It was a military affair.  There was always a good
social life in the military cantonments and Coral, who loved
dancing, was in her element. Ballroom dancing was all the go in
those days. When the Americans came into the war and
introduced the jitterbug craze, it generally livened things up.
The atmosphere among the troops and civilians, however,
waned slightly for a while until the Americans got to understand
the people - both British troops and both the Indian and
European civilians.

We used to arrange picnics-cum-shoots where all the families
joined in. The Americans supplied the transport and were very
lavish with the food, although everyone brought enough to feed
the multitudes on these get-togethers. The Maharajah of Patiala's
State covered quite a bit of the Ambala district and the
Maharajah allowed us to visit his mango topes (plantations)
during and after the monsoon seasons when the mangoes were
ripe. This was great fun. Flowing through the topes were
irrigation channels of water diverted from the nearby river
Gagger. These served another purpose, too, for everybody would
get into their swimming trunks and costumes and sit in the
streams eating mangoes to their fill. For the price of one rupee
(2p at today’s price) you could take home a sackful of fruit from
any tree you chose. Naturally everyone went home gorged to
their eyelids and looking forward to the next outing of a similar
nature.

Come January 1943, as I was returning from a tour in the
Gurgoan and Rohtak districts in my police wagon accompanied
by Coral and Rolly, we stopped off near the town of Panipat on
the grand Trunk Road and I prepared to  bag a few pigeons for
our supper. While passing the gun across for action , the accident
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happened. My right foot was shot off.  In terrible pain and with
Coral nearly going berserk, I directed the driver to help me to the
ground. Then I asked him to give me  a razor blade with which I
cut the tendon which was still attached to my foot, which was
lying  a couple of feet away. 

With the help of Coral and the driver, they got me into the
station-wagon and drove me back to the Panipat dispensary.
There were no hospitals within 50 miles of this place. The local
doctor , a Sikh, turned up about an hour later with an elderly
Muslim assistant, and placed me on a charpoy in a small room. I
was pretty low now and in terrible pain.  I could just make out
the old bearded man above me. He was holding a roll of cotton
wool in one hand and a bottle of ether in the other. I felt the
cotton wool being pressed on to my face and the strong smell of
ether coming forth. I guess I struggled a bit but eventually
passed out. The last thing I remember was seeing Coral's face in
a haze and coloured rings of ribbons going round and round
with a buzzing sound. 

Four hours later, I came to and the first thing I saw was a
cabinet of diabolical instruments in front of the bed which nearly
put me back into a coma. Coral was on hand when I came out of
the anaesthetic and told me that I was in the village maternity
room of the dispensary and would remain here until Dr. Singh
felt I was well enough to be moved to Delhi or Lahore to the
large civil hospitals, if it was found necessary. In the meantime
he would care for me and arrangements had been made to
accommodate Coral and Rolly in a room adjoining my room,
which they had cleared out.  When the news got around the
province that Inspector McDowell had met with a shooting
accident the next few days was a veritable mela - festival - of
visitors. 

As well as police officials, friends and relatives,  the whole
region I worked in turned up.  There were lorry owners and
drivers all bringing baskets of fruit and whiskey, which were
usually contributed as dollies -gifts- at Christmas.  Coral`s mum
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and dad came up from Delhi and stayed a couple of days
helping Coral out with the nursing and feeding.  My boss, the
Inspector General, even turned up and gave me assurance that,
despite loosing my foot, I would not lose my job.  This heartened
me a great deal from the depression I felt  once my faculties
returned.  My sister Aly also came up from Delhi where she was
now working at the Swiss hotel for  the same  people who owned
the hotel in Mashobra near Simla.

I suffered quite a lot of pain from the stump of my leg, which
rested on a pillow, still in a bandage and looking bloated.  The
smell emanating from it was also quite obnoxious.  One must
remember that medical science was not so advanced and the way
they treated wounds to prevent them becoming septic was rather
primitive, compared with the present day.  After the operation,
the doctor stuffed sulphonamide powder over the wound and
bandaged it.  This was happening all over the war theatre on the
Burma front.  Some consolation to me at the time.

While I was lying up in the dispensary Coral was kept very
busy settling up our home affairs.  My relief had taken over in
Ambala and moved into our bungalow.  Coral had most of our
effects put in storage.  My motorcycle, the Indian scout, now a
combination machine fitted with a side-car, was brought by lorry
to Panipat, as I had decided to ride it once I left the dispensary.
This was unknown to Coral, as I had made a quiet deal with the
local police sub-inspector to have one or two changes made to
the bike so it would be adapted for my one legged riding.  A gear
lever, for example, had been fitted to the foot break on the right
hand side of the machine.

On the tenth day after  the operation I was allowed to walk
with crutches.  A couple of days later, while Coral was attending
to last minute house clearance at Ambala, I informed the doctor
that I would be leaving by car. I thanked him for all his good
work for me.  While he was busy with some patient, I quietly got
on my motorbike and rode away making for Ambala, arriving
two hours later and greeting Coral at the doorstep as she was
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about to leave our old home.  Naturally,  she was more than
surprised and gave me a right hauling over about the risk I had
taken.  

A couple of weeks later, I was invited to rent half house with
my step dad and Mabel while convalescing in Delhi.  During this
time, I visited a specialist to check on my limb as I was still
suffering quite a bit of pain.  On examination he informed me
that I would have to undergo another operation to have the
fibula bone cut shorter. There were two reasons for this. First,  to
remove part of the bone where a sinus had developed causing
me the present pain.  Second, to make it easier for me to wear an
artificial limb.  These were both sound and acceptable reasons,
although I did not relish the idea of another operation.  Later the
police administration made arrangements for the operation to
take place in the Albert Victor Hospital at Lahore under the chief
surgeon, Colonel  Sargood Fry.  Two months went by and then  I
got my instructions to come to Lahore.  A police bungalow was
put at my disposal so that Coral and Rolly could be nearby.  I
was fortunate enough to have my old orderly posted to me and
he was a great help to Coral, escorting her to and from the
hospital once I was admitted.  

The operation was vastly different from the village
dispensary.  I was in an operating room with nurses all around.
Colonel Fry the surgeon was assisted by two army doctors
undergoing a special course on anaesthetics.  I was given a spinal
injection which left my lower limbs free of any pain. I was
conscious throughout the operation and watched my stump
being opened up like a Lotus lily and the bone forceps applied to
the offending fibula.  It was then I began to feel weary, but I
suffered no ill effects.  So after nearly three months I was free
from pain although I had to wait another three months for my
limb to subside and harden before I could try out an artificial
limb.

While waiting for a posting during this interim period, I was
deputed to work in the statistical department at headquarters.  I
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rode my Indian combination to and from work, and moved
about on crutches whenever it was necessary.  In fact I even tried
playing badminton one legged at times.  Having Coral and Rolly
with me since the mishap all those months back was a great
boost and incentive, and gave me the assurance that I could
cope.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

One day not long after, a letter arrived informing me of my
posting to Sialkot, a city eighty odd miles north east of

Lahore on the borders of Jammu and Kashmir, the same place I
had attended a convent for a short time when a young lad. The
post was that of Cantonment inspector,  which covered traffic
and motor vehicle inspections.  In Sialkot, there was also  the one
and only artificial limb centre at that time in India.  I felt very
fortunate to have received this posting.  We had a large police
bungalow facing the Gymkhana golf course. The local power
station was only a few doors away. There was a parachute
factory in the vicinity.  Three British regiments and four Indian
units were stationed there and there were some retired European
civil servants.  Coral took to the place and made many friends,
both among the military personnel and civilians.  These were
war years but social activities were never ending.

My first visit to the artificial limb centre was both official and
private: to introduce myself and to ensure character clearance of
the civilian employees, as the centre itself was under military
control because of the war wounded.  It made no difference that I
was a civilian patient.  I was well looked after on the same lines
as the military war amputees.  There were two British
orthopaedic advisors from the Roehampton St Mary's Hospital,
UK to guide and train the local fitters in the centre.  All limbs
were made from willow and basically primitive but served their
purpose.  I had to learn how to walk once again with my first
artificial leg. Within a couple of weeks I felt I was back to normal
-but with a slight limp - and as the days went by I became quite a
two legged athlete.   I played golf, tennis, badminton and started
on my shooting outings again.  Within six months I had broken
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four of my artificial legs with these activities.  Fortunately for
me, as I was  the cantonment inspector, I got replacements for
little or nothing, and so long as I remained in Sialkot the limb
centre kept me well served with replacements and maintenance.  

My work was of a very interesting nature and reminded me
of my earlier days investigating crimes in Multan.  There were
the usual murders and burglaries in and around the
Cantonment. When this involved military personnel I had to
work closely with the Brigade commander to ensure co-
operation. His staff, all British, were at first a little wary of me,
but eventually gave their whole-hearted support and I got along
very well latterly.

As I mentioned above, we made many friends among the
military and we used to have badminton parties at ho me,
inviting the officers sometimes, and also the other ranks.  It was
a great break for them and Coral used to lay on a terrific feast on
every occasion.  We also used to invite the Catholic priests -
mostly Irish - and they would enjoy their tipple with us.  Drinks
of spirits were not easy to obtain in the civilian market because
of the rationing.  Being the Cantonment inspector and working
closely with the military, I was given the concession of buying
from the brigade officers' shop.  Coral did her weekly shopping
there and we were never short of food and drink supplies.  In
fact, Coral helped out quite a few Europeans (retired pensioners)
and others when the need arose.

Reverting to some of my investigative work, I have in mind
one particularly noxious suspect murder case, a family by the
name of Ewings (Mrs Ewing and her three daughters) all
working as teachers in the local convent and garrison school.
They left on a holiday to Simla and, as usual, informed the
police, who kept a watch over their house for the month they
were away.  

About a week or so after they had gone, one of my police
constables on patrol in the area reported that a bad smell was
coming from one of the rooms at the rear of the bungalow.  He
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was checking all the locks on all the doors at the time  (2.00 am).
I was awakened by my orderly an hour or so after the report and
proceeded to the bungalow to open up and check as the Ewings
had left a duplicate set of keys with me.  Entering the house by
the front door, I was overwhelmed by the thick smell of
decomposing flesh.  With torch in hand and a constable behind
me, I passed through the main hall to the rear bedroom.  On
looking around, I saw a mass of maggots in a pile on the centre
of a covered bed.  Raising my torch I followed a trail of  maggots
dropping from a rotting human body, hanging from the ceiling
fan above.  By this time I was feeling sick but managed to make
out the shape of a grey headed and bearded man.  Suicide, I
thought  to myself, and rushed out of the house.  The constable
had gone before me and was crouched over a wall nearby
vomiting his heart out.  

Having locked the house again, I gave instruction for the
unfortunate constable to remain there until I sent a relief.  I
would return later with the forensic staff and the local
magistrate.  When I got back home, Coral met me at the door
and said I looked like a ghost.  I gave her a shortened version of
the story and made for the bathroom where I plunged straight
into the tin tub of water which incidentally was crawling with
big black ants - a common feature during the hot weather.  Later
I had a stiff double whiskey, sent a telegram off to the Ewings
and recommended that one of the family should return
immediately.  

The sequel to the above?  After the investigation, it was
found not to be suicide after all. The man was the Ewings' cook
and owed money to the local money lender, failed to pay him, so
the money lender hired a killer who went to the servants'
quarters adjoining the Ewings' bungalow and enticed the old
man out.  He then strangled him with a short rope, picked the
lock of the back door, dragged the body on to the bed, tied a
longer rope around the victim's neck, levered him up with the
rope over the fan, and so left him hanging.  The hot weather
brought on early decomposition of the body.  The killer was
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eventually caught and, along with the money lender, was
convicted and hanged in Sialkot jail.  I was a witness to the
hanging.  The Ewings sold the bungalow and left Sialkot to live
elsewhere.

We were arranging to have Rolly admitted to the Bishop
Cotton school, Simla, and in the meantime he attended the local
convent.  The Reverend Mother, who was well over eighty years
old, had a faint recollection of my being at the convent just after
the First World War.   Rolly used to go to school on the crossbar
of the orderly's bicycle, but later was able to ride there himself.
He was not there very long when we travelled to Simla and
admitted him to the boys' school as a border for nine months of
the year.  Naturally we felt very sad at leaving him but this was
the accepted custom with all European families living in India.
Nine months' schooling and three months' holiday with mum
and dad.  

About this time the well-to-do Indians were taking advantage
of being able to send their children to English boarding schools.
There were quite a few at Bishop Cotton's.  The fees were
reasonable and the education was first class under the guidance
of English teachers holding diplomas.  Health wise, the boys
were well looked after and above all living in the invigorating
atmosphere of the hills while most parents worked down in the
plains in the suffocating heat.  

We usually visited Rolly once or twice during the nine
months and took him out for the day when he was free.  If we
could not manage the trip, some of our friends would have him
out on Sundays or other holidays.  Rolly can recount an episode
of an outing he made with a school pal where he ran up a bill in
a cafe in the town.  The pair of them had a most enjoyable tea
with cakes and other sundries and then found that they were
very short of pocket money to cover the bill.  Police friends of
ours (the Occams) saved the day.  One learns one's  lessons at a
very early age, which helps in later years.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Among our military friends, it was decided that we should
have a break up in the Kashmir-Jammu mountains.  An

army lorry pick-up was hired from the garrison depot for
recreational purposes.  Rolly was with us at the time .  The party
consisted of two married officers and their wives, two bachelor
officers and ourselves, nine in all including Rolly.  We travelled
up to a place called Batote about halfway to Srinagar and at 9000
feet.  On the way, Captain Victor Cummings, our driver,
suddenly went berserk, screaming that a wasp had gone up his
shorts and only just averted a serious accident by crashing into
the hillside. The vehicle stopped rather abruptly and most of us
were thrown forward through the driver's partition.  Fortunately
there was very little damage to people or lorry but - and this was
a BIG but - if the lorry had veered in the opposite direction we
would all have dropped down the mountainside for nearly 2000
feet down a sheer granite wall.  Victor never found the wasp,
even after stripping down to the nude behind a bush.  We
reached Batote and rested in the dak bungalow we had
previously arranged.  The local cook was on hand and prepared
a fine meal of curry and rice.  It was late evening and we
intended to spend the weekend here.  

Coral and Rolly went off to  bed early, while most of the rest
of us played cards to music from our portable gramophone.
Suddenly there was a screech from the room where Coral and
Rolly were, I rushed in to find Coral slapping at her head and
screaming blue murder.  Having got to her and moving her
hands away, I found a 6 - 8 inch centipede entangled within her
hair.  By this time, the whole party was in the room and giving
advice when the cook entered and calmly and deftly removed
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the centipede which was half dead due to Coral's hand slapping.
So ended day one of the holiday.  

The following morning everyone was up and about, Coral
none the worse for the previous night's excitement.  She and the
other ladies decided on a walk to the local village shop looking
for curios.  The men, not Rolly and me, decided on a trek to a
distant peak. I and Rolly made for the snowline a couple of
thousand feet above the dak bungalow, I was quite used to my
artificial leg by now.  We scrambled up a zig-zag course through
a very thick forest of pine and oak and not far from the snowline,
we decided to rest for a while.  While sitting and viewing the
scenery  around us, I was aware of a movement on the trunk of a
tree.  Looking harder and making sure I was not mistaken, I saw
a huge Himalayan bear leaning against the tree trunk with one
arm on its hip just like an old man taking a rest.  It was watching
us too.  I nudged Rolly to have a look and then we decided that
we had better move downhill pretty fast before the bear decided
that he or she was going to take a better look at the pair of us.
Believe it or not, we literally glissaded down convenient gullies
at the speed of a modern downhill skier and reached the dak
bungalow to tell the tale to everyone.  Going up the hill took us
just under an hour, coming down it took ten minutes.  The next
day we returned to Sialkot, having spent a rather exciting
weekend all told.

Not long after, we left on a short holiday to Delhi where I was
to give Alice away to Major Frank Warwhicker of the army
intelligence corps.  Aly had  been widowed many years
previously when Les Dawkins was killed in a motor accident
near Rawalpindi.  Poor Alice had had rather bad luck with her
previous marriage, losing her first baby, Donald, when he was
just a few months old.  She saw very little of Leslie because of his
touring work, but this was compensated for when her second
child was born in 1939, a few months before  Rolly.  The wedding
was a quiet affair but I felt very proud to be on hand to see Aly
start a new life with her husband Frank.
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On returning to Sialkot, we were accompanied by Coral's
sister Zena, who was to spend a holiday with us.  Zena was the
only unmarried sister of the four girls in the Lonnaux family.
She was working as a stenographer on the staff of GHQ at army
headquarters, Delhi, and was now on her annual month's
holiday.  I was to take my two weeks' holiday too, and we had
decided to spend the fortnight in Srinagar, Kashmir.

My Indian motorcycle was now fitted with a double seater
sidecar, and ready for the 200 mile trip over the mountains to
Srinagar.  Coral and Rolly travelled in the sidecar and Zena rode
on the pillion.

We set off very early one morning to avoid the heat of the day
and were in the cool of the hills before sunrise.  Coral took turns
with Zena to ride pillion giving her a break in the sidecar every
so often.  We stopped for the first night below the Banihal Pass at
a rest house.  It was an experience for Coral, Rolly and Zena.  I
knew the spot very well as I had done some good pheasant
chikoor ( hill partridge ) shoots there when I was a young
bachelor.  During the night, one heard the usual noises of the
wildlife in the area.  One big feature was the high whistling
sounds of the insects peculiar to this valley.  The next morning
we started the big climb to the pass which was at about ten
thousand feet.  The bike climbed the eight zig-zags to the top in
third gear.  On reaching the top, one passes through a for
hundred yard tunnel and comes out overlooking the vale of
Kashmir.  It is a bewildering sight to newcomers - the snow-
capped peaks of Pir Pinjal range surmounted by the famous
Nanga Parbit and the valley itself stretching away towards
Srinagar another fifty miles away.

Arriving in Srinagar by early evening, we had to drive
around the place to find the houseboat we had hired.  The
houseboats usually moor on the creeks and banks of the Dal lake.
We found ours without much difficulty on the lakeside at a spot
named Nagin Bagh.  The boat was named New Zealand. Just
why, we never asked.  It was a common practice it those days for
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owners to ask passing European tourists to give a name to a
houseboat. So possibly a tourist from New Zealand had
christened this particular boat.  The crew of the houseboat
comprised the owner, or Manghi, a cook, two bearers, a sweeper
and shikrara (dinghy) boatman.  The latter was the water taxi
driver attached to the boat to convey the guests to and from the
shopping centre and to places of interest bordering the lake. 

We made the most of our holiday by visiting all the places of
interest which I knew very well.  This saved us from having to
hire a guide.  We swam off the boat every day.  The lake was
from eight to ten feet deep and the weeds had been cleared from
the vicinity of the boats.

Rolly was full of mischief, and would take it upon himself to
wander off the boat on the gangplank, which was a shaky affair.
One day he fell off it, but was able to swim to shore.  We only
knew about this much later from the Manghi's wife.

On another occasion, when we were all swimming, Coral and
Zena took motorcycle tubes.  Rolly and I were out in mid-lake
when we heard screams from the boat.  Coral was shouting that
Zena was drowning as she had slipped through her tube and
was splashing about.  I managed to get to her before she went
under for the third time and got her back to the house boat.  She
was none the worse for the experience, but would not venture
into the water thereafter.  Neither would Coral for a few days.

The day came when we left for home and the heavens
opened upon us during the journey to Banihal Pass.  Coral and
Rolly were in the sidecar covered with a canvas tarpaulin and
Zena was riding pillion getting doused and screaming in my ears
to stop.  I just made for the house below the pass and took no
notice of her.  Then  I could hear Coral and Rolly shouting in a
muffled way under the canvas, but still I ignored them and rode
on.  It was the most hair-raising ride through torrential rain with
thunder and lightning making things worse.  Eventually we
arrived at the rest house just in time to save Coral and Rolly from
suffocating.  It appeared that they were trying to draw my
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attention to the fact that they had been unable to breathe under
the canvas since a few miles after leaving Srinagar.  Zena wanted
to make adjustments to her waterproof cover which had blown
open on the way, but I was only hell-bent on getting to the rest
house.  

I accepted the tirade from them all, but once we got to the
rest house, the watchman lit a fire and we each took a brandy
and all was forgotten.  The weather prevented us from going on
and over the pass that day.  The next morning turned out bright
and clear and we left in good spirits, having dried out our
sodden clothes and having had a good night's sleep as well.  The
journey back to Sialkot after the previous day's excitement went
off without a hitch, and we were glad to be home once again.
Zena never forgot her Kashmir holiday!!!
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CHAPTER NINE

Zena's holiday was over and she returned to her work in
Delhi.  The war news was looking better.  Lord Linlithgow,

the Viceroy, made over charge to Field Marshall Lord Wavell and
went  on a tour of Punjab.  I had been detailed to take over his
police security in Lahore for a week, living camp style in the
Punjab Governor's residence.  Coral was to stay with our friends,
the Occums.  

Vivian Occum was now superintendent of the police in
Lahore and officer in charge of the police armed services.  While
living under canvas at Government House, I was able to invite
Coral and friends to visit me for a short spell.  Not long after
they had left, the grounds alarm was raised. Intruders  had got
in.  Spreading out my police patrols at various points resulted in
the capture of four political terrorists.  Things were hotting up
politically in India, with Subas Chandra Bose, the so-called
commander of the Indian national army, now working with the
Japanese in Burma and Malaya.  The so-called INA were mostly
deserters from the regular Indian army.  Apart from being
traitors, the were classified as terrorists, roaming the country
stirring up trouble and trying to kill prominent people to justify
their cause.  In addition,  the leading political parties were now
hell-bent on Indian independence. Communal riots were taking
place in the majority of the big cities and the police were on
standby on most days.

I was awarded a commendation certificate with a silver
ashtray presented by the Viceroy Lord Wavell for my short
service during his visit to Lahore.  The night before I broke camp,
I burnt down my tent by forgetting to put my cigarette out!
Despite the nice award from the Viceroy I had to pay the police
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the price of one tent!  

Back in Sialkot, life on the surface seemed normal, but there
was an under current of ill feeling and suspicion among the
locals.  This was more communal than political.  There had been
a few killings in the city, a couple of miles from the Cantonment,
with Hindus being butchered while passing through Muslim
areas.

The military were put on full alert.  The Brigadier called me
to his office one day to give the sad news of a Captain friend of
ours, who had left for the Burma front to fight with the Chindits
only a few weeks back.  He had left his car, a Fiat 1600 coupé,
with us for safe keeping.  He was shot on his first assignment,
leading a patrol in the jungle.  It was sad news indeed but the big
surprise was that he had left written instructions with the
brigade commander that his car should be given to Mr and Mrs
McDowell in the event of his not returning from the battle front.

Most of the British regiments changed every so often, but the
officers of the Tenth Signals, the Royal Tank Corps and Royal
Engineers,  a training body, stayed put unless they volunteered
for the front.  We made many friends among them  and naturally
felt saddened if they left and did not return.

Rolly was doing well at school and his reports were excellent
.  On his holidays with us, he made friends with a couple of boys
his own age.  His father was also in the police, the civil lines
inspector.  This was out of my sphere of work but we used to
meet at the monthly police meetings at headquarters.  It was
during these holidays that Coral and I decided Rolly should
change schools and go to Sherwood college in Nanital, in the
hills of the United Province.  We thought that Rolly would like to
be with his friends.  When we informed the Bishop Cotton
school, the principal tried to dissuade us and even offered us a
Bursary for Rolly.  The change took place the next term starting
in early March 1945.  We had Rolly with us for the winter
holidays 1945/46, and could not get to see him again until early
1948.  Things were starting to look very dark in our part of the
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country despite the coming VE Day.

Lord Wavell did not last long as Viceroy after VE Day.  Soon
he was replaced by Lord Mountbatten.  VE Day parades went
ahead and there were also fireworks at night.  Lady Mountbatten
paid a visit to the troops and I was out on security duty at the
local airport when her Dakota landed and overran the strip into
a clump of trees.  There was no damage to life or limb but the
pilot of the aircraft was red faced for many weeks afterwards.  I
was also on hand when she visited the wives of the Army Officer
Corps, NCO's and other ranks.  Coral was introduced along with
them and other police officers wives both British and Indian.
She was a lovely person and did so much for the troops.

About this time, just after VE Day, the political situation was
getting into its stride with rioting and murder among both
politicians and in the community in general.  Curfew was
proclaimed in many districts throughout Punjab.  The Muslims,
in the North of the province where they were in a majority were
crying out for partition and proclaiming new territories for
themselves.  The formation of Pakistan is now history and
comprehensively written about by well known Indian and
foreign politicians and historians.  It is enough for me to write
about my own experiences up to my neck in the turmoil in the
Sialkot region.

With the curfew enforced in both the city and Cantonment,
there were regular patrols by posses of police in jeeps provided
by the military.  The police had only one of their own and that
was in use constantly by the superintendent of police.  The jeep
allocated to me and my patrols was from the brigade
commander who also provided me with a military escort of
driver and two armed sepoys.  On our first night,  my assistant
Inspector was shot and badly wounded while he was shouting
instructions through a megaphone.  He was seated in front with
me at the time and he slumped over me.  One of the sepoys
noticed a figure running along a parapet above us.  We stopped
the jeep and I led the chase with the two sepoys branching out to
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a cul-de-sac where we saw the runner returning.  These were
desperate times and one took no chances so I ordered him to stop
and come down.  He had no wish to harm me and threw down
his gun, a 303 Enfield army rifle.  The street itself was quiet and
there was no one about.  The ASI was sent back for medical
treatment in the jeep with the gunman.  I stayed back with a
couple of my escorts and searched a few houses resulting in the
recovery of stolen weapons and ammunition, and the arrest of a
few suspects.  This sort of thing was happening all over the city
with other patrols.  We later discovered that outsiders were
coming in from other areas with stolen arms. 

Because of this infiltration I was advised to set up road blocks
and pickets surrounding Sialkot city and the Cantonments.
Again the military came to our rescue by supplying barbed wire
and old oil drums.  The barricade on the five main roads were set
five miles out and were armed by a platoon of army personnel
and police.  All vehicles passing through underwent a search
resulting in the capture of many criminals and deserters, and
arms of all descriptions, even sharpened spades, the types used
by the Bailcha party.  

What was very noticeable was the surge of Muslims coming
from all directions into the city, and Hindus leaving in the one
direction towards Jammu and Amritsar in the South.  Even at
this early stage, 1946, the idea of Pakistan was on the minds of
both communities.

While the police, were working overtime, the military had
their own problems.  British troops were leaving the area, and
the Indian regiments, still commanded by British officers in the
main, were under command of Brigade Headquarters with a
British staff.  The liaison between police and military was good.
It was sad seeing the British regiments leaving and returning to
the UK.  Most of their equipment was being taken over by the
Indian units, but a vast quantity of technical equipment was
taken away and destroyed.  It is no secret in the army that
having a surplus is a bigger crime than having a shortage when
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final accounts are reckoned up.  During one of my searches with
a party of police on a criminal case on the borders of the
Cantonment,  we located and recovered 1000 x 303 rifles, 4
Norton motorcycles, 10 W/T sets and a lot of miscellany, all
down a deep disused well.  This was never investigated but the
suspicion was that the equipment was deliberately dumped by a
suspect Indian unit in sympathy with the terrorists.

Most of the British officers handed in their private sporting
guns along with service revolvers taken from Germans, Italians
and Japanese.  They made them over to me at the police station
and I was sorely tempted to retain one or two of them for my
own use.  I got over the temptation only to discover that most of
the weapons got into the hands of other interested officials when
I had documented them and passed them to the judiciary keep.  

In early 1947 Coral's dad came to spend a holiday with us,
little realising the forthcoming holocaust.  He said that things
appeared to be quite normal in Delhi and was surprised that we
were on a permanent alert.  Our bungalow, along with those of
most of the civilians, was under constant surveillance day and
night by both the military and police.  I also posted a police
guard on duty every night to keep an eye on the house while I
was away.

History tells us that the British Government sent a mission to
the Viceroy to hustle up the Indian independence, which, in turn
was to be the partition of India.  Nehru's India and Jinnah's
Pakistan.  Sir Stafford Cripps and party came and went, and the
die was cast.  It was to be the 14th August 1947.  We still had a
few months ahead of us before the big day.  All British serving
police officers were sent a memorandum giving them two
options.  Repatriation to the UK or continued service with India
or Pakistan.  There was no guarantee of job security either in the
UK or with the independent countries.  This took some digesting
and deep thinking for both Coral and me and, as our interests
lay in India, I opted to continue with my police service there.

In the mean time, I carried on with my routine work at the
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police station.  We had a couple of suspected murderers in our
lock-up for interrogation.  There were many ways and means of
eliciting information and confessions from suspects without
physical force.  Some were rather unique.  One of these always
brought success, but cost me money from my own pocket, as I
bought the goods which induced the suspects to come clean.  We
fed the prisoners with Indian sweets, bringing on a terrible thirst
and a craving for water which was given at a teaspoon full now
and again.  It never failed, no matter how much the defence
lawyers put forth their case before the courts on grounds of
physical torture.

More tragic incidents were happening daily.  A British Army
officer was killed while out on night patrol with his men - the
first European killed since the outbreak of trouble.  Later it was
discovered that he had been shot by one of his own sentries on
guard duty by mistake.

Now there were derailments practically every day.  I was
called out one night to the scene of a rail derailment a few miles
out of Sialkot. The incoming train en route to Jammu was filled
with non-Muslims fleeing from the Northwest Frontier and
carrying about a thousand passengers.  Ninety percent had
either been killed or badly mutilated, and a good fifty percent of
them were women and children.  They had been butchered by a
Muslim mob with swords, hatchets and knives.  The women had
been pierced through their stomachs, some were pregnant and
the unborn children were left hanging on the end of spears.
Many had been disembowelled or beheaded.  It was a sickening
scene. About a hundred survived and were brought back to a
temporary refugee camp in the Cantonment.  One elderly man I
found lying on a wooden bench in the carriage was breathing
laboriously.  On getting closer, I found he was holding his
entrails in the palms of his hands, his stomach had been slashed
wide open.  I removed a sari from a dead woman nearby and
made a temporary bandage to bind his waist, after I had placed
his innards back inside him.  The carriage was littered with dead
humans and blood everywhere.  By now I was getting used to
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seeing death in all its forms, but there was more to come in the
following days.

Coral was now very busy helping out at the refugee camp
with the few wives of British military personnel.  The women
and children, - all non-Muslims - were fleeing the city .  Most
Hindu and Sikh houses were being burned down by the Muslim
mobs.  Evacuation plans had started, and with the help of the
military, we were sending families by the bus load.  All public
vehicles had been commandeered.  These were the months
BEFORE Partition and Independence!!!

On another patrol in the city, dawn was just breaking as we
were walking through a street.  The gutters on either side were
overflowing with last night's monsoon downpour.  Mixed with
the water was the blood of slaughtered humans, many whom
floated in the gutters.  Some houses were still smouldering and
we could hear cries of anguish coming from various quarters.
Part of our job was to locate and rescue the families hiding from
the Muslim mobs.  On this occasion, we found two families
huddled together beneath the floor of the burnt house among tin
trunks.  They normally kept all their family possessions in these
trunks.  They had been stripped of all possessions while in
hiding and were lucky to be alive when the house above them
burned down.

By now communications between districts and provinces was
getting worse.  We did hear from the school in Nainital that Rolly
was all right and Nainital itself was quiet but as months went by
and the day of independence drew near we heard nothing
further.  Coral`s dad was anxious about news in Delhi but we
were completely cut off.  Phones,  telegraphs or any other forms
of communication drew a blank.  This was the situation for us
civilians.  Officially I was getting news of the situation through
government sources and the military but it did not help our
anxiety.

Now I received an official document from the inspector
general of police at Lahore.  Requesting me to carry on working
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in Sialkot until such times as the situation settled AFTER
independence.  They would release me for transfer to the Indian
side when they found  it necessary.  This meant that I would be
working for the Pakistani police after Independence for a few
months at the very least.
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CHAPTER TEN

August 14th 1947.  Independence day.  The country went wild
and berserk.  Law and order floundered.  My police station

was left with one head constable and two constables.  The
remaining forty odd (non Muslims) had debunked across the
border to India.  I could not blame them.  My superintendent
police chief informed me that, I being non-partisan, would be of
great help in evacuation work.  The police station would
eventually be brought up to strength with Muslim personnel in
due course.  I took it upon myself to ask the Brigade commander,
who fortunately was British with a British staff, to second me to
the service on evacuation duties.  This was agreed to and was a
great relief to Coral and her dad as they would be under twenty-
four hour protection by the military.  

My duties entailed travelling with convoys of refugees
towards the Indian border.  There was always the fear of attack
from Muslim haunts and it was very seldom that convoys got
through without mishap.  The savagery of these people when
meeting with trainloads of refugees was something awful.  The
killings went on for days and weeks after independence.  I had
witnessed thousands upon thousands of dead and maimed
victims of these atrocities.  Through the grape vine I heard of
terrible slaughter both here and Pakistan of non-Muslims and of
the same treatment across the border in India of Muslims by the
Sikhs.  As this sort of news spread among the population, so the
slaughter went on in retaliation.

I was now getting worried about us.  The Pakistan police
failed to give me any payment,  and we were living on a very
small amount of capital which Coral saved locally.  My money
was tied up with Lloyds Bank in Delhi and I had no
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communication with them.  Eventually the police came up with
one month's salary although I had now been working for them
for two months  since partition.  

Coral and I decided to make arrangements for our departure
and started the process of packing and organising the move.  The
brigadier was himself leaving shortly, and detailed an escort of
Dagra Sepoys to travel with us in the lorry I had arranged.
When I informed the authorities that I wished to leave, I was
politely told that I could go within the week but I would not be
permitted to take my car and motorcycle.  I should arrange a
mutual changeover of vehicles with any of my police colleagues
who had come across from India leaving their vehicles behind.  

After much looking around I met another inspector of police
who gave me full details of his motorcycle with the authority to
take it over.  He had left it with a garage in Delhi.  It was a one
sided affair with ninety percent going to this inspector, but I had
no other course.  No one offered to buy the car, in fact they were
expecting me to hand it over for nothing.  I had heard a rumour
that most of the incoming police wished me in hell for being
instrumental in allowing thousands of non-Muslims to get away.
Coral advised me to give it to the Catholic priests or the nuns.
We gave it to the nuns as they had a licensed driver.  All our
household furniture we gave to the priests.  My orderly had
done a bunk with my Raleigh cycle.  The other servants were
given various articles, and they wept bitterly  on the day we set
off.

We left Sialkot with such happy, but later, bitter memories.  I
left in uniform with my service revolver.  I refused to surrender it
when asked by the superintendent.  My sporting shotgun and
rifle were hidden amongst the baggage.  The escort armed with
Sten guns were seated on top of the luggage on the roof of the
lorry.  We had a two hour drive to Lahore without incident.  Half
an hour out from Lahore, on the India/Pakistan border
checkpoint, we were stopped like any other refugee passing
through.  I protested to the police guard that he was exceeding
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his orders but to no avail.

At this point I signalled to the escort to point their guns at the
offending guard in question, and to shoot if there was any sign of
aggression from him or any other guard nearby.  Just then an
officer - police - came out of the checkpoint tent and stopped
short of me with utter amazement.  With the same amazement,
but with utter relief, we shook hands and clasped each other
with the exclamation:  “I'll be damned.”  The officer was an old
friend and colleague of mine from Multan days.  He said he had
heard rumours that I had been killed in the riots in Sialkot and
possibly his men thought I was an impostor. Rather tame I
thought, but Bob Disney, my friend, saw us through without
further trouble.

That was the Pakistan border checkpoint. There was half a
mile of no-man's-land to the Indian checkpoint and we were
given a spot of trouble by some unknown snipers shooting on
our lorry.  One of our Dogra guards on top of the lorry was
injured in his right arm.  This we only discovered on reaching
the checkpoint along with a few bullet holes in the side of the
lorry woodwork.  Coral, who had held up very well throughout
the  last few months, was now feeling the strain of anxiety and I
am sad to say that the Indian authorities were of no help to us
when we reached Amritsar.  Our guard and lorry were off-
loaded, and they returned to Pakistan with a load of Muslim
refugees, men, women and children, fifty in all!!  

With the help of some police friends, I was able to hire a
ramshackle truck and proceed on our way to Julluinder - the
temporary capital of the now renamed East Punjab.   Amritsar
itself and suburbs was one seething mass of humanity, with
refugee camps under military guard and roadblocks to every
outlet.  We got through the last roadblock to be confronted with
thousands upon thousands of Muslim refugees, on donkeys,
bullock carts, cycles, and walking with hand carts, tin trunks,
charpoys (rope beds), and cooking utensils.  It was a sad sight
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which made Coral and her dad feel sick.  

We stopped for a while to make way for some of them and
Coral offered some of the children some fruit as they looked so
sad and bedraggled.  But they shied clear and their elders just
spat on the ground, shaking their heads.  They did not want our
charity, possibly thinking that we intended to poison them, as
this was a factor taking place on both sides of the border.

At this point of our travels, I must give way to the BIG LIE
put out by the three countries involved -Britain, India, and
Pakistan - that it was “a very peaceful transition with very little
bloodshed.”  My family and I were in the middle and the thick of
the resulting transition, and not a day went by without some
atrocity taking place with millions of innocents being
slaughtered on both sides of the divided countries.  It was to say
the least, very wrong.  To crown it all, even Nature took its toll of
death in many ways.

Amritsar to Jullunder is normally a two or three hour journey
of between sixty to seventy miles with the river Beas in between.
On our journey from Amritsar, looking like refugees ourselves,
we passed hundreds of kaflas (caravans) of bullock carts loaded
with refugees all fleeing to the border.  On either side of the road
and for miles over the barren plains there were thousands of
mounds of half-buried dead humans, dead cattle and dogs. The
jackals and vultures gorged to the full, so much so that the latter
were unable to fly. 

There were still many people burying their dead nearby. All
this was partly due to starvation and sickness, but mainly the
slaughter  by raiding parties when these kaflas  rested for the
night. On reaching the Beas river road bridge,  we came upon an
unbelievable sight. The river banks on both sides of the river
were strewn with dead bodies, some half buried in the sand,
mixed with all the paraphernalia the unfortunates carried. The
railway bridge  girders had bodies,  charpoys, tin trunks and
clothing hanging from the lower cross-members.  The stench of
human decomposed flesh was penetrating.  It took us a good
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two hours to cross the road bridge due to the seething mass of
humans coming from the opposite direction. The cause of this
terrible and tragic scene was nature at its  worst.  The caravans
had camped overnight on the banks and sands of the river bed
when a flash flood came down the river due to heavy rain and
melting snows on the foot hills of the Himalayas a hundred miles
to the north-east.  One gets no warnings of these happenings.
Incidentally, as well as the humans and belongings hanging from
the girders of the bridge, there were also cattle and dogs.

We left the Beas bridge with its hanging mutilated humans,
cattle, and household effects, but the stench stayed with us, as it
had by now percolated our clothes.  We reached Jullunder by late
evening having passed hundreds of Kaflas on the move to the
border.  It was a never-ending of pitiful humanity.  I made the
truck driver take us to the office of the Inspector General of
police to report my presence.  Although it was late in the
evening, the IG was still working, as well he might be during
these cleaning up days, sorting out this huge problem facing the
Government.  

The IG (the first Indian promoted to the top rank) was Sant
Prakash Singh, a gentleman and a first-class officer.  He
sympathised with Coral and me and arranged suitable
accommodation for us in the Circuit Rest House for as long as it
took me to settle our affairs, before going on leave to Delhi to
await my orders of posting.  The first thing Coral and I did was
to order a huge steaming bath with gallons of disinfectant
carbolic.  We wallowed in our baths for a good hour or so and
changed into clean clothes.  Our discarded clothes we destroyed.
The rest house turned out a fine supper for us but we just could
not eat.  Coral, although feeling better, was not herself.  I called
in the local police doctor who gave her some sedatives and
advised me that she should rest completely for many days if not
weeks.

We stayed for a couple of days in the rest house while I made
arrangements for our move.  The police were very helpful and I
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was very surprised to hear that I was the only European officer
still serving the force.  The others had all taken repatriation to the
UK, Australia or New Zealand long before independence.
Having been in Sialkot all that time, we were cut off from news
and advice, but still I hoped we had made the right decision.
Time would tell.  The IG informed me that they were having
trouble in transferring personal files of police officers from and
to Lahore, which was the old headquarters in Punjab.  He had
not received my file to date - three months past.  However, I was
paid a couple of month's salary and granted two months'  leave.

We left for Delhi in another hired lorry.  The journey down
was not as bad;  the roads were not as cluttered.  Coral had
written to her sister Mavis and her husband Mervyn to put us up
for a while in their flat.  Mervyn was then the manager of Cook
and Kelvy's Jewellers.  We just hoped that they had got the letter.
While in Jullunder, we sent telegraphs to the school in Nainital
and other places where we had friends to let them know that we
were alive and in India.  With no news of a reply, we were
naturally anxious during the journey. 

On nearing Delhi, we had to pass through many road checks.
Being in police uniform I had no trouble until we met up with an
obstreperous head constable near the Kashmir Gate checkpoint.
He threatened to shoot me if I obstructed him and his crew in the
process of searching the lorry. I informed him that he was not
authorised  to search it in the first place. He was dealing with a
senior police officer who was travelling in the lorry with his
family proceeding on leave.  That was me.  I then drew my
revolver and advised him to put down his musket  before I blew
his head off.  A silly threat on my part but it had the desired
effect.  After all we had been through this was the last thing I
expected. We passed through without  further ado  but I
subsequently  made a report of the incident and had the
offending head constable dealt with by his inspector.

On reaching  Mervyn and Mavis's flat in New Delhi  we were
pleasantly surprised to find they had got the message and had
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the room ready for us. We got Coral's dad off to his flat in good
time.  Mrs Lonnaux was present on our arrival and overjoyed to
see the old man back safely.

We were now making the most of our return to civilisation.  It
certainly looked like that in Delhi. There had been a few outrages
but nothing on the scale of the border cities. Coral was under the
doctor's treatment and gradually recovering from her near
nervous breakdown. I visited the garage to claim the motorcycle
in place of my Indian Scout which I had exchanged back in
Sialkot.  What I got really was 10% of the deal, an old model BSA
500 cc with tyres worn down, the engine kaput, unlicensed, and
estimated cost for repairs- if carried out - of 200 rupees: a lot of
money in those days.  I let the garage have the machine and
accepted 50 rupees in lieu. We decided, Coral and I, to buy a
second-hand Morris 8 which served us pretty well while on
holiday. Rolly was due his winter holidays from school and
returned to us by early December. We were able to spend
Christmas in Delhi before I got my orders of posting from the
police.

I decided to take up my posting alone, temporarily, leaving
Coral and Rolly for a while until I settled myself in a bungalow.
It was just as well because of the place and posting I eventually
landed in. It was Amritsar, back on the border as Inspector of
Police border supervision, Motor Vehicles Inspector, Motor
Mobile Inspector, Reserve Inspector. Four Inspectors in one!!! The
bungalow allocated to me had been squatted in by a local
magistrate who did not have a place to live. I took temporary
rooms with a Railway police colleague.

My work as Border Inspector entailed using a jeep with a
guard patrolling the 200 mile border with Pakistan. There were a
few skirmishes with raiders on both sides. Things were settling
down. The refugee problem was easing. A couple of weeks later I
had Coral and Rolly with me as I had now found a house to live
in. I gave the border duties up and went on a tour, mobile patrol
and vehicle inspection, to the Kangra district and foothills of the
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Himalayas. The change did us all a world of good. The Indian
government were making a bridge over the Ravi river for easy
access to Jammu and Kashmir as the original route by road was
on the Pakistan side through Sialkot. All load trucks had to have
a certificate of fitness every six months. These were due and we
spent a pleasant week at Pathankot in lovely surroundings with
the Himalayas above us.  While  on this particular job I received
a call from Jullunder  Head quarters to report there immediately
on transfer for  special duties.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Once again the McDowells packed and we had made ready to
move when we heard the news of Mahatma Gandhi's

killing in Delhi. I said to Coral at the time that life  was
beginning to pall and I felt myself losing the will the carry on in
the police . On arrival in Jullunder I was told to take over the
Cantonment Police Station and re-organise the police
complement. There had been riots in Jullunder city, a backlash
over the Gandhi murder. So far,  things were now solely Indian
in every respect. There were a couple of Anglo Indian military
officers we became rather friendly with. We had a large police
bungalow and Coral had settled in very well hoping we could
get back to normal, but I was beginning to feel more and more
disillusioned and felt that my prospects in the police were nil.

In the meantime, Rolly went back to school but this time to
his old school, Bishop Cotton's in Simla. We had a spot of bother
with Sherwood schools about transfer fees when making the
change and had to pay out a lump sum before they gave the
certificate.  Still, we were happier with Rolly in Simla as it was
just a few hours by car from Jullunder.

Apart from the routine work as Cantonment Inspector, I now
had the additional job of training women to use a rifle. The East
Punjab being near the  border, we were  always on tenterhooks
and in fear of attacks. The women were to be trained to defend
themselves. Indian women, it would appear, would have to lose
their shyness, which was an ingrained feature among most of
them. With the help of my staff we managed somehow, but
personally, I felt it a waste of time. 

The other matter of concern was the spread of rabies. All
stray dogs had to be destroyed. Stray dogs were a common
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feature on the streets of any city or town in India. There were no
recognised dog catchers as such and none of my staff, being
devout Hindus, were willing to do the job.  I took it upon myself
to shoot the animals followed by a sweeper who collected the
corpses in gunny bags to be burnt later.  At the end of one week I
had disposed of 300 dogs and cleared the Cantonment of rabies. I
was sickened at having to do this but it was necessary.

Later in the year I was visited by a representative from the
newly established British High Commission in Delhi. The
gentleman wanted me to represent the British community of East
Punjab in an honorary capacity. He burst out laughing when I
informed him that there was just one British subject other than
myself and Coral, a Northern Irish priest 200 miles to the East in
the depths of the Himalayas. I might see him once a year if I was
there myself.  I told him that my wife and I were contemplating a
change as I was now more than ever convinced that I was
working under sufferance and could not see a bright future
ahead in the changed circumstances of the country.

This did not surprise him as he was aware of the hundreds of
Europeans leaving India, especially those serving in the various
branches of the Civil Service. He would keep in touch with us
and let me know of any opportunities arising. As the days went
by, Coral and I applied to the Australian High Commission for
brochures on emigration. We were getting serious now and I had
heard about there being plenty of work going in Australia
provided one had some trade or profession to offer. My only fear
was the wearing of an artificial limb. Then again we thought of
the war veterans and the disabled who must have felt the same
but would cope as I had done over the last few years.

Not long afterwards, we received the brochures and started
filling in forms which had been supplied by the Aussies, when I
received a letter from the  British High Commission offering a
post, provided I came for an interview when convenient. This
was it and both Coral and I made the final decision. I would
break from the police. I obtained a few days' leave but gave no
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inkling of my intentions to my  Superintendent. We travelled to
Delhi in our Morris 8 and stayed with Mavis and Mervyn while
on leave. I had the interview with the High Commission,
meeting the Counsellor in charge of personnel. After a long and
exhausting interview on all aspects of my CV, I was accepted and
the post would remain open to me once I had received my
discharge from the police department. We were overjoyed at the
prospect, little realising what difficulties lay ahead in trying to
secure my freedom from the police.

On returning from leave, I allowed a few days to go by and
then shot my bolt. I desired retirement with one month's notice
in lieu.  This was not accepted by the Deputy Inspector General
of Police, who I worked directly under. I was considered
indispensable because of my neutrality - being Christian and
non-Indian. This was utter rubbish and I demanded my
retirement and that my case should be sent to the Inspector
General who was in Simla, the summer capital,  at the time. 

This was considered insubordination by the  DIG and he
charged me accordingly. While under suspension I took it upon
myself to go to Simla and see the IG to explain matters. I was
granted the interview and the IG was quite sympathetic but
advised me to return to resume my duties. He would send for
my original application for retirement and look into the
circumstances of the rejection. While in Simla I met a few of my
Indian colleagues who gave me the low-down on the intrigues
going on among the senior officers, each vying with each other
for plum postings and promotions. Surprisingly on my return
the Superintendent in charge gave me to understand that my
application had been accepted. I was not under suspension and
could work out my one month's notice while my papers went
through the usual channels.

On completion of my month, Coral and I left Jullunder, but
before leaving, the police station  staff gave us a farewell party.
Rolly was also present. My papers and outstanding money due
to me would be sent on to me in Delhi. It was December 1948.
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The High Commission accepted me after I had explained
about my papers coming later. I did give the police department
my address at the High Commission. Two weeks into my work
with the High Commission, the Counsellor called me up and
showed me a memo and warrant sent by the police informing
them that a Mr W McDowell was charged under Section 29 of
the Police Act for taking employment with a foreign country
while still serving with the Punjab Police. This blow sent me
reeling and upset me very much. The Counsellor merely told me
to go back and clear up my position with the police. They fully
understood my predicament and awaited my return with  papers
of discharge on hand. The job would remain open. That was a
consolation.

Naturally, Coral took this very badly and was in tears. Here
we thought we were starting a new life,  working for the British
Government with all ties severed from the Punjab police and this
had to happen.  It looked as if I was being hounded to make an
example of one last European police officer. I returned to
Jullunder on my own, leaving Coral and Rolly in Delhi, thinking
it best I should clear the matter on my own. 

The DIG refused to see me but sent word that I was to
continue work in the Cantonment until my resignation papers
had been passed by the Governor of East Punjab, as only his
signature was legal on the resignation of an inspector of police.
By now I was on the verge of a breakdown myself and was
feeling the strain to the extent that my disabled limb developed
an abscess and I found it difficult to wear the artificial limb.  The
charge under the official police act had been withdrawn, but  it
was trumped up in the first place.  The Governor was on tour in
the district, and I was determined to see him.  Not having the car
with me, I took a tonga to Circuit House, where the Governor
was staying.  I waited all day, but I didn't get a look in.  I tried
again the following day without success.  This I felt was a
conspiracy against me for no other reason than the pique of
senior officers.  
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The police doctor came to see me regarding my infected limb.
He knew all about my problem with the police and said it could
be months or even years before my resignation was accepted.
Why not try to get out on medical grounds, he said.  He would
help me.  The next day, I would not wear my artificial leg and
submitted my application for medical retirement on the grounds
I could not and would not continue my police duties any further.
I left the police station and took temporary residence with
friends, Mr Fernandas, a retired railway inspector and his wife.
A medical board confirmed my problems and the DIG was
forced to forward these papers to the IG in Simla.  A whole
month had passed since my return from Delhi.

While awaiting my papers, I was pleasantly surprised to see
Coral and Roll show up at the Fernandas home.  They had come
up in the night train after receiving my last letter.  As I was now
moving about on crutches and being unable to wear the artificial
limb due to the genuine swelling of my infected leg, we decided
to take a trip up to Simla via Delhi, to pick up the car.  Coral was
adamant about seeing the Inspector General and having the
papers signed once and for all. She said I was being broken in
health deliberately by the police powers to ensure that I would
not be able to work for the High Commission.  It was more than
pique on the part of the police.

We left Jullunder for the last time, picked up the car in Delhi
and with my one good leg, drove up to Simla 200 miles away.
Having got to Simla, we set up at the YWCA. The next morning,
Coral and I went by rickshaw to the police headquarters.  We
met an old Anglo-Indian friend Vivian Occam, who had access to
the IG police.  Coral went into see the IG and was inside for
under an hour and came out smiling and holding the roll of
signed papers.  I was free at last, but not well at all.

We rested for a day or so and drove back to Delhi.  A couple
of days later, I reported back to the High Commission, presented
my clearance papers and was promptly given ten days' leave,
500 Rupees and sufficient petrol coupons (there was rationing in
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those days), with the blessings of the Counsellor  to get well and
return in good spirits.  They had heard all about my trials and
tribulations from another source unknown to me.  

So, after seventeen years in the Indian police force, with its
bittersweet memories, Coral and I start a new chapter in our
lives.  As I was now in the employ of the British Government, I
could not deal directly with the Punjab police.  It took the High
Commission a good six months to clear up the matter of my
retirement pension and provident fund. I had subscribed to the
latter  during my service and was entitled to receive it back at
compound interest. There were deliberate delaying tactics on the
part of the Punjab Government over this matter -  just pique on
their part -  and when they eventually paid me, I received fifty
percent less than my entitlement, the excuse being that they
could not trace my records which were supposedly held in
Pakistan.  If it were not for the High Commission giving me
employment, both Coral and I would have been in dire straits
financially, and God knows what might have been our future.  I
naturally felt ill disposed to the senior officers concerned and
thanked my lucky stars I was not working with them any longer.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

We were now resuming our lives under more pleasant
conditions.  It was necessary to find a home of our own.

Mavis and Mervyn were leaving for the UK on a long holiday,
and his firm wanted his apartment for the relief.  Coral's mum
and dad had also left, with Zena, to live in the UK.  We managed
to rent a room as a temporary measure with an old police college
friend who was on the staff of Lord Mountbatten, the first
Governor General appointed by Pandit Nehru, the prime
minister of the now independent India.  

This temporary abode did not last long, for we found
accommodation with a family in the Telegraph Department of
the newly opened residential areas on the perimeters of New
Delhi.  We moved to an apartment in Sundarnagar, a suburb.
After a few weeks, however, we left as the so-called new
residences were falling to pieces - literally!  So we went back to
our friends as paying guests once more.

All the time we were looking around for a decent home,
Coral was advancing with a new pregnancy.  We were thrilled at
the prospect but were most anxious to get settled in a home.
This, however, came very much later after the birth of our son
Victor.

I was on call at the High Commission the night Coral went
into labour but I had arranged for an office car and driver to be
on hand.  When I received the phone message, I despatched the
car which picked up Coral and a friend and rushed off to the
Willingdon Hospital, about a mile or two away.  En route the car
broke down a few hundred yards from the hospital and Coral
was helped - walking - to the hospital, where she was put into
the labour ward.  Victor was born within fifteen minutes of
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Coral's arrival.  I only knew of this when the nurse on duty
phoned me at the office at 2:30 am , 21st September 1950.  Like
many dates with such momentous happenings, I never forgot
this one.  Mercifully, Coral was a tough young lady despite all
the previous traumatic experiences she had experienced with
me, and came through Victor's birth very well.  

A week or so later, Coral came out from hospital with Victor
in fine fettle.  We managed to employ a very good Gurkha ayah
to keep an eye on Victor and help in the home.  The ayah's
husband, an ex-soldier, was a first class cook and an extra
security reinforcement being a night watchman when I had
occasion to be on courier duties out of Delhi.  About this time I
was having trouble in keeping my artificial leg up to scratch and
had by force of circumstance to manage my own maintenance.  I
badly needed another spare. The only artificial limb centre in
India at this time was in Madras, a thousand miles south-east of
Delhi.  The High Commissioner at the time, Sir Archibald Nye,
who previously was Governor of Madras before Independence
and India’s first British High Commissioner, gave me the
opportunity of going to Madras and to have a new artificial limb
fitted.  I was away for about a week, having the limb made and
fitted, but sad to say it was never very satisfactory, but I
managed to keep going for the next year or two through my own
maintenance.

We had now settled down to the social life of Delhi while still
looking around for  a house of our own.  Coral, who loved
ballroom dancing was in her element, for as well as the
diplomatic functions every so often, we had weekly dances at the
New Delhi and Gymkhana clubs.  We could now manage tennis
and bridge sessions and made quite a big circle of friends among
the British service officers seconded to the Indian Government as
well as our own High Commission and other diplomatic staff.  It
was such a relaxing change from my old police days.  I, of
course, still indulged in shooting and fishing and was out on
many a tiger and big-game shoot.  I had even got the distinction
of being the number one shot in Delhi, arranging shooting
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parties for those interested.

At last we managed to find a good residential area with new
and we hoped, well-built apartments in Jor Bagh (water
gardens).  Having installed ourselves in our new rented home,
we now had Rolly back from his school in Simla on his winter
holidays.  It was to be his last term at Bishop Cotton’s school.
Most of the European public schools in the hills were gradually
being Indianised or closed down and like most parents we were
looking ahead, and to the UK, to have our children educated. 

In the meantime, Rolly attended the local St Columbus
School in New Delhi.  He did not fancy it much, but made the
most of it during his stay. I had now started corresponding with
my old school in Surrey - The Gordon Boys' - and being an old
boy, I was privileged to have my sons enrolled.  The fees were
considered pretty fair at the time (£ 45 per month).  We were
hoping to avail ourselves of two months' UK leave in 1952 at our
own expense with the dual object of getting Rolly into school
and getting a new artificial limb.  I had also started
corresponding with St Mary's  Hospital Roehampton.

About this time of year, Coral's mum and dad returned to
India.  They sold up the house and contents to enable them to
come back as the climate in the UK played havoc with their
health. We put them up and made the best of a spot of
overcrowding in the house.  Our apartment was not too large.
Within a few weeks Coral's mum had a stroke and was taken to
hospital. She never recovered and died within two days. Her dad
could not accept the fact of her death and he pined away and
died of heartbreak a month or so later. Mavis and Mervyn were
still in the UK, but Zena had left and was now working as a
stenographer with the Pakistan  Army Headquarters in Karachi.

In the winter of 1951, I went on a courier trip to Kathmandu
by rail, bus, and pony.  There was no aircraft flying to Nepal in
those days. It took our party two days by train to the Nepalese
border at Rauxaul. After a night's rest we continued by train -
very narrow gauge - then through the Tarai jungles and foot hills
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for 28 miles on the Nepal government railway. The train was so
slow that most passengers trotted alongside every so often to
stretch their legs. It took nearly two hours to cover this rail
journey. Arriving at the railhead Amlikgunge, we then travelled
by hired bus for another forty odd miles through the foot hills
reaching a place called Behimpedi at the end of the road. From
here I took over as trek master. 

We were provided with ponies and coolies for the trek up to
our night stop at 8000 feet and covered nine miles by bridle
track. At the top of this first pass we stayed in a government rest
house with meals provided.  There was a huge burning fire and a
cosy night for the three other  High Commission staff and
myself, but we were up at the crack of dawn to climb another
2000 feet before dropping down to 4000 and a swirling river. The
gradients at times were too steep for the ponies to carry us. They
had to be led, and for the next  15 miles there was more trekking
than riding. I should mention that the passes were snowbound at
the time but government labourers worked hard to make a
passage for our party. Despite my deteriorated artificial leg, I
enjoyed every bit of the discomfort from it and thought of the
terrible time I had on the passes above Kashmir in the 1930's,
when I had two good legs!! 

We had to cross the swirling river by a rope bridge which
swayed and wobbled something awful. I marvelled at the way
the ponies made the crossing through the water and travelled the
mile or so downstream . As we trekked through this particular
valley, there was a gradually rising gradient and we passed
through some wonderful scenery. It was when we came to an
area about six thousand feet up with sheer drops of two to three
thousand feet down that the ponies showed their true form.  The
tracks above these drops were no broader than four or five feet
and very slippery too. I can remember the humans clinging very
gingerly to the inner walls and leading the ponies by hand. The
ponies, however, preferred to walk on the edges of the track,
where they retained their hold but we humans dared not attempt
to ride them on this part of the journey. 
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Getting through this area was a great relief, but  before us
was another climb to our second pass at eight thousand feet or
so. This we negotiated in a zigzag manner through scrub oak
forest and heavy snow. On reaching the top of the pass we met  a
party of coolies conveying two Standard cars  supported on
lengths of bamboo on their shoulders. (The wheels of the cars
had been removed.).  This was the only method of getting the
cars into Kathmandu and it took the coolies  one week to
negotiate the two passes from the plains below along the same
route we were using. 

From the top of the pass looking across the Kathmandu
valley one saw the entire range of snow-capped mountains from
east to west with Anapurna to the left and Everest to the right.
The ride down from the pass was much easier and in a couple of
hours we reached the valley bottom at four thousand feet to be
met by the British Embassy station wagon and a car to take us on
the Kathmandu 40 miles eastwards.  It had been a thrilling and
exciting trip and  one I was to have the pleasure of repeating as I
shall relate in due course.

I spent a pleasant four days at the Embassy as guest of the
Ambassador. The Embassy itself was a beautiful building with
spacious grounds. The Ambassador was kind enough to put a
car at my disposal and I was able to see and photograph all the
places of interest. 

The return journey over the passes and rivers went rather
well, I particularly enjoyed the lilting tunes of a shepherd's
piping as we travelled. His instrument looked like a penny
whistle, and the sound travelled for miles through the valley. It
was quite soothing as we jogged along on our ponies.

My second trip to Kathmandu took place during the
monsoons of the same year and there was much variety on this
trip, some enjoyable and some pretty awful. We stopped off to
change trains at Lucknow and spent a few hours looking over
the old Residency of Mutiny fame. We also visited a famous old
English school - the La Martière College - with its numerous
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Greek statues circling the approaches to the vast grounds. Sadly,
all this went to ruin in time. 

Then it was onwards to the Nepalese border by metre gauge
railway, known in those days as the ORR (Oudh and Rohilkund
Railway) but because of its unreliability renamed by many the
"Old and Rotten Railway"!  At least this was an improvement on
the narrow gauge railway of Nepal, but passengers still preferred
to walk most of the 28 miles. 

The trip by station wagon to Bhimpedi - 40 miles - was
fraught with hair-raising escapes from landslides and falling
boulders due to heavy rains. The foothills of the Himalayas
appear to take the brunt of the monsoon weather and can be very
frightening even to the hardiest - and that includes the natives
who live here all of their lives. The hiking and riding through the
valleys between the passes had their bad moments especially for
the ponies who suffered a great deal. As one passed under
overhanging tree branches,  thousands of leeches fell upon men
and ponies alike.  During a rest period it was a case of stripping
naked to burn off the leeches or spread salt on one's body to get
them off. Blood really did flow from every person and beast. The
inside of the ponies' hoofs  were one mass of the creatures as
were their ears and under their tails. I had had previous
experience of leeches whilst out on duck shoots but never to the
extent witnessed on this occasion. The extraordinary thing about
the hazards of travelling on these expeditions was that no-one
ever mentioned the leeches. 

On arrival in Kathmandu I had my usual four days rest as a
guest of the Embassy. As it rained most of the time, I spent the
days playing snooker and bridge with off duty embassy staff.
Among the other well-furnished rooms at the Ambassador's
residence was  a fine billiard room .  Sadly, all this was handed
over to the Indian government in later years.

On the return journey,  I prepared myself to combat the
leeches and they did not get the best of my blood this time. It
rained most of the journey back but in retrospect I still enjoyed
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the experience. As time went by, the Nepalese trails and tracks
were made into driveable  roads by the Indian Army Engineers
and airstrips into Kathmandu and other remote areas of the
country were established. Nepal is no more a hidden kingdom. 

My work in the High Commission had much variety some of
which I cannot relate because of the Official Secrets Act. I can,
however, say a few things not bearing on secrecy. Carrying of
diplomatic mail as courier was part of my function within the
sub continent. Early in my service I used to fly by DeHavilland
twin engined Dove chartered from BOAC. It was very
comfortable and the flights from Delhi to Madras, Bombay
Calcutta, Karachi and Kabul went very well until one flight
returning to Delhi from Madras when the plane developed
engine trouble about 400 miles out. The engineer said the port
engine's carburettor was kaput. The pilot feathered the propeller
and we hedge-hopped the next 200 miles making for Nagpur our
halfway mark to Delhi. The crew consisted of pilot navigator and
engineer, the latter two also being qualified pilots. Besides me,
there were two other passengers who were staff of the High
Commission.

About fifty miles out from Nagpur we were warned to be
prepared for a crash landing. The plane had just managed to
miss the tree tops and the pilot was doing everything possible to
make the landing on the airstrip when we crashed half a mile
short on  fortunately flat country, covered in scrub. There were
no serious injuries apart from a few fractures and bruises but the
plane was a write-off. We managed to salvage the diplomatic
bags and personal belongings and put up at an hotel for the
night. The unfortunate part of the story was that the pilot
radioed Air Traffic Control, Nagpur about what had happened
and they passed the message on to the Indian Air Force stationed
nearby. In turn,  the IAF sent a message to the High Commission
Delhi saying that a "Dove aircraft carrying personnel of the High
Commission from Madras crashed outside Nagpur. Crew and
passengers are presumed killed.".  
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We were not aware of this until we reached the hotel late in
the evening. Fortunately,  further messages were subsequently
sent by us through the IAF rectifying the mistake.  Later the
following day, the Indian Air Force flew us to Delhi in one of
their Dakotas. On our arrival at Delhi,  half the High
Commission staff came out to meet us. The injured with fractures
were taken immediately to hospital. I and one other, with
bruises, happily went to meet our wives and friends. Coral broke
down when she saw me, limping slightly, emerging from the
aircraft . She was still getting over the shock of first hearing we
had all been killed. My injuries consisted of bruised ribs and a
distorted artificial leg. From then on it was decided to fly by
Indian Airlines on all courier trips!  The chartered aircraft was
considered too expensive to continue. 

From the fifty odd journeys I made with the air lines in the
sub-continent,  I experienced a few hair raising escapes,
including a couple on the Pakistan Airlines. The good Lord must
have been watching over me on these trips. Most were done
overnight. Couriers travelling between the outposts of Bombay,
Madras and Calcutta usually changed aircraft midway between
these cities at Nagpur in Central India.  On one occasion, the
aircraft I left Delhi returned to without making a change at
Nagpur. The Calcutta plane I was to return in went back to
Calcutta and crashed when coming in to land at Dumdum
Airport. Many passengers were killed including my opposite
number with whom I used to exchange diplomatic bags at
Nagpur. 

Another time when about to enplane at Palam Airport, I was
informed that I was to take a later aircraft. The plane I should
have been on crashed killing all 40 passengers and crew. 

Returning from a trip to Bombay, our Dakota crashed over the
Western Ghats. I and five other passengers survived but with
injuries, some severe. I suffered more from shock and a few
bruises. Lucky?

On a trip to Karachi on a Pakistani plane while coming in to
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land at Drig Road (Karachi Airport) the plane struck a couple of
buzzards and dipped on to the airstrip at such an angle that it
turned over. No one was killed but many injured. I had a stiff
neck for many days after the incident. 

Again when I was seated in a Pakistani plane just before take
off, the starboard engine blew up in flames. The wing collapsed
and the fire spread. It was a type of plane that had a rear sliding
door from the bottom of the aircraft. The steward broke it open
with a hatchet and there was a mad scramble to get out. In the
mêlée,  my co-passenger the Times correspondent and I
scrambled to the front and got shoved out through the pilot's
window. By now, the flames were spreading and the fire brigade
was hard pressed to smother the fire. I managed to hobble a
distance with the diplomatic bags tied to my wrists.  There were
no deaths but many passengers suffered from burns and  shock.
Coral was a witness to this incident as she had come out to the
Airport to see me off. Her shock was greater than mine!

On another flight to and from Karachi in a Dakota, the
aircraft hit a blinding sandstorm while flying at 7000 feet. It was
so sudden that the aircraft plunged a couple of thousand feet and
passengers were thrown up on the baggage slings. One Pakistani
woman started screaming: " Stop the plane! Stop the plane!"  She
went completely berserk. The captain, a Sikh, saved the situation
and got the plane down safely on a desert strip not far from the
Jodhpur (Rajastan) airport. Again, just a few bruises and shock.
Those were the days when flying was certainly a risk, but things
did improve as time went on.

Despite the hazards of flying in Dakotas, I was able to take
good advantage of low flying around the Delhi region.  I am of
course alluding to areas where good shooting for wildfowl and
other game birds could be  observed from the air. I was able to
pinpoint these spots by road whenever the occasion arose. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The time came near to our leaving for the UK on holiday.
General Sir Archibald Nye, the High Commissioner, was also

leaving India at the end of his term of office. His successor, Sir
Alexander Clutterbuck, was due to take over within a couple of
weeks. I was asked to stay back until he arrived. This suited us
very well as we were able to book a delayed passage on the P&O
Strathaird in a cabin all to ourselves.

This was Coral's first voyage out of India and also Rolly's and
Victor's. The monsoons were in full swing. On boarding the ship
in Bombay, we settled into our cabin and later went on a tour of
the ship's staterooms and dining rooms. While seated in the
latter being served with coffee, Coral went pale and said she was
feeling the ship roll. We had not left the quayside as yet, but
there was a distinct roll because of choppy sea within the
harbour. We all trooped back to the cabin where I left Coral to lie
on her berth for a while. The boys and I went back on deck to
watch the ship sail. On leaving the harbour, the ship sailed
straight into very high seas and pitched and tossed at all angles.
The boys began to feel sick and we went below to the cabin. Our
cabin was situated one deck below the promenade and a little
forward of centre. The Strathaird was either not fitted with
stabilisers or else they were not in action at the time. The dinner
gong went a couple of hours later but my family were truly out
for the count and just moaned and groaned, so I made them as
comfortable as possible with basins. 

I went to the dining hall, first sitting, and was allocated a
table for the  family for the whole voyage. Apart from me and
two other persons at their respective tables, no other  passengers
showed up. There were big grins on the faces of the stewards.
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This they had seen many times before. 

I did justice to the dinner, despite food, crockery and
furniture swirling about. I went up on deck-  or tried to - but was
prevented,  as all access doors had been battened down. A ship's
officer advised me either to  retire to my cabin or sit tight in the
library or lounge. I returned to my cabin to be met with moans
and groans. The ship's doctor and nurses had been round and
given what help they could to the sufferers. Seasickness is an
awful, nauseating feeling, and one I had been fully aware of on
my first sea journeys.

The following morning the ship was still tossing and
pitching. The boys were feeling somewhat better but not, I fear,
Coral. In fact I had to call the doctor who gave her an injection
and then said that if she did not improve she would be placed in
the sick bay. For five days as we crossed the Arabian Sea to
Aden, Coral remained in the cabin throughout. Arriving at
Aden,  and the ship now steady and at anchor, was enough to
put Coral back on her feet. Although rather weak,  she did
manage the trip ashore with the boys and me. From Aden, the
seas were calm and the family could now join in the fun of deck
games, cinema and dancing. I took to playing chess and entered
the competition. By now, my amputated limb was developing
acute soreness and I was not able to wear the artificial leg. The
doctor provided me with a pair of crutches which helped me to
move around.  By the time we entered the Mediterranean after
passing through Port Said, my limb was in a very sad state. 

On arrival at Marseilles I was able to go ashore with Coral
and Victor. Rolly had been booked on a coach tour to the Chateau
d'If. We spent our time looking around the city and sea front. I
was using crutches. As we tried to find our way back to the taxi
stand at the Marina, we wandered into the red light district
which was most embarrassing. Victor thought the ladies rather
smart in their come-hither clothes! Eventually we caught a taxi
and got back to the ship in record time with near misses en route
while going through the red traffic lights with impunity. Mad taxi
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drivers and our first experience of continental traffic!  Rolly had
spent a good time on his coach tour and gave us a full account of
his trip.

While the ship was backing off from the quayside, the dock
workers burst into operatic singing. Passengers were throwing
down their French coins to them. When told the coins were of
little value, we did the same. Marseilles was still recovering from
war damage and much repair work was taking place to the
breakwaters and groynes. 

On arrival at Gibraltar,  my limb had become septic and I had
a raging fever. From then on to our arrival at Tilbury, I spent the
voyage in the sick bay. At Tilbury, the Red Cross came aboard
and took me off in a wheelchair with my artificial leg resting on
my lap. We were given VIP treatment through Customs and
Immigration and put on the train for Waterloo.

On arrival at Waterloo we were met by Mervyn and Mavis
who were still on holiday. As  changing trains for our onward
journey to my stepsister Kathleen's in Surrey was too much
trouble, we decided to take a taxi accompanied by Mervyn and
Mavis. On arrival at Kathleen's  - she was giving us board and
lodging for a while until my limb got better - we settled down.
Mervyn and Mavis returned to London by the same taxi. The
cost for the return journey was £15. It would be five times the
price these days, no doubt. Dick and Kathleen had arranged for
the doctor to visit me the following day. The doctor, a lady, said I
would be able to visit Roehampton within a couple of weeks to
have my artificial leg fitted. The days passed off pretty well and
arrangements had been made for Rolly's admission to the
Gordon School which would be just before our return to India in
six weeks' time, after I was back on two legs again.

The two weeks with Kathleen and Dick came to an end. We
left for Roehampton having made arrangements at a boarding
house in Hammersmith conveniently on the  number 72 bus
route to Roehampton Hospital.  My first visit to Queen Mary's
Hospital artificial limb centre was an eye-opener. I was, of
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course, a private patient and given priority by the contractor,
Messrs Hanger and Co. I did, however, meet up with many
wounded war veterans who were in worse shape than I was and
in the best of spirits. I also met Wing Commander Bader in the
later stages of my visits. He was an inspiration to all amputees.  

Within a couple of weeks I was learning to walk on a new
metal leg and what a difference it made after my old willow legs.
I felt an new man from then on. Suffice to say I left Roehampton
with my new leg and sufficient spare parts to see me over the
next few years when I hoped to be back for repairs and
replacement. To maintain my artificial leg while overseas,  the
spares were essential. While at Hanger's workshop, I learned a
thing or two and was given a crash course on artificial limb
fitting and orthopaedic training which stood me in good stead in
my future years. 

While in London we made the best of our holiday and took
the boys sightseeing and visiting various theatres. This was
when we met up with Ken Dodd, Max Bygraves, Bruce Forsyth
and so many others who are still performing today on television
and theatres. We also did quite a bit of shopping with Coral
admiring places like Harrods and Selfridges but wisely buying
only what we could afford. 

Our holiday came to an end. I had my new light metal
artificial leg. Our passage was booked on the P&O Stratheden,
sister ship to the Strathaird. It was now time to have Rolly
admitted to the Gordon School. We left him in the company of
some boys and he took the parting very well but I expect he hid
his sorrow from us at the time. We, both Coral and I with Victor,
felt very sad at leaving him behind in the UK but we knew it was
for the best in the long term. We hoped and prayed he would
make the best of it himself. I was reminded of the time I was left
in school when my parents went to India. Coral shed many a tear
on the passage back as we did not know when we would be
seeing Rolly again. I was not entitled to free passage for myself
and family at this time being a locally engaged member of the
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High Commission staff. I was, however, working on this
problem with the High Commission Office in London. The sea
voyage back went off rather well and both Coral and Victor
found their sea legs on the trip.

Back at work in Delhi once again,  we settled down to our
usual routine social life. Coral was offered a job as receptionist in
the High Commission. She, along with three other ladies, had to
sit an exam and then have a personal interview with the High
Commissioner if the exam went well. I was so proud and pleased
when told that my wife had been accepted for the post. Coral
started work a couple of days after the interview and took to the
work like a duck to water. 

About two months later, Coral was approached by the
Admin. Officer and asked if she would accept the post of
Assistant Comptroller to the High Commissioner (Sir Alexander
Clutterbuck) at the residence. She accepted right away and was
installed in an office of her own at No. 2 King George's Avenue.
This work suited Coral ideally. In addition, she worked as
private secretary to Lady Clutterbuck who was kind enough to
allow Victor spend his time at the residence accompanied by his
ayah. 

Many visitors - MPs, ex Rajahs, prominent authors, Indian
government ministers, famous actor s and musicians and
mountaineers were guests at the High Commission residence
where Coral looked after their welfare whilst they were guests. I
mention these little facts because I also managed to meet some of
them at the airport on arrival. In 1952, the mountaineer, Eric
Shipton arrived to do a reconnaissance for the Everest expedition
due the following year. I was responsible for seeing all his
equipment through customs safely, act as interpreter and see him
safely on his way to Nepal. I would have liked to accompany
him on his reconnaissance but it was not to be. On his return
after a few months I did see him to his aircraft and obtained his
autograph in Coral's autograph album. Coral was able to get
many notable autographs in her album: the first president of
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India, Dr Rajindra Presad, Prime Minister Mr Macmillan, actors
and actresses of renown, authors and writers. One particular
writer Han Su Yen  became a great friend of Coral's and at one
time wanted her to return to Malaya as her secretary. Coral had
done quite a bit of typing for her during her stay.  Han Su Yen
even graced out home on one occasion. She wrote the novel
“When the Rains Came” while in Delhi.

Some of the High Commission staff senior officers asked if I
could arrange a tiger shoot during the winter of 1952-1953. With
the help of an old friend Ron Mackey who did most of the spade
work in procuring a permit to shoot one man-eater - tiger or
leopard - the shoot  was arranged for a ten day stint in the
Philibit reserve in the Tarai foothills bordering Nepal. 

The party consisted of four guns including me.  It was a
night's journey by rail to the border, then 40 odd miles
throughout the day by bullock cart into the interior. The camp
had been set up within the reserve. Four ponies and one
elephant were provided. The next day we spent on a small game
shoot, bagging partridge and hare for the pot. We finished up
with a couple of wild boar, two partridge, two hare and a pea
hen, the  latter much to the disgust of the Hindu beater.

In the meantime our local shikari had built two machans
(hides up in the branches of a tree) about five miles from the
camp. Two of the party sat up the first night, Ron Mackey and
one other. They drew a blank. The next night, I and one other sat
up in separate machans with a beater each beside us. During the
night I heard the usual jungle sounds but in between I also heard
distinct human voices coming from the direction of my
companion who was seated - so I thought - in his machan about
one hundred yards away. With this situation there was no hope
of the man-eater approaching within miles of the machans. Just
as dawn was breaking,  I heard the distinct cough of a leopard
followed by human voices. There, coming from the direction of
my companion's machan, were a family of woodcutters one of
whom was leading a big panther (male leopard) by a rope.
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Behind the party came my companion and his beater!!! It
appeared later that the shikari who made the bunderbust
(arrangements) for the shoot thought up the idea of having a
tame leopard cough all night to encourage the female leopard,
thought to be a man-eater, to pass by either of the machans.
Needless to say, this was never to be repeated and so the first
part of our big shoot turned out more of a big laugh. 

The night before we left, after many a daylight beat drawing
a blank, Ron Mackey shot a prize man-eating tiger.  He had
wounded the beast earlier from the machan and the game laws
were such that no-one left a wounded tiger  or leopard to roam
in agony.  Mac was ready with his rifle but the tiger managed to
kill one of the beaters who was following blood trails a few feet
in front of him. Naturally this put a dampener on the shoot and
poor old Ron Mackey, apart from having to pay a heavy
compensation to the beater's family, could not live this down for
many years ahead. In fact, he gave serious thought to giving up
tiger shooting after this incident, but was later persuaded by the
Indian Forestry Department to assist in destroying a suspected
man-eater in the region he was most conversant with, and so
continued.  With added enthusiasm, he even wrote a book
entitled “HOW TO SHOOT A TIGER”. The book, when
published, never really took on. I have a presentation copy to
this day only because there is a photo of my wife in one of the
many snaps depicted in the book. 

We were now getting regular letters from Rolly who
appeared to have settled down to making the best of his life in
the semi-military training of the school syllabus. It took me back
to my days in the mid 1920s. Most of the staff had changed and,
we hoped, for the better. Some of Rolly's letters disproved,
however,  this fact and Coral was quite worried at times. Some of
our friends in Delhi who went on leave to the UK did visit Rolly
on our behalf during the years. I was still hoping I could get the
Commonwealth Office to extend the privilege given to home
based staff of free passages for school children visiting their
families overseas but had had no success so far.
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On some of my flights to Bombay and Calcutta I was
fortunate enough to meet up with Aly and Frank. Frank was a
representative in India for a Lancashire firm and maintained a
beautiful home in both cities. As I was mostly spending a couple
of days on these trips they took me out sight-seeing and
swimming to some good beaches a few miles out of Bombay.

Air India was coming into its own and had a better class of
aircraft - Bristol Vikings and Viscounts. Absolute luxury after the
old Dakotas, which, however, were still in plentiful use on the
internal routes with Indian Airlines, a subsidiary of Air India. I
had many occasions to travel on these old war-horses with the
usual hair-raising incidents churning one's stomach up. On trips
to Karachi I used to meet up with  my old police friend, Jock
Bean and his wife Doris. Usually I stayed with them for a couple
of days.  At one time they had Zena as a lodger. She was working
as Secretary in the Pakistan GHQ under a few British seconded
officers. Jock was also with the High Commission in Karachi at
the time. He had actually just left the police just before Partition
and had not witnessed the atrocities and traumatic experiences
both Coral and I underwent. Lucky chap.

Jock's flat was situated on the borders of the Sadar Bazaar.
From his balcony, there was a good view of the streets below. I
witnessed some rather cruel behaviour on the part of some of
these Pakistan town dwellers. One afternoon, I saw a man come
out of his shop with a large cage holding a couple of big rats
inside. He put the cage down in the middle of the road, poured
some liquid on to the cage and the creatures within, then set
alight to the cage and animals, immediately opening the cage
door. The two rats scrambled out completely enveloped in
flames and squealing something awful until they folded up
burnt to cinders a few yards away. Jock tells me this was a daily
occurrence. He had complained to the authorities but was told to
mind his own business and not interfere with local customs. 

On another occasion at a different venue, I witnessed  men
standing in a row with dozens of large lizards strung by their
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tails to a cross bar between two uprights. There was a fire
burning with red coals about six inches below and their mouths
dripped oil into a can placed every now and then by a man on
the coals. The unfortunate creatures had to suffer this three or
four times a week until death put them out of their agony. The
above incident was common to the natives of Sind and this area
of Pakistan. 

After what I had experienced during the Partition days in the
late 1940s when thousands of human beings were slaughtered in
the most atrocious manner, it was not surprising that these
unfortunate creatures ended their days in agony. I admit to my
faults in killing God's creatures when out shooting game but I
made sure they never suffered before being killed.

Into 1953, we had the pleasure of meeting all members of the
Everest expedition led by Col John Hunt, later knighted for his
success as leader. Once again I was in close touch with most of
them. I particularly remember Dr Pugh the physiologist. I saw
him getting on the train at   Delhi station en route for Nepal. He
was carrying a flask containing mercury when he bumped into a
station porter and dropped the flask. The cork fell out spilling
the mercury which fell out in streams on the hard and dirty
platform. The good doctor and I were on our knees trying to
scoop up as much as we could on to sheets of old newspaper.
One of the porters got down on the rail track and collected
dripping mercury off the platform into his dhoti. The idea was
good but not at this particular moment as the train was
approaching the platform. The porter just managed to scramble
back in time. 

The expedition was a success and Everest conquered at last,
the top being reached by Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tensing.
The Acting High Commissioner at the time gave a big reception
to meet the team and Coral worked very hard on this to make
sure everything went smoothly. Tensing himself was a very shy
man  and we were hard put to get him to mix with the VIPs
invited to meet the team. I was presented in later years with Sir
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John Hunt's book, the Ascent of Everest, suitably autographed
by the expedition members. Coral also got their autographs in
her album - wonderful mementoes. 

I mention that it was the Acting High Commissioner who
held the reception because of the absence of Sir Alexander
Clutterbuck who was back in the UK for medical treatment. He
was away for quite a time and it was decided to have his official
residence kept in order with full staff.  Coral was requested if she
with me and Victor, would live on the premises during the
absence of the High Commissioner. She naturally accepted and
we lived the life of Reilly as far as the air conditioning went as
this was during the middle of the Indian summer. Being
caretakers of the official residence meant that we could not
entertain our friends there and so we lived a quiet and
comfortable life during this time. Although we had a
comfortable apartment of our own in Jor Bagh we could not
afford air conditioning and just weathered the summer as we
always had in India with overhead fans and blocks of ice. Hence
the Reilly living at No 2 King George's Avenue for a short spell
was a welcome break.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

As time went on and the years passed by Rolly left the Gordon
School and joined the RAF. I was granted a free passage to the
UK with Coral and Victor about the same time, 1956. We sailed
on the P&O Chusan, an improvement on the previous P&O
ships.  Arriving in the UK after a fortnight after an uneventful
trip, I had arranged with my old pal Jock Bean back in Karachi to
rent his house in Slough which he had bought a year or so
earlier. His uncle and aunt Mr & Mrs Hockley were caretakers at
the time and made us very comfortable, indeed leaving us to
enjoy the freedom of housework and cooking. 

Rolly had managed a spot of leave from his Headquarters in
Hereford and we all met for the first time in four years. It was a
most joyful occasion having our two boys with us, especially
Rolly's company for the first week he was on leave. I was able to
visit Roehampton and have my artificial limb overhauled while
at the same time being measured up for a new limb as spare. The
cost of these limbs was going up on every visit and as I was still
a private patient this was quite a pull on our resources. It was,
however, very necessary in view of my work with the
Commonwealth office. Sadly we had to see Rolly leave us but we
hoped we would meet again before we returned to India. We did
see each other now and then but one fleeting glimpse between
Rolly and me I must mention. 

We had arranged or I had to meet up with Rolly at the
Farnborough Air Show in early September. On my way down by
train I called in to see Aly and Frank who were now living in
Woking having left India a few months before on retirement
from his firm. I picked up Leslie, Aly's son, (Rolly's cousin) of the
same age and off we went to the Air Show. Throughout the day,
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Leslie and I kept a watchful eye for Rolly among the hundreds of
RAF personnel but to no avail. By late evening we were about to
leave through the exit when we met Rolly also leaving with his
company of men. A quick hello and cheerio and off he went.
Truly a fleeting glimpse! We did, however, meet up again before
we left the UK.

A week before our departure, I received a telegram from P&O
cancelling our return voyage by the liner Chusan due to the
trouble in Suez.  Alternative arrangements were underway and I
would be informed as soon as possible. This came the following
day and we were now to travel on one of the oldest ships of the
P&O fleet - the SS Cartage (commonly known as the Slow Boat to
China).   We were to embark at Southampton and would be
travelling via the Cape of Good Hope to disembark in Colombo.
Onward journeys to Bombay would be arranged on arrival.
Having informed the Commonwealth Office about the changes
(who in turn informed the High Commission in Delhi and
Colombo),  I had also to make plans for some extra money
because of the longer journey. The political trouble at Suez
which closed the canal for a time was well-known and is now
history. But for us it was a voyage of discovery going via the
Cape.

Our first port of call was Dakar, Senegal. The French had only
lately departed and left the territory independent. The natives
looked upon us foreigners with utter disdain when we did a tour
of the city under escort. We were warned not to go it alone but to
stay with the coach party. It was steaming hot and humid
throughout the day and no better at night. The ship developed
propeller trouble  which kept us sweltering for two days. I
attempted to have a dip in the sea off the quayside to cool off but
shied clear after seeing the filth floating about including a dead
goat. We eventually sailed off by midnight of the second day and
travelled down the west coast of Africa without further trouble. 

On nearing Cape Town the ship moved very slowly through
calm waters amidst hundreds of bobbing seals'  heads. It was
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fascinating to watch these creatures opening up a passage in the
water for the  approaching ship. I made sure I was on the poop
deck in order to get a good view.

On arrival we went on a sightseeing tour by bus. This is
where we experienced Apartheid for the first time. Some of our
shipboard friends who were in the party happened to be Indians.
On entering the bus - a double decker coach - our Indian friends
were told to travel on top away from the whites who must travel
below. They accepted the position in good spirit and we all met
up again on Table Mountain, but we had to separate ourselves in
the restaurant once again. Down in the city we stopped off in the
famous flower market, and while Coral and I were looking at the
passing shoppers, near to a taxi stand, we witnessed an
unbelievable incident. A black youth, while cleaning a taxi
accidentally bumped into another stationary taxi nearby. The
driver, a white man, got out of his taxi and gave the youth a
terrible thrashing. A white policeman standing a few yards away
just looked on and laughed. I was about to intervene but was
held back by Coral. We approached the policeman and asked
him to save the youth, but he laughed back and told us to mind
our own business and get back to our ship pronto. 

We left Cape Town on a stormy sea and met the full force of
the southern winds where the  Atlantic and Indian Oceans meet.
There was also a heavy fog with the constant roar of the bull fog
horns from the land and other ships passing. Our ship tossed,
rolled and all but turned over in the mountainous waves. The
hatches were all shut down and the passengers thrown about
like nine pins in the lounges cabins and dining halls. Coral,
Victor and I hugged on to each other and rolled about on one of
the large settees which was chained to the floor. No thought of
being sick but Victor did look a bit green at times. Coral did very
well and kept her nerve through the buffeting which lasted for
another four to five hours. We stayed put in the lounge and only
left for our cabin when things calmed down enough. Two days
later we arrived at Durban none the worse for wear. 
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Our stop over for a day and a half gave us an opportunity for
sight seeing in the city. Coral and a shipboard friend took Victor
on a rickshaw ride. The Zulu runner was in full regalia with
ostrich feathers and beads. He really did take them for a ride in
more ways than one by leaping up between the shafts causing
the rickshaw to slant backwards and all but tipping them out.
The ladies screamed at the kaffir to stop but he was in his
element and only stopped when held up by a European
policeman. The policeman warned the girls about their
foolishness and then belaboured the unfortunate kaffir with his
baton for trying to make fools of the white ladies. I and a friend,
the husband of Coral's friend saw all this from a distance and at
the time thought it a good laugh until we saw the poor kaffir
being flogged. Later we met the same policeman who  told us
that ladies should never take a rickshaw ride alone or together;
that there should always be a man with the lady and that only a
rickshaw recommended by the police patrolling the area or street
should be taken.

Apart from that incident, we spent a pleasant day in Durban.
We also did a coach tour to a game reserve 100 miles north
travelling through some beautiful scenery and the foothills of the
Drakenburg mountains.

We left Durban late at night and steamed onwards into the
Indian Ocean. We skirted the coast of Madagascar and a few
days later passed in sight of the island of Mauritius.  We then
crossed the equator for the second time, the first time being on
our southern trip down to Cape Town where we underwent the
traditional christening on board and were issued with certificates
by King Neptune. On this occasion we watched the ceremony
performed on newcomers picked up at Cape Town and Durban.
During this particular voyage I met up with some Hong Kong
and Singapore police who were returning from leave in the UK.
Two of the officers I knew from my police days in the Punjab.
They were students with me  at the Police Training College in
Phillaur in 1941. We had been three weeks on the voyage and
had only met now despite the small ship we were on.
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Thirty five days after leaving Southampton, we arrived in
Colombo. We were met by a member of the High Commission
staff who was our host for the next two days. Coral and I had
decided to travel up by train from Colombo to Delhi and to hold
on to all our luggage. P&O gave us the gave us the option of
flying up to Bombay by BOAC Britannia aircraft and sending our
heavy luggage on later. 

The two days in Colombo were very pleasant and our host
acted as escort on sightseeing trips, one of which was the famous
Colombo Zoo. This was the place where poor Coral realised for
the first time that she was allergic to cat's fur when she handled a
pair of baby tigers. Her face swelled up closing her eyes, she
found it difficult to breathe and showed all the signs of an
asthma attack. Fortunately, we got the help of the zoo doctor
who was also the veterinary. Within  hours he worked a miracle
and got Coral back to near normal. On his advice Coral was able
to keep a check on her allergies thereafter.

We left Colombo late on the second night of our stay. The
train moved out of the station with a roar but after that it was a
jerky journey throughout the night. We tried to sleep but found it
impossible while moving.  Just before dawn the train stopped.
We thought we had reached the end of our journey but found to
our dismay it was not so.  The engine had run into an elephant
which was crossing the track resulting in a derailment.  After a
couple of hours we moved off leaving a dead elephant - it was a
wild one from a herd which roamed about in the sanctuary the
train passed through. We arrived late in the morning at
Talaimannar where we were to catch the ferry crossing over the
Palk Strait to India. Because of our late arrival we missed the first
ferry and had to take the afternoon one. The two hour crossing
over the calm waters was quite pleasant if it had not been for the
steaming hot deck and the smell of sweating passengers! The
crossing was known as Adams Bridge. Why? I don't know. Also
in the central hills of Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), there is an Adam's
Peak. Again why? I don't know.
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We disembarked at the port Rameswaram in stifling heat and
had to walk from the pierhead to the Customs and Railhead over
sand dunes for nearly a mile. The Customs Shed was literally
that -  a long corrugated warehouse  filled with all manner of
goods-  bales of cotton, bales of copra, bales of stinking hides
and passengers' luggage.  We recovered ours in good order and
passed through Customs and Immigration without much bother.
Making for the train we were to travel on to Madras, we stopped
off at a coffee stall to have a drink. 

We had heard of the strong coffee the shops made here from
some of our shipboard friends on the Cartage. Coral and Victor
rather reluctantly started to sip their coffee while I gulped mine
down only to find a large dead cockroach lying in the bottom of
my cup. This was enough for Coral and Victor who promptly
threw the cups back at the stallkeeper having only had a couple
of sips. There was much laughter from the natives nearby at my
swearing. We hastened to our carriage and made ourselves
comfortable for the 36 hour journey to Madras. We wondered if
we had bitten off more than we could chew by not opting for the
alternative offered by P & O.

On our travels we always carried a couple of thermos flasks
filled either with water or tea and  packets of biscuits. These
were rather essential items when travelling by rail, particularly
in this part of the world. We were old hands at this and had no
bother travelling up to Madras except that the heat during the
days was unbearable in the compartment. The electric fans were
out of commission and ice was unobtainable at every station we
stopped at. Leaving the windows open to catch some semblance
of cool air was of little help because of the dust and smoke which
moved in and all but choked us. As we realised later, this was
truly a bad time of the year to travel by train in Southern India.
On arrival in Madras we were met once again by friends from
the British Deputy High Commission and accommodated for the
night. The next day we left for Delhi - another 36 hour journey
by rail.
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The journey up to Delhi was, in fact,  a very pleasant one
indeed. Our compartment was well fitted with air conditioning.
A restaurant car served first class meals if required either in the
car or in one's own compartment. But as the train did not have
any connecting passages between each carriage in those days, we
chose the latter to avoid getting out into the heat when the train
stopped at any convenient station.  

Back in Delhi once more,  it took us a while to settle back into
our routine. The apartment had been kept in good shape by our
servants whom we kept on to look after the friends we left as
caretakers during our absence.  To be home again after the long
return journey by sea and rail with all its ups and downs was a
great relief.  41 days from Southampton to Delhi!!!
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Back at work once again I met up for the first time in my life
the disrupting forces of a Trade Union. The Admin. Officer of

the time detailed me on a relief duty covering the clerical work
of the High Commission transport. After a couple of days on the
job I was accosted by one of the locally engaged clerks and told
quite bluntly that I, not being a Trade Union member, could not
continue as relief in this particular department. I in return told
him to get back to his work or else. I was not concerned with
Trade Union regulations and the sooner he learned this fact the
more chance he had of retaining his job as a clerk.  

The next day this junior clerk who later I gathered was a shop
steward for this particular union informed me that his members
would go on strike unless I vacated the post. I took it upon
myself to dismiss him on the spot and reported the matter to the
Admin. Officer. The remaining clerks continued to work when I
informed them that they worked for the British High
Commission and not any tinpot union. The steward, a trouble
maker, was later reinstated after I handed over my relief job to
the original officer on his return from UK leave. This officer
being a UK based man and not a union member was accepted. I
at the time was a local engaged officer which the union could not
accept unless I joined the union.  From then on I had and still
have a violent dislike of trade unions in general. Fortunately I
never had any more truck with them throughout my service. 

As time went on a new High Commissioner, Malcolm
MacDonald,  was installed - a really fine gentleman with a
wonderful background. He was the son of a previous British
Prime Minister, a former High Commissioner of Canada and
former Governor General South East Asia, based in Singapore.
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he was also a man of letters and a great bird watcher. Coral
greatly admired both Mr and Mrs MacDonald and enjoyed
working for them at 2 King George's  Avenue. Mr MacDonald
had refused a knighthood on many occasions and preferred the
plain Mister. At the time, my reputation as a sportsman
(shooting) did not go amiss with him and I was instrumental in
setting up bird hides in and about Delhi and the adjoining
province where Mr MacDonald would spend his leisure hours
bird watching and preparing notes for the book he intended to
write. Most of these places were my favourite haunts for duck,
partridge and other game, which I was compelled to refrain from
shooting on during two seasons of bird watching.

An amusing incident took place on one of these bird
watching outings about 30 miles south of Delhi off the
GrandTrunk Road. Mr MacDonald was seated in a hide which
had been built on stilts in the middle of an expansive jheel.
(lake). He was watching the antics of a couple of sarus cranes
building their nest in some reeds nearby  when a water buffalo -
a stray from a nearby village,  bolted through the reeds being
chased by two saruses flying overhead. The buffalo crashed into
the uprights of the hide tipping Mr MacDonald with all his
equipment into the water below and then wandered off
unperturbed. The cranes kept circling overhead and creating a
terrible raucous din.  Most residents of the nearby village turned
out to help the Burra Sahib out of the water. 

I was miles away planning another birdwatch site and knew
nothing of this incident till later when I turned up to collect Mr
MacDonald. He was wrapped up in a blanket, seated on the
village headman's charpoy, while his clothes were being dried
over a cow dung fire.  Fortunately he had recovered most of his
notes and was, to say the least, in good spirits but a little
embarrassed. After this episode he never went on another
waterfowl birdwatch.  He did, however, complete his book on
the birds of Delhi many months later. 

During the 1950s, the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
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visited Delhi on one of their world tours. The High
Commissioner held a garden party for nearly a thousand guests
including members of the High Commission staff. This was the
second occasion that I had met the Queen, the first being on her
arrival at Palam airport, where it was a question of two brief
handshakes a nod of the head and a "Nice to see you, Ma'am." It
was a thrill in itself to know that I was one of the many millions
who were so privileged. Coral, on the other hand, was kept very
busy before the Queen's arrival and during her stay in Delhi. She
was with the entourage throughout the visit and had many a
chat with royalty as well as handshakes.

On another occasion, Coral was kept busy during the visit of
Mr Macmillan the Prime Minister of the time. The PM even
graciously allowed her to take a couple of snapshots. Corals'
autograph albums bring back many memories of visiting VIPs. 

Now in the late 50s our son Rolly was on posting with the
RAF in Ceylon. He managed a week's leave and with a friend
came up to spend a holiday with us. I had also arranged a tiger
shoot to coincide with the visit. We possessed a second-hand
Ford V8 saloon at the time which I had bought cheap Rs 500 a
few weeks earlier. The engine was kaput but I was able to
acquire a brand new engine - still boxed - from the Chor Bazaar,
Thieves Kitchen,  near the Juma Masjid in Old Delhi. Having got
the car in tip top order, we, along with some friends,  drove off in
our respective cars to the shooting reserve near the Nepal Tarai
about 250 miles north east of Delhi. 

We installed ourselves in the forest rest house and planned
our shooting strategy. The first night my friend Ron Mackey sat
up waiting for a tiger. During the night a terrible thunderstorm
raged and we wondered how Mac had fared. Sending out a
search party to bring him back was a problem but we managed
to reach the place where his machan (hide) was set. The tree he
was supposed to be seated at  had been blown down along with
many of the other  trees in the vicinity.   Shining our torches and
shouting his name drew a blank. We three rescuers were soaked
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to the skin and decided to sit tight under the trunk of an old silk
cotton (kapok) tree and wait for dawn to break. We did hear the
occasional roar of tiger, the gruff cough of leopard and the
distant trumpeting of elephant. We had been warned of a herd
being in the area but not for shooting. 

When dawn broke we made a thorough search but to no avail
and feared the worst had happened to Ron Mackey. We
continued searching and looking round for traces of clothes or
anything of Mac's for another hour or so. When we were just
about to give up and return to the rest house, we heard the
engine of an approaching vehicle crashing through the jungle.
One of our friends we had left at the rest house with a couple of
woodsmen drove up in his car informing us that Mr Mackey was
safe and well, eating a hearty breakfast at the rest house.

It appeared that Mac, on hearing the thunder of an
approaching storm, got down from his machan, collected his
shikari porter from a nearby tree, walked a half mile to a
woodsman's hut and spent the night sleeping till dawn. He and
his guide walked the five miles back to the rest house none the
worse for the experience. He did apologise to us rescuers for the
inconvenience caused.

The same day we had another fright on discovering that one
of Rolly's friends had wandered off on his own with a 22 bore
rifle. Another search went on during the day. He was found in
good time. This was tiger country we were in and man-eaters at
that. 

I had no luck with tiger but managed to shoot a huge wild
boar when out with Rolly during the day. We brought the boar
back, gutted it and hung the carcass over Mackey's charpoy on
the veranda of the rest house. Mac was asleep and was not aware
of the carcass hanging above him. That night a couple of hyenas
got the smell of the pig but failed to go near as Mac was one of
the world's loudest snorers. We all slept indoors because of the
racket Mac made. Apart from these two frights involving
Mackey and Rolly's friend,  the shoot went off rather well.
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Another member of the party, Pete Pendleton, did bag a panther,
but unfortunately not a man-eater.

On returning to Delhi,  our Ford V8 engine overheated  about
20 miles or so from home. The water pump chamber had cracked
and we were losing water very fast. This entailed stopping every
so often at a wayside village well.  Rolly, his friend and another
passenger would run  backwards and forwards collecting water
in topees or hats, decant the liquid into the radiator as fast as
possible, then  jump back into their seats and prepare for the next
stop. It took us about 10 to 15 stops before we reached home. An
unforgettable trip indeed. 

Not long afterwards, I managed to sell the car after it had
been repaired and bought another second hand 16cc Oldsmobile
coupé. This had originally belonged to the Maharajah of Indore
whom I had met on many occasions at clay shooting
competitions. The car itself was a super deluxe model but a
petrol guzzler at 10 miles to the gallon. I only used it on shoots
when my fellow passengers shared in the petrol expenses and
very seldom for social engagements. I later sold it for double the
price I paid for it and bought a second hand Hillman Minx for
half the money I made on the Oldsmobile. I had never bought a
new car throughout my time in the East.

Rolly had in the meantime returned to his post in Ceylon.
Things were changing in the High Commission and I had been
approached by the administration and offered a posting to
Ceylon on promotion. After much deep thought and deliberation
between Coral and me, we eventually decided to accept. With so
much of our lives in India it was quite a break and the thought of
being near Rolly was an added attraction. One month later in
1959 - we left India after 40 odd years in the country. On  and off!
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Despite the experience of overland travel from Ceylon to
Delhi,  we decided to do the same again for the simple

reason that we could take our pets, Chinky, the Siamese cat and
Jeane the Alsatian bitch, with us. We knew what we were in for
particularly at the departure port of Rameswaram in South India
and Talaimannar port on entering Ceylon across the Palk straits.
The journey down from Delhi went off very well until we got to
Rameswaram. Things had changed quite a bit. The warehouse
tin shed had gone and in its place, further away from the ferry
pier, was a long brick building which served the same purpose
for storage of goods in transit, passengers' luggage, Customs and
Excise and even a restaurant.  We shied clear of the latter
remembering the cockroach experience of 1956.

Our heavy baggage was supposed to be in the warehouse
awaiting carriage to the ferry. The whole day was spent  getting
the railway authorities to give us news of the sealed liftvan
containing our baggage. By nightfall, we got the good news that
the baggage was on its way from Madras by a later train and
would be sent out on the ferry by early morning. In the
meantime we would just have to wait and travel the following
day to make sure we had everything with us. The Customs
personnel very kindly provided us with  three charpoys - rope
beds - and we spent the night in the warehouse using the very
primitive toilet of the officials. We also took a chance and had a
meal in the restaurant. We survived the night despite the hordes
of cockroaches and crickets walking all over us.

In the morning, our baggage had arrived and we saw it being
moved safely to the ferry on the back of a bullock cart. We
followed it,  having to walk almost a mile over the sandy terrain
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to the pier head. Looking down from the pier on the sands
bordering the shore,  we saw the fishermen returning from their
night catch. Quite a lot of sea turtles were caught and turned on
their backs and just left to die in the blazing sun on the sands.
Another example of the disgusting customs of the east - there
never seemed to be any end to the cruelty.  

The trip across the straits was uneventful and we had no
further trouble on our journey by train to Colombo except that
we nearly lost Chinky the cat when a couple of langur monkeys
chased her on the platform at Talaimannar. Victor was able to
catch hold of her before the monkeys got near. Actually,  we
thought at the time that the langurs mistook Chinky for a
monkey and just wanted to be friendly. So ended my service in
India and we were on the threshold of a new life in a new
country. Although Ceylon was somewhat the same as India, its
people differed. 

On arrival at Colombo, we were met by a couple of
representatives of the High Commission and taken to the YWCA
where we were accommodated in a very nice chalet. It appeared
that all the hotels had been booked up because of some big
world conference taking place in Colombo. The YWCA did well
on these occasions by renting out the fully furnished chalets to
the overflow of visitors. Even Jeane and Chinky were made
welcome. We had our meals in the main dining hall but breakfast
was brought to the chalet. This was a temporary arrangement till
we moved to a bungalow on the sea front. The bungalow was
being renovated in the meantime which kept our stay in the
YWCA for a couple of weeks.

I started work at the High Commission the day after our
arrival. It was much the same as in Delhi but because of the
promotion I had a little more responsibility.  The High
Commissioner, Sir Alexander Morley ( brother of the actor
Robert Morley) made me welcome. I then met most of the staff
including the junior locally engaged staff. The latter being
expatriates gave me the thumbs up as, among other things,  I
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was to be their immediate boss. The next day I went out to the
airport to meet the Queen's Messenger, a weekly arrival but
never the same person. The aircraft, a Britannia was late so I
made up the time by seeking out Rowland who was posted at a
nearby RAF station. We met, had a long chat and made plans for
him to visit us sometime soon.

While still at the YWCA,  Coral took it upon herself to visit
the bungalow being made ready for our occupancy. She was able
to have a few alterations made to suit our comfort and also meet
up with personnel of the British Council who worked in the
adjoining building. The bungalow itself was situated on the sea
front separated from the sea by the railway lines running south.
There was a quarter acre garden in front surrounded by
frangipani shrubs. The scented air around was much
appreciated. The rear of the bungalow was a courtyard, which
the  servants' quarters overlooked, hidden from view by banana
trees and other exotic plants. We were looking forward to
moving in with the greatest expectation and pleasure.

Two weeks later, we took over the bungalow and installed
ourselves. Most of the furniture was supplied by the MOW
(Ministry of Works) and was of the finest quality. Our lift van
containing most of our personal heavy baggage arrived from
storage and Coral, the servants and Victor had a field day
opening up and settling things.  I was away on a special trip to
Calcutta the same day so missed the heavy work of unloading
the trunks. A pleasant surprise for me on my return the
following day.  Colombo had two airports, the main one being
Katanaika 20 miles to the north, and there was also  Ratmalana,
8 miles south. The latter was  mainly used for local flights
between India and Ceylon, and on occasions international flights
when things went wrong at Katanaika. I mention this as I was in
and out of both airports very frequently during my posting to
Ceylon.

We settled down to life and made many friends in addition to
the members of the High Commission and other diplomatic
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personnel. I managed to buy a second hand Ford Prefect car
from one of the secretaries and it served our purpose very well
until  a few weeks later on a trip down to the Yala Game Reserve
about 100 miles South of Colombo. We had Rowland with us for
a few days who, along with Victor, was very good company on
the trip. We spent the night at a government rest house a few
miles out from the park - rather a sleepless night  because of the
noise created by the servants washing up at all hours. 

The next day we drove into the reserve and encountered
troops of langurs (black faced monkeys). Their behaviour was
nothing like the baboons of the safari parks in Africa or for that
matter in the UK. They were very timid in comparison.
Unfortunately the car was playing up and a distinct knock was
coming out of the engine. We retired from the park and made for
home very slowly. We picnicked on the roadside under some
trees and within ten minutes the rug we had spread was a mass
of leeches. 

Leeches are one  of the many hazards common to travellers
on the road sides.  The grass looks green and enticing but
because of the dampness is a breeding ground for leeches from
half an inch to six inches.  Driving back to Colombo Rowland
tried his hand at the wheel. He was learning to drive and was
quite a dab hand at it.  The car held out and we got back safely.
The next day I sent it to a local garage for an engine overhaul.
Three days later we got the car back in semi-good condition.  I
was not happy with the results and negotiated for another car.
Through a friend we heard that the nephew of the Prime
Minister (Mrs Banderanaike) was selling one of his Opel
Kapitans cheaply.  Coral and I paid him a visit and bought the
Kapitan within ten minutes of seeing it.  It was a smooth runner
which cost us 300 rupees (£23).  This car served us very well for
the next year or so.  

April the 5th being Rowland's  birthday we arranged a big
party for him.  He brought down a couple of his RAF friends and
also plenty of NAAFI beer.  There was much music and dancing
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and everyone was enjoying themselves until one of Rowland's
friends  had too much and started making a nuisance of himself.
Rowland took the matter in hand and put his friend to sleep with
a couple of straight lefts  - the Dempsey touch!  It was a fine
party and we did not finished until the early hours of the
morning.

It was just fine having Rowland visit us every so often and he
in turn was a great help to us in looking after the naval personnel
we entertained when ever Navy ships passed through Colombo.
He took them out to hotel dances and restaurants.  They got into
a fracas with other ships' companies and returned one night
covered in blood.  Not Rowland, but one of the submariners.  We
cleaned him up as best we could, as I had promised the
submarine skipper I would ensure his boys would be back on
board on time.  We did in fact receive a postcard from one of
these boys from Australia a few weeks later.  He was grateful for
the hospitality we showed him and his friends.

The British Naval Communications Headquarters were
closing down and personnel were leaving the Island in droves.
Rowland was also expecting his move back to the UK as the RAF
were making over their establishment to the Ceylon Service.
Within a couple of months there would be no British Service
personnel left on the Island which put a dampener on life for
many people in Ceylon thereafter.  We, of course ,were saddened
now that Rowland was going and when the day arrived for his
departure we were fortunate enough to be on the quayside to see
him board the troopship HMT Devonshire.  We saw the ship
leave and vanish over the horizon heading north.  I had a big
lump in my throat at the time, and Coral was wiping her tears.
Victor too was full up. We were sad indeed to see him leave.  We
hoped to see him in the UK sometime in 1962 when I was due
my UK leave.

Victor attended a local European day school run by members
of the European community in Colombo but was not doing so
well.  For months on end, Coral used to help him with his Maths
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and English every night for a couple of hours.  I made a
reservation with the Gordon School in Woking, (the same school
that I and Rowland had attended),for the summer of  1962 when
we hoped Victor would be admitted.  In the meantime Coral
kept hard at it to improve Victor's education to enable him to
pass the entrance exam required.

At about this time, within a year of our residence, Coral was
offered a job as assistant accountant with the High Commission
which she accepted.  After a couple of months,  the High
Commissioner asked her if she would take on the job of private
secretary to Lady Morley at the residence.  In fact it was more
than just a private secretary as she once again took over the
running of the High Commissioner's house in general - the same
work she did in Delhi.  This was all to the good,  but she was not
so keen working for Lady Morley at the time but coped and
accepted the situation changes.

The return trip of one of my courier flights to Calcutta, which
entailed changing aircraft at Madras, was held up due to the
break out of war between India and China.  All aircraft had been
requisitioned by the Indian Army, which kept me back for a
couple of days in Calcutta while the  British Deputy High
Commissioner tried to get me on an aircraft carrying Indian
army personnel flying down to Madras.  I did manage to get a
message to Coral by telegram, and a signal - courtesy of the
Indian air force.  At Madras I spent another day while the
Deputy High Commissioner staff got me on a plane to Bombay
as there were no flights to Ceylon from Madras. It was hoped I
might get a flight from Bombay on one of the International
airlines.  Arriving in Bombay the Deputy High Commission staff
could not find hotel accommodation for me because  every place
was booked up due to the war!  I  was eventually offered a room
with board in the local Salvation Army Home just behind the
famous Taj Mahal Hotel.  From a vantage point I was able to see
the seething mass of military moving about the place.  That scene
coupled with the military on my flights from Calcutta was the
limit of my war experience! I spent a very pleasant night with the
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officers of the Salvation Army and even joined in singing before
retiring.  I left the following morning in one of the High
Commission cars for the airport in the hope of catching a BOAC
flight to Colombo.  I was fortunate in obtaining a seat, the rules
having being broken to accommodate me.  It appears that no
short flights between touchdown of International Airlines was
permitted.  Because of the war situation this was relaxed.

On arriving back in Colombo I was met by half of the High
Commission staff as well as Coral and Lady Morley.  This
stunned me to say the least!  They were given to understand that
no-one could get out of the country during the flare up between
India and China and that planes were being blown out of the
skies.  When I told them of my experience there was much
laughter.  I enjoyed the short period of being a VIP.  Coral was
greatly relieved to see me back.  She had got my message I sent
from Calcutta and Madras but was only informed of my flight
from Bombay by Lady Morley.  My usual courier flights to
Calcutta and back kept me away for one night.  This trip went
into four days and nights.

There were many odd experiences on these flights and one I
vividly remember, apart from the one mentioned above.  Most
flights were on Dakotas but in this occasion I flew by a newly
acquired Convair with Air Ceylon insignias splashed all over the
aircraft.  We touched down at Jaffna, the northern tip of the
island, to collect passengers en route to Madras.  On taking off to
resume our journey one of the passengers - a Tamil - started
creating a noise and shouting for the plane to stop as he had left
something behind.  The steward tried to compose him but to no
avail and by now we were well over the Palk Straits and in sight
of the Indian coast.  The man went berserk and struck out at the
steward laying him out flat in the aisle.  He then wrenched open
one of the emergency windows by brute force and jumped out of
the plane.  A tremendous gust of wind came through which
unsettled every one of us.  We could not have been flying more
than a few thousand feet high but the sudden rush of very cold
air put fear into us all.  The co-pilot came out and in three
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languages, English, Sinhalese, and Tamil, requested the
passengers to stay calm.  With the help of two other passengers
they managed to shut the window.  The plane flew on without
further trouble.  On landing at Madras I met the captain - a
Canadian - and he told me that he had informed Jaffna by radio
and the Indian authorities about what had happened. 

On my return, and a few weeks later, I heard that the man's
body had been recovered from the sea.  He was actually an
escaped prisoner from an Indian jail, who had crossed over to
Ceylon. During a stay of many weeks,  he had been shadowed
and identified, unknown to him.  Thinking he could now return
safely to India, he had boarded the plane at Jaffna but on the
aircraft he recognised a prison warder from the Indian jail among
the seated passengers.  Felt the game was up he tried to make
some sort of disturbance in the hope of returning to Jaffna.  He
lost his nerve and jumped out to his death.

I was not the only McDowell to experience odd incidents on
flights.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Sometime in the early 1960s, we received a letter from Coral's
sister Mavis in Delhi telling us that Mervyn was seriously ill

in hospital and that she herself was in a hopeless state.  Coral
decided to fly up to Delhi and was granted leave of absence by
Lady Morley.  This was the first time Coral would be travelling
on her own by plane.  I saw her off safely at the Rathmalama
airport by Dakota.  I received a telegram from Madras sent by
Coral to say she was being held by the customs and police at the
airport suspected of smuggling precious stones!  I immediately
got in touch by telex with the Deputy High Commission in
Madras who in turn sorted the matter out with the authorities
concerned, got Coral out and sent on her journey to Delhi by a
later plane.  After about a week, Mervyn  recovered and Mavis
could cope once again.  Coral returned and I heard  the
humiliation she had undergone at Madras.  

On arrival the plane had been met by a platoon of police
under a senior officer.  Coral was politely escorted to the
Customs office, told she was under arrest and that unless she
made over the smuggled precious stones she would be stripped
and searched.  She was naturally dumbfounded and speechless
for a while.  Recovering her composure she demanded that I and
also the British High Commission should be contacted.  That is
when I received the telegram.  While the police and Customs
deliberated over Coral as a suspect,  the  British Deputy High
Commission at Madras sent their legal adviser to the airport who
sorted the matter out . They informed the authorities of the
gravity of arresting Coral on suspicion of smuggling because
SHE APPEARED TO BE THE IDENTIFIED SUSPECT.  Not long
after a lady of similar build and dress as Coral was arrested
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when getting off a later plane.  When they searched her,  they
recovered precious stones to the value of £30,000 sterling or one
and a half million Rupees! Coral was given a written apology by
the Indian Minister concerned and there the matter ended.  It did
however upset Coral for many months after.  I in turn got the
VIP treatment whenever I passed through Madras.

Coral once again suffered a very bad attach of asthma at 1
o'clock one morning, and our doctor friend (Dr Sprule) came
over immediately on my request, treated her with deep concern
and brought her round within a couple of hours.  Doc Sprule
said it was a near thing.  From then on, Coral had to keep to a
strict diet, avoid certain vegetables she was allergic to and, of
course, Chinky the cat had to keep his distance because of
Coral's  fur allergy.  

Doc Sprule was a frequent visitor along with his wife.  He
and I got along very well indeed because of our mutual liking for
shooting game.  I had not done any shooting since leaving India
although I had taken out both my Gun and Shooting Licence
with the Authorities.  Actually I had only my shotgun these days
as I had disposed of my big game rifles and other sporting
weapons when leaving Delhi.  I did, however, keep a Browning
9mm pistol (a gift from one of my shooting friends in India).  I
had no occasion to use it on either humans or creatures but had
plenty of practice shooting down coconuts when resting under
the palm trees after a swim in the sea.  Doc Sprule knew most of
the shooting grounds in Ceylon but only went out for duck and
snipe.  I accompanied him on many a snipe shoot among the
paddy fields in the centre and north of the island.  

On one occasion while out in the wilderness and not far from
the eastern coast we were walking through a paddy field in the
midst of a thick jungle when from one side a huge herd of wild
elephants came out and walked towards us.  We stood our
ground while they passed within a few feet of us with their
trunks up in the air and trumpeting all the while.  I thought we
were goners this time and prepared for the worst by sitting
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down in the marshy water hoping I would be mistaken for a
stray goat or pig.  They ignore such things! The elephants gave
each of us a passing glance, sprayed us with water from their
trunks, defecated large globules in their wake, and passed on in
to the jungle.  It was fortunate that we got away with it and that
was only because we had not started shooting snipe before their
approach.  Later when we mentioned the escapade to the game
wardens of an adjoining reserve they told us that it was a
migratory herd moving south.  An annual event.  We made sure
of being informed of these movements on our next shoots.

Sometime in the 1960s Mervyn and Mavis came down from
Delhi and spent a fortnight's  holiday with us.  Mervyn had
recovered fully since his collapse many months earlier.  I had
arranged a weekend safari in a game reserve - Wilputtu - about
90 miles north of Colombo.  No shooting, just watching and
photo snapping.  We hired the Naval Adviser's land rover - a
perk one was allowed in the High Commission - and  entered the
game park about midday after picking up a warden to ensure we
did no shooting!  He also acted as guide.  

The first thing we encountered was a herd of wild buffalo
cantering down the jungle track towards a marshy lake just
ahead.  They were followed by a sounder of wild boar.  We
travelled on to an area where we expected to see elephants
bathing.  En route we saw a leopard prowling, or maybe trailing,
a herd of cheatal  deer (Axis) or spotted deer.  There was plenty
of wild life to be seen especially birds of every hue and colour
and it was highly reminiscent of my shooting days in the jungles
of India.  Ceylon has no tiger so it was comparatively safe and
easy going.  We stopped off at a forest resthouse and enjoyed a
picnic lunch, our escort tucking in as well, taking it for granted
we fed him!

It was then decided that I would take up a position in a tree
overlooking a water hole where the elephants came to bath in the
late evening.  The remaining party stayed at the resthouse.  I
intended to get some good photos from my hide-out.  The
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warden kept me company in the tree.  I somehow felt that he
wanted to keep me in view thinking I would produce a gun and
shoot at game.  It had happened to someone years ago when a
folded rifle was produced from the person's trouser leg, so I was
told later.

After about twenty minutes sitting up the tree the warden
gave me a nudge and pointed his finger in the direction of the
resthouse which was hidden behind a jungle growth.  Coming
out from the trees was a large elephant followed by two more
and a couple of young ones.  My camera was all set and I was at
the ready awaiting their approach.  Just then a jeep with a couple
of guards seated in it  passed by the approaching herd.  They
promptly turned tail and returned to the jungle.  We waited
another ten to fifteen minutes and then the warden said we must
leave as dusk was approaching and we had to get out of the
park.  I was climbing down when my camera fell off my
shoulder, hit a lower bough of the tree, and fell on the marshy
ground about forty feet below.  On reaching ground level and
searching for my camera I was confronted by a six foot cobra
with its hood spread out.  The snake was about two feet from the
camera and two feet in front of me.  We both stared at each other
while the warder watched from above, seated on a crosspiece,
telling me not to move or strike at the snake.  I just froze and
stared straight into the eyes of the cobra and hoped he would
back off.  Just then,  there was much splashing in and around the
marsh caused by a herd of cheetal deer coming to drink.  The
snake dived down and made off at a tangent away from me.  My
fright was over.  I retrieved my camera, it was distorted and
soaked - kaput.  On returning to the resthouse Coral and the rest
told me that they had a wonderful opportunity of taking photos
of elephants which passed by a few feet from the veranda of the
resthouse!  My tale of woe got some deserved sympathy, but no
photos of wild elephants.

On returning to the camp outside the game reserve, we were
unable to get accommodation for the night.  The guards at the gate
gave up their sleeping quarters to us and we made the best of it on
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their charpoys.  We were bitten by bugs and mosquitoes, and
when using the primitive toilet,  got attacked by thousands of
cockroaches.  An exciting safari - you bet!  Victor was over the
moon and said he had something to write about for an essay when
he got back to school.

We had many experiences of snakes.  Ceylon appeared to
have most of the snakes in the Indian sub-continent.  Not a day
went by whether in town or country that we didn't come across
one.  On one of our trips up country to the central hills while we
were driving through tea plantations, the car ran over a large
dhaman snake (about 8 feet long).  Coral remarked that we may
have broken its back.  I stopped and went back to find the snake
which was still on the road but not moving.  On closer inspection
I saw that its back was broken and it could just move the core
part of its body.  I took it upon myself to kill the creature and put
it out of its agony with my  Browning automatic. 

Having disposed of the snake, I was about to remove it from
the roadside when I was suddenly surrounded by an angry mob
of tea pickers.  I gathered they were a sect of snake worshippers,
fringe Hindus and Buddhists of which there were quite a few
living in Ceylon.  Fortunately there was an English speaking one
among them and I was able to explain my reason for shooting
the creature.  After much talking and haggling I parted with a
fifty rupee note and was able to drive off.  I later called in at the
Tea Estate Manager's house and offered my apologies for causing
a strike among his workers.  He in turn accepted my apologies,
returned my fifty rupee note, gave Coral a large bag of freshly
toasted tea, and thanked us both for getting rid of one snake
from the hundreds he meets up with daily.  We made great
friends with him and his family after this and were always
welcome guests in their home whenever we passed that way.  He
and his wife were, incidentally, a Scots couple who had lived in
Ceylon most of their working lives.

I was now in my third year in Ceylon when Coral and I
received the good news from Rowland that he was getting
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married sometime in June 1962.  Fortunately I was also due my
usual UK leave about this time.  Preparation for the journey
entailed a slight hitch as I could not coincide my leave with
Rowland's wedding date.  However, things worked out OK in
the end.  Coral and Victor left by P&O MV Chusan in late May
and enjoyed a cruise of three weeks.  They were met at Tilbury
docks by Rowland and eventually installed with her sister Zena
and husband Wally at their home in Fleet near Aldershot.  

Thereby hangs a tale which Rowland can never forget!
During the interim period of Coral leaving and of my departure,
much was happening in the UK with Coral and Zena.  Apart
from Coral going down with severe asthma and bronchitis,  she
and Victor were all but thrown out from Zena's.  Rowland came
to the rescue and managed to get them to my sister's home near
Farnham for a night or two . Eventually, he found them a place
to stay with Mr and Mrs Walker (Lesley's Mum and Dad and
Rowland's in-laws to be), at their home near Ashford in Kent.  

All this time Coral had been very ill indeed.  I became aware
of this  when I was met by Rowland at Heathrow Airport, about
the first week of June, one of the first returning passengers on the
inaugural flight of the BOAC Comet.  We travelled down to
Ashford by train and Rowland gave me the gen. on Coral.  Mr
and  Mrs Walker were kind enough to put up me for the night,
and the following day Coral, Victor, and I left for London.  Coral
was still suffering from her ordeal but was improving daily.  I
had booked accommodation with a family running a small hotel
in Hammersmith and we made ourselves comfortable on arrival.
Staying here was very convenient for my trips to Roehampton to
have my artificial limbs attended to.  It was also convenient
when visiting the Foreign Office to complete my travel papers
etc.

During our stay in Hammersmith,  we acquired an old
second hand Standard car which was up for sale in the front
garden of an adjoining hotel.  We bought it for £75 taxed and
insured for near on a year.  The following day we drove off to
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Ashford to attend the wedding of Rowland and Les  the next
day.  We stayed at a very comfortable hotel in Ashford for a
couple of days.

The big day arrived and the wedding went off very well
indeed.  We met most of Mr and Mrs Walker's family and
friends.  From our family side,  my sisters Aly and Kathleen and
their husbands were present.  The reception was held in the
grounds of the family home and the weather was perfect for the
occasion.  Many photos were taken by me - mostly slides.  The
bridal couple left in their hired Mini for their honeymoon in
Cornwall and so the day ended with Coral, Victor, and I
returning to the hotel for the night.

The next day we ourselves left in our car to spend a short
holiday with Mr and Mrs Martin, some friends living in Selsey
Bill.  We had met them in Ceylon while they were on holiday
from the UK and had put them up for a short time and shown
them around the island.  In return they were adamant that we
should have a holiday with them in Selsey.  They  ran a holiday
camp on the lines of Butlins but on a smaller scale.  This was
quite an experience for us. A holiday to remember.  

We had also arranged to meet Rowland and Les on their
return from Cornwall and put them up in the local Hotel at
Selsey.  The next day we all drove off having said our farewells
to our friends, the Martins.  We took a leisurely drive through
Chichester then on to Bognor Regis where we spent the day at a
leisure centre playing miniature golf until some of us started
getting tummy upsets.  We only realised later that this was the
result of eating at a Bengali restaurant the previous evening. We
had also been  to a theatre to hear the 16 year old Helen Shapiro
sing.  It was the Bengali curry that caused the upset - not Helen!!

Rolly and Les went on their way and we in turn returned to
Hammersmith via some of the coastal resorts.  While passing
through Hayling Island I was given the signal to cross over at a
police controlled junction. When half way across,  a motorcyclist
crashed into the rear of our car ripping the bumper off.  He had
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come from a side road and without warning tried to shoot across
despite the police holding up traffic at his end.  This caused quite
a turmoil as the motorcyclist had injured himself rather badly
and poor Coral was very upset.  The police constable came up to
us and said the lad on  the ground was at fault but he would take
my particulars as a matter of routine.  I gave him my name and
address of my temporary abode, and stated I was a visitor from
overseas, being a member of the British Foreign Office.  He gave
me the full VIP treatment mistaking me for the High
Commissioner from Ceylon.  It was rather embarrassing for all of
us as a vast crowd had gathered by now.  He even got some local
chap to fix the rear bumper back and said the motorcyclist would
pay all the damages.  The latter was by now on his way by
ambulance - to hospital.  A short while later we were sent on our
way with much shaking of hands and smiles.  So ended our tour
of the Kent and Sussex resorts.  We did wonder why we got the
VIP treatment when only possessing a rather mediocre Standard
8 Car. 

Back at Hammersmith, we started to prepare ourselves for
our return to Ceylon.  Coral and Victor went shopping while I
spent most of the time between Roehampton artificial limb
centre and the Foreign Office at Westminster.  We also drove
down to Surrey and visited Kathleen, Aly and Frank, and lastly
the Gordon School, to have Victor registered for entry in the
1963-64 term.  A couple of days before our departure we invited
Rowland and Les to spend the day with us and to take over the
car which had served us so well during our stay.  They left for
Saffron Walden in the Standard and we left by taxi for Heathrow
Airport to catch our Argonaut flight for Ceylon.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

We arrived back in Colombo to settle down and resume
work.  Coral went to work at the residence of the High

Commissioner - the newly arrived Sir Michael Walker - as Sir
Alexander Morley had retired.  I went back to the High
Commission.  Great changes were taking place.  Our old offices
in the town centre were being dismantled and new premises
were to be  built on a new site on the sea front adjoining our
bungalow (Coolgardie) covering an area of four acres.  Our
bungalow was to be demolished in the process.  During the
interim period,  while most of the heavy material was being
shipped out from the UK,  we had  to find alternative
accommodation.  We settled on an apartment a few minutes
walk from Coolgardie and installed ourselves with the help of
the Ministry of Works furnishings and fittings.  We still lived
quite near the sea front but were protected from the South West
Monsoon rains by a plantation of palm and banyan (giant fig)
trees.  It was nicely secluded  but we were harassed by
multitudes of crows.  These birds had overrun the coastal regions
of the western side of the Island and had all but eliminated the
seagulls which were now few and far between anywhere along
the coast.

Coral was in her element working for Lady Walker as
secretary and I felt the same with Sir Michael, who incidentally,
was a Counsellor in Delhi during my early days with the High
Commission there.  We had much in common because of our
interest in shooting wild fowl and other small game, which
meant, of course, the occasional shoot for snipe and duck with
the help of our friend Dr Sprule.

Not long after Sir Michael's arrival, Doc Sprule arranged a
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snipe shoot in the northern part of the Island about 100 miles
from Colombo in the territory inhabited by a majority of Tamils
as opposed to the indigenous Sinhalese.  There were six of us in
the shooting party including Sir Michael.  We split off in pairs to
various paddy fields accompanied by our guides and beaters
some of whom were Tamils.  I paired with Sir Michael and a
couple of Tamils and off we went through thick jungle for a
couple of miles or so.  On reaching the shooting spot we decided
on walking up the paddy field and disturbing the birds hiding
among the rice crop.  The first hundred yards or so we bagged a
few braces of snipe and when we were about to walk back, out
from one corner of the field leading from a jungle thicket,  came a
couple of buffalo.  Thinking they were the tame type from a
nearby village,  we ignored the pair and started shooting the
rising birds.  A shout from the beaters warned us to stop
shooting and make for the nearest tree.  

Sir Michael, who was about a couple of hundred yards from
me and nearest to the edge of the field away from the buffaloes,
shouted to me to get moving as the buffaloes appeared to be
charging in my direction.  I was weighed down by my waders
and could hardly run through the sluggish paddy so I just lay
flat on my stomach and hoped the beasts would change
direction.  It worked. They moved off towards a couple of
beaters who in turn managed to scramble up a nearby palm tree.
After a while I raised my head and looked around only to be
confronted by a huge water moccasin snake,  which fortunately
glided passed my ear into a tuft of dried paddy.  To say the least I
was very much shaken and my nerves were shattered for a time.
Once the beaters gave the all clear I got up and wallowed out of
the paddy, giving up all further thought of shooting for the day.
Sir Michael was more concerned over my escape and agreed
entirely we call it a day.  When I think back on the incident the
fear I felt was more from the encounter with the snake rather
than the buffalo.

I never told Coral about the incident until many months
afterwards and am glad to say other members of the shoot kept
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silent at my request.

One morning, the High Commissioner called me into his
office to tell me that we were to have a visit - unofficial - from
Clement Atlee the ex-Prime Minister and would I do the honours
by escorting him to various places of interest, accompanied of
course by his hosts, who were relatives of Mrs Banderanaike the
Ceylon Prime Minister.   One of the visits was to the memorial of
Mr Banderanaike, the assassinated Prime Minister,  at Horagola
about ten miles out from Colombo.  I was now in possession of a
cine camera (much about this later) and had asked Coral to come
on the trip with me.  She could take pictures of us and also get
Atlee's  autograph if she wanted.

Mr Atlee paid his respects and laid a wreath on the
headstone.  Coral was gliding about taking cine film by the
footage from all angles.  We thought we had got in some good
shots of the visit and when I took over the camera from Coral I
noticed the lens hood was still on.  Had she removed the hood
and then replaced it?  No, she knew nothing about any hood!
The cine camera was not the type one looked through the lens.
They have a separate viewfinder.  Atlee's visit was not recorded.
We had  a good laugh and in the long run felt no loss.

The camera was acquired by Coral on one of her many visits
to auctions.  She loved going to auctions even if she bought
nothing.  It was the atmosphere.  At the time she was not aware
she was bidding for a cine camera and thought the object on
display was a good Swiss still  camera which she bought for me
knowing my keenness for cameras.  It certainly was a lovely cine
camera and a bargain.  This was 1963 and the first time I had
used a cine camera.  From then on,  we were to cover our travels
on movies.  Mistakes were inevitable but practice made perfect
in the end and thereafter, a wonderful record of our lives was
kept on movie-film .

I mentioned snakes being abundant but they were not the
only creepy crawlies living in Ceylon in their millions.  While
driving through the entrance roadways to the Katanaika Airport,
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I saw thousands of dead and half burnt scorpions lying about.
Some were still active and crawling about with their stings erect.
There was also a strong smell of burnt oil fuel which came from
the exhausts of aircraft’s.  The roads leading up to the aircraft
terminal were strewn with scorpions and quite a few centipedes,
all burnt to a frazzle.  I thought this quite an extraordinary
phenomenon and naturally made enquiries.  The local residents,
some of whom were airport employees, informed me that once
in a while the scorpions and centipedes migrate from the
southern rubber and coconut plantations to the northern
plantations, travelling distances of 20 to 30 miles.  In most cases
they had to cross over the runway at the airport where they
coincided with the exhausts of incoming and outgoing aircraft.
When Rowland was posted in this area, while serving in the
RAF,  he was fully aware of the scorpions and other creepy
crawlies!!!

I must also mention about another suicidal venture by
creatures of the sea.  Coral, Victor and I spent a short holiday on
the east coast at a nearby town named Batticola.  One evening
we visited the town and later the harbour area and beaches.  The
sands looked barren with not a soul in sight.  On coming to the
water's edge we saw - and I'm not exaggerating, thousands upon
thousands of jelly fish some as large as 12 inches across, but none
smaller than 4 inches. The crows and buzzards had had their fill
earlier in the day and the stench was just taking effect on our
nostrils. Once again, the locals gave us the low-down. It
appeared that these creatures came in their millions to breed
quite near the shore once a year. If they come late in their
seasonal visit, then the high tides of the area catch them and
leave thousands stranded on the beaches and in the shallows.
That's when the opportunists - the crows and buzzards - take
over.

We had some very exciting times during our time in Ceylon.
On another occasion I had booked a chalet on the coast near
Trincomolee to do some fishing and shooting. We had sold our
Opel Kapitan, as it was a petrol guzzler, and bought an old
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parrot green Vauxhall Wyvern. We drove out of Colombo fully
loaded with our camp groceries to spend a pleasant week away
from work. Seventy miles out, the car engine blew up. Two spark
plugs burst through the engine bonnet, hit the windscreen and
passed between Coral and myself, smashing the rear window of
the car. I had, of course, stopped the car just as the missile plugs
passed by. This happened near the town of Kagalla. Fortunately
for us there  was a resthouse  nearby and we made ourselves
comfortable for the night. I had the car towed to a local garage
and waited for the mechanic to give me the low-down on
repairs, if possible. 

In the meantime, I sent a telegram to the chalet owners
explaining my situation, but hoping to overcome disaster by
hiring a car to continue the journey. 

Kagalla was situated among some very pleasant hills covered
in jungle growth. Coral and I went for a walk following a small
stream, naturally wary of snakes and other creatures. A sudden
thunderstorm broke loose with lightning flashing across the
valleys and torrential rain beating down.  We took shelter under
a large kapok tree (silk cotton) but within a minute or so the
hillside started to move from under us along with the tree.  I
grabbed Coral and moved out into the open shrub and the pair
of us just slid slowly down with the landslide, soaked to the skin.
There was nothing much we could do but pray we stayed on the
surface of the moving earth and bushes.  We had literally been
flushed down about 100 feet when all movement stopped. The
rain, however, persisted. and after a while we gradually made
our way across a raging stream to drier ground and followed the
stream towards a road bridge we could see ahead.  

On reaching the bridge we came upon some local peasants
who directed us to the resthouse  a mile or so back.  I borrowed a
flea-ridden  blanket from one of the peasants and covered Coral
with it.  She was by now feeling the effects of the cold and wet.
On reaching the resthouse,  the keeper made a huge fire in the
dining hall and after we had bathed and changed we spent the
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next hour or so sipping brandy in gulps.  Coral had taken a
couple of aspirins and was feeling better.  My big trouble was my
artificial leg which was nearly falling apart, the leather socket
and gaiter soaked to a pulp.

We decided at this point to cancel our onward trip to the east
coast and sent a telegram to the chalet owner accordingly with a
promise to compensate him for loss of trade!!  The next morning
I went down to the garage to find out about the car.  To my
amazement the mechanic told me he had procured an old
Vauxhall engine and would be replacing my shattered one by the
evening.  When I got  back to the rest house and gave Coral the
latest we decided to take  a trip into Kandy by bus and spend the
day in the Perdeniya Gardens.  The botanical gardens were one
of the finest in the East especially the spice garden with its
almond and nutmeg trees in full bloom.  We lunched on the
lawns beneath these spice trees breathing in the scented air to the
full.  Thoughts of what we had undergone the previous day
slipped by completely forgotten.  If it were not for my
bedraggled artificial leg compelling us to return to Colombo we
would have stayed in Kandy for the rest of the week.  

By late evening we returned to Kagalla to find our car
waiting at the rest house.  The mechanic was standing by with a
huge grin on his face, and a very reasonable bill, complete with a
guarantee for “six months no trouble”.  The next morning we
returned to Colombo rather gingerly despite the guarantee on
the car, and reached home safely having spent just three days of
our holiday with plenty of excitement and surprises!  Not long
afterwards,  I disposed of the Vauxhall and bought a Morris
Oxford from a member of the High Commission staff - at a
bargain price.

The day arrived for our son Victor to leave Ceylon to join his
school in Woking.  Rowland would be meeting him in the U.K.
and seeing him safely installed in the Gordon School.  The third
McDowell of the family attending.  All went well and we
received a long letter from Rowland confirming matters.  On this
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occasion it was not so hard to part with Victor knowing we
would be having him with us over the Christmas and Summer
holidays.  I had finally been granted this privilege by the Foreign
Office on my posting to Colombo (13 years after joining the
service).  It was unfortunate that we had missed out when
Rowland left for school in 1952.

Victor's first visit was the Christmas of 1963.  He arrived on
the BOAC Britannia flight, dressed in his tartan Gordon Boys
uniform.  The temperature in Colombo at this time was in the 90
Fahrenheit range with humidity the same.  On getting out of the
plane he all but fell flat on his face when the heat hit him.  It was
great seeing him after six months and he had certainly grown in
this time.  He was loaded with books and things he did not need
which cost us overweight baggage charges to clear!  Well it was
his first trip out and he would learn.  He spent his ten days
holiday living in the sea, snorkelling for sea slugs, which were
the only things one saw in the shallows along the Colombo coast.
Sixty miles south there were some fine coral reefs at a holiday
resort called Hikkadua - the only ones left because of the
extensive mining of coral along this western coastline.  He
returned to school in his GB uniform and we received a postcard
from him on arrival - of The Piltdown Man!

In May 1963 we received the good news from Rowland and
Les that they were now the proud parents of a bouncing baby
boy, named later, Paul.  Coral and I were naturally delighted to
be grandparents for the first time and that the McDowell name
would be continued.  Rowland was still in the RAF and expected
a move overseas sometime in the near future.  I had another two
years to serve in Ceylon and was hoping to be established into
the Foreign & Commonwealth Service by this time and have the
privilege of choosing my next country of posting so we could
meet up with Rowland and Les.  Wishful thinking I guess at the
time.

We received another surprise letter from Mavis to say that
Mervyn - in good health - had left his job as manager in Cooke &
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Kelvys, Jewellers.  They had closed down having sold out to a
Bengali firm from Calcutta.  He asked me if I could get him a job
with the High Commission in Delhi on the Administrative side.
I, of course, could not pull any strings but would sound out the
situation.  Two months later Mervyn was given a temporary
clerical job in the High Commission which suited him ideally.
Six months later both Mervyn and Mavis wrote asking if there
was a chance of a job in Ceylon as they were reducing staff in
Delhi.

Coral thought the idea of M & M coming to Ceylon, and
being near us, was a good thing.  Sort of keeping the family
together.  I on the other hand was a trifle wary because of
Mervyn's suspect health.  However, I recommended his name to
the High Commissioner as there was a vacancy in the security
branch of the office opening up shortly.  A couple of weeks later
Mervyn was offered the job and in due course Mavis and
Mervyn turned up.  We put them up for a week or so until they
installed themselves in an apartment of their own not far from
us.  They naturally found life very different from their Delhi
days but soon adapted with much help from Coral and her
friends.  We managed to get Mavis a stenographer's job with the
Trade Commission, as she was a very good typist (and shorthand
with it).  I was able to put Mervyn in the picture about the
workings of the Diplomatic service, which, to him was
something quite new - to say the least.  Running a jeweller’s
concern for over 20 years cannot be compared with the
Diplomatic Service.  He was of course only locally engaged, as
was Mavis, but it was good money coming in and not very hard
work.  

Reading these lines one might get the impression that life was
a Utopia in Ceylon.  Not so -  it all depended on circumstances
and timing.   Mavis and Mervyn struck it  lucky, with a little help
from - you know who?

Among  our friends were a married couple, the husband, a
burgher - descendent of Dutch extraction, his wife, a lady from
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Wales.  They had two daughters aged between 3 and 5 years old.
One day late in the evening the wife called in with her two girls.
She was in a terrible distraught state and weeping, saying her
husband had beaten the life out of her and was attempting to do
the same with the girls. Luckily a neighbour happened to come
along and stopped her husband from further attacks.  It
appeared that he was often on the rampage but she had never
complained to anyone before.  Besides, her husband was related
to some minister in the Government and she would never get
redress.  She sought our help and wanted me to get her out of the
country with the girls.  This was a tricky situation indeed and
one that had insuperable problems.  

Fortunately she had her passport which included the two
girls.  As far as she knew, her husband was not aware of her
leaving the home and coming to us for help.  We put them up for
the night and I contacted BOAC making a booking on a flight
leaving Colombo the following day.  Fortunately she had
sufficient money to cover the fares and other sundries, but very
few clothes.  Coral helped out in this respect.  I had in the
meantime informed our High Commission Counsellor of the
affair.  He in turn told me that I would be taking the
responsibility on my own shoulders and that the High
Commission would in no way interfere in the matter.  I was on
my own in the whole affair.  The following day Coral and I,
accompanied by the lady and two girls hidden under blankets,
left by car for the airport hoping for a smooth journey.  So far all
went well.  On arrival I went ahead to ensure a clear passage
through Customs as I was well known by most of them
including the immigration officials.  Returning to our car we got
our passengers out and Coral escorted them to the departures
lounge while I stayed back keeping an eye open on the approach
road.  Ten minutes later Coral returned to the car saying that the
party enplaned safely.  We then drove off to a position near the
runway and watched the plane take off with a sigh of relief.  On
returning to Colombo I passed an oncoming car and recognised
our burgher friend.  He, fortunately did not see me because of
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his interest in looking ahead.

Sequel to the above.  Our burgher friend called to see me a
few days later and threatened me with all the venom he was
capable of that he would see me imprisoned before long.  He
said he knew I was responsible for his wife and children leaving
him.  Apart from the threat I heard nothing further from him but
later through the grapevine I was told he had committed suicide.
His wife and the girls arrived safely in the UK.  We received a
grateful letter from her home in Wales.  Coral and I decided -
NEVER AGAIN!!!

For obvious reasons I give no names on some incidents.  As
the saying goes.  No names.  No pack drill!  There was always
something cropping up whether at work or otherwise.

One morning while working on some papers in my office at
the High Commission I was confronted by two very bedraggled
young European men.  Their story was quite eyebrow-raising
when related to me.  It appeared they had jumped ship - The
Canberra - here in Colombo having been Shanghaied at Aden.
They were both serving soldiers with their regiment stationed at
Aden.  While The Canberra docked at Aden for a short spell
these two lads along with others went aboard to look round the
ship and get the feel of civil travel in luxury, at the same time
enjoying the amenities of the duty free shops.  Having partaken
of quite a bit of booze they forgot time and only realised this
when recovering from their stupor many hours later.  The ship
was a few hours out from Aden and so they became stowaways
on board for a trip down to Colombo.  En route some friendly
passengers kept them fed and hidden.  On arrival here they
jumped ship mingling with the sightseeing passengers and so
passing Customs and Immigration without detection.  The
problem was that the Ceylon authorities  not being aware of
them, and especially being foreign military personnel, made
things rather difficult from our official procedures.  However, we
got through a telex to the military authorities in Aden, who in
turn awaited the return of the two AWOLs.  It was decided that
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the two lads be kept under cover and lodged with the
McDowells until something could be worked out to smuggle
them back to Aden.  I gave them strict instructions they were
never to leave the house while we were at work.  Our cook John,
an ex Ceylon army sepoy, kept watch over them during our
absences from the house.  Actually they were a couple of good
lads deep down and behaved themselves very well.  The fear
and dread of what they might get on return to their unit also
helped.

A plan was worked out eventually to have them smuggled
out with the help of the RAF.  We used to have a regular RAF
flight between Singapore, Ceylon and Mali (Maldives) every
fortnight and arrangements were made to get them aboard
somehow.  About a week later the plan went into action.

I took the pair of them to the airport in the official estate car,
hidden beneath many diplomatic bags.  Our official vehicles
were permitted on the airstrips where the Customs and
Immigrations passed official stores and the dip-bags of the
foreign missions.  The pilot had positioned the plane so that  the
entrance door faced away from the airport buildings.  We
squeezed the two lads into large dip-bags and bundled them into
the aircraft along with other bags.  The Customs came over, took
a quick look round, and checked the aircraft out - clean.  The
pilot took off ten minutes later and that ended one more
incident.  A great sigh of relief from those involved.  Mine being
the greatest.

A couple of weeks later Coral and I received a very nice letter
from the Officer Commanding the regiment in Aden, thanking
us for looking after the two lads and also enclosing a cheque to
cover the costs of upkeep.  The Ceylon government were kept in
complete ignorance of the whole affair.  With the passing of time
I doubt there would be any sort of friction between the UK and
the country they now call Sri Lanka?

I will venture one more incident in these Memoirs as it
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concerned a member of the British Council staff, and also a good
friend of ours.  He along with his wife and three children were
taking a holiday in the Yala Game Reserve situated 90 odd miles
Southeast of Colombo, bordering the sea.  The coast line in this
area was full of treacherous reefs and dangerous currents.  It also
had  a notorious reputation for rip-tides and undertow currents.
Our friend was known to be a very strong swimmer and I had
joined him on many earlier snorkel dives on reefs nearer
Colombo which were considered fairly safe outside the monsoon
weather.  

According to sightseers, and that included his wife and
children, he went out for an early morning swim to a spot which
was considered comparatively safe in the area.  When about a
hundred yards out he started to shout and raise his hands calling
for help.  At first, those watching thought he was fooling about
but then realised he had vanished under water and was not seen
again.  He had been caught in an unexpected undercurrent and
swept away.  I accompanied the party investigating the tragedy
at Yala.  Coral was also on hand to give a helping hand to the
bereaved wife and children as only a woman can do.  There was
not much else one could do in the circumstances and we brought
them back to Colombo where the High Commissioner and his
wife cared for them for a week or so.

A week later a fisherman from the area reported to the local
police and produced a piece of clothing with parts of a human
body - legs, arms, and torso, which he had caught in his drag net
while out fishing a few miles from the scene of drowning.  These
were identified by the distraught wife and a suitable burial
arranged.  A very sad affair and one that put a dampener on all
of us for many weeks.  Coral and I never visited the Yala Reserve
again.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Time marches on and great changes are taking place.  The
Commonwealth Office is now amalgamated with the Foreign

Office.  I myself am on the verge of moving once again.  Having
been accepted into the homebased staff of the FCO (Foreign &
Commonwealth Office) after ten years with the High
Commission in India and Ceylon, I am eligible for posting to
pastures anew.  The year is 1965. Coral and I have made plans for
our move but as we will have to return to the UK on our end of
tour leave we will not know of our next posting until we are
there.  Mervyn has not been accepted in the new scheme of
things.  He and Mavis will be leaving in due course to settle
down in the UK.  He has sound hopes of getting a job with a
jeweller's firm in Bedford.

Victor was still at the Gordon school and would be expecting
to come out to us on his mid-summer holidays.  As this would
coincide with our departure we planned that he would take off
for Cyprus and meet us there.  Fortunately our son Rowland was
posted to Cyprus and we were to spend a short holiday with
Rowland and Les, and our first grandson Paul, where we shall
all be together after many years apart.

The big day arrived and we were given a great send-off by
most of the staff of the High Commission.  The BOAC flight was
to take us on to Damascus where we change planes for onward
flight to Cyprus.  The Britannia flight to Damascus was ideal but
on arrival there we experienced six hours of stupidity by local
officials.  The country had just been given their independence by
France and so all foreigners, especially Europeans, were treated
with great suspicion.

On arrival we had been told that our connecting flight to
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Nicosia (Cyprus) was due for take off at 7am, which gave us a
three hour wait as we arrived by BOAC at 4am local time.  The
customs and police would not allow us to stay at the airport and
told us to take a taxi to the city and book into a Hotel.  The city
was 15 miles away.  I remonstrated but to no avail.  In fact, the
police threatened to arrest me.  They only spoke Arabic or French
but one bumptious Customs official spoke a little English and he
in turn interpreted all the wrong answers which caused the
upset.  

We eventually left by taxi to the hotel and booked in to a
room where we rested for ten minutes.  A waiter brought in a
large brass tray (3 feet in diameter). It was our breakfast.  Black,
thick coffee. Nahan roti (pitta bread). Black olives in oil.  Coral
said they looked like goats pills!  Milk which I think was camel’s.
And a bowl of brown scaly sugar.  Oh yes, two slabs of high
smelling cheese - goat’s!!  We booked out almost immediately.  

The taxi was still the same which brought us to town and
took us back by a different route.  I was able to take a few cine
pictures from the window when ever the driver condescended to
stop at my request.  Arriving at the airport we were subjected to
another search.  Coral was allowed to board the aircraft and
given her passport back.  I was detained to the very last moment
and escorted to the plane.  My passport was handed to the
steward who returned it to me once the aircraft was airborne.
The three hour transit wait at Damascus costs us twenty five
pounds Sterling plus the indignities imposed upon us.  Later
when back in the UK I made an official complaint to the Foreign
Office as well as the BOAC but heard nothing further.  

Back to our flight to Cyprus.  Our troubles were not yet over.
The aircraft, an old DC-4,  just managed to get airborne from the
airstrip at Damascus but we were back on land within ten
minutes of take off.  Engine failure or overload?  Must have been
combined as some passengers were off-loaded as also was some
freight.  Fortunately we were not harassed by the ground staff
this time and sighed with relief when we took off once again.  I
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had a seat overlooking the starboard wing and engines and
noticed the inner engine propeller was feathered - not working.
There was oil spreading all over the wing surface.  The plane
shuddered now and again.  Coral was not aware of this and had
her eyes closed.  Passing over the hills of Lebanon I could see the
Beirut airstrip below and thought we were going to land as the
plane was diving down at quite an angle.  To my surprise I
found we were over the sea and Beirut behind us.  In front I
could see the coast of Cyprus and only then realised we were
about to land at our destination.  In all our travels, and my
experiences with the Indian, Ceylon, and Pakistan airline and
airports, this trip between Damascus and Cyprus was THE PITS
as they say in these days of my writing!!!

We touched down in brilliant sunshine to be met by
Rowland, Les and Paul - our first grandson.  Behind them were
our old friends Jock and Doris Bean.  And not least, our young
son Victor.  A great occasion and a happy reunion which cheered
us up immensely after the trying time experienced at Damascus.
Arrangements had been made by Jock and Doris that we all
spend the night with them in Nicosia.  The next day leaving by
car - hired by Rowland - for the duration of our stay in Cyprus,
we set off for Limmasol and home to Rowland and Les.

We spent a very pleasant holiday together.  Rowland had laid
on many excursions and outings to places of interest in and
around the Island.  The ravages of war between the Greek and
Turkish communities were evident when passing through burnt
out villages in both sectors.  Despite the division operated by the
United Nations forces we seemed  able to go everywhere which
we did.  Rowland worked at Akrotiri RAF base,  a rather
pleasant drive through avenues of Cyprus trees from Limmasol.
The beaches in the military zone were one of the finest.  I was
able to take numerous feet of cine film throughout this holiday
so what I miss on paper now one can view on video today.  This
goes for all our travels from Ceylon to my retirement in later
years.  
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Young Paul was growing up quite a lad.  He and Victor got
along rather well although the odd friction showing now and
then.  Rowland and Les had made many friends, including Jock
and Doris Bean.  There was always the get together on picnics up
in the central hills of Troodos or down on the many beaches
surrounding the Island.  A fascinating country indeed and we
were so pleased our family had a posting there.

Like all good holidays this came to an end and we were sorry
to leave Cyprus but we had to get Victor back to school and I had
to meet the Foreign Office to hear of my next posting overseas, as
well as having my artificial leg attended to - or even get a new
one if possible.  We had a double send-off the day of departure as
Jock Bean was leaving for Kampala on posting.  He and Doris
were flying South and we were flying North.  We took off on a
British Airways flight VC 10.  It was such a change from the
short Damascus-Cyprus flight.  Flying over the Alps at dawn
was a wonderful sight and I was able to film the top of Mont
Blanc and the surrounding range.  The results looked as if we
were looking down on an ice field in Antarctica!

Back in the UK we settled down with our friends the
Yugoslav couple who ran the hotel in Hammersmith.  They were
a very friendly couple.  He was formally an ex-chief of police
during the monarchy but fled the country when Tito took over.
We took a trip down to the school and left Victor to continue his
studies which included the bagpipes.  I took some film of the
boys on parade and Victor playing the pipes on the march with
the band.  He knew he was on film so played up a bit!!!  Most
days I was attending the artificial limb centre at Roehampton.
Once again there was a strike on among the fitters who were
wanting more pay, which is what usually happens when union
bosses milk the employers, or try to.  The fitters I spoke to were
very reluctant to stay out but being union members went with
the majority.  These industrial disputes certainly caused a lot of
inconvenience to the public at large, and because of being greatly
inconvenienced myself,  I have the greatest loathing for unions in
general.  Half the troubles of the industrial world is due to the
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bully-boys of the bloated unions.  So much for my views!
Fortunately I had time on my hands and eventually got fitted out
with a new limb.  Not long afterwards,  I heard the firm
contracted to the hospital took on non-union staff and met with
no further trouble.

Coral did quite a bit of shopping while I was at the Foreign
Office awaiting news of my posting.  It came in due course and I
was being sent to Lagos, West Africa.  Now it was time for
vaccinating jabs of all descriptions.  Most of them we were quite
used to having when out East but a new one - for us at least -
was for yellow fever.  This was still prevalent in parts of Africa
and was a necessity.

Before we left I had arranged to buy a new Morris 1100
saloon from the British Motor Company in Piccadilly.  The first
ever new car we owned.  It was being shipped out to Lagos and
we hoped to have it within the month of our arrival.  Price at that
time for this car was £300 sterling, which included diplomatic
discount.  Those were the days!  
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CHAPTER TWENTY

We eventually took off from Heathrow by VC-10 and arrived
in Lagos at dawn.  The humidity hit us on alighting and

even at this time of the day the temperature was in the 80s.
Ceylon was pretty humid but Lagos won on points.  The British
High Commission was situated in the centre of the city but we
were taken by an official car to our hotel, the Ikoyi, a few miles
out.  We were booked in for a week or so until accommodation
was available in one of the official residences.  We settled down
for the day and looked around the precincts of the hotel.  There
were quite a few Europeans, mostly businessmen, as guests.  I
later went off to meet the High Commissioner Sir Cummings
Bruce and staff.  I was pleasantly surprised to meet Sir
Cummings Bruce who was now the High Commissioner as the
last time we met was in Delhi when he was the Councillor in the
British High Commission in the 1950s.  Then I was a comparative
newcomer and a small cog in the wheel of foreign service.

A week later we moved into temporary accommodation, a
leave flat left vacant by a member of the High Commission staff.
The building itself comprised four separate apartments.  We
lived on the ground floor, and had the benefit of the surrounding
gardens of the compound at large, among the trees and shrubs -
all flowering and highly scented, especially the lime shrubs
which were in full bloom at this time.  The bulbuls and other
exotic birds gave vent to a daily dawn chorus which was a
feature throughout the year.  Other than a wet rainy season the
climate was always humid and hot but with cooling winds every
so often.  We soon got acclimatised and made the most of our
sojourn in this temporary home, until - we got burgled one night! 

About 3am while in a deep sleep I detected in my
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subconscious mind an awful stench coupled with light tinkling
sounds.  I suddenly awoke to see the outline of a human form
standing at the foot of our double bed.  The stench was even
worse.  Although our bedroom was in darkness a certain amount
of light came through the blinds from the road lights nearby.  I
made a grab for my torch and also my artificial leg, which I
always kept standing by the bed.  At the same time I let out a yell
of surprise and rage.  "There's a damn burglar in the room".  He
vanished in a second.  Coral woke up with my shouting.  I
managed to get the bedside light lit and putting on my leg, made
a dash for the door and raised the alarm disturbing all the
occupants of the other apartments.  

I phoned the police and within the hour they showed up with
two dogs in the van.  The sergeant in charge listened to my brief
account, detailed the dog handler, with his Alsatian, who took
up the scent immediately and was lost in the neighbourhood
following the suspect trail.  The other handler with a black
Labrador also took up a trail and circled the building at a great
pace pulling the handler for all its worth and promptly jumped
back into the van.  The sergeant just laughed and said both
handler and dog were still learning the business of tracking.

Well, after relating all that had happened, the sergeant
informed me that this was the work of a known body of rogues
who frequently committed burglaries and then vanished across
the lagoons to their respective hideouts.  There the police might
catch the man responsible but it was a forlorn hope.  It was
possible I would recover my stolen property - at a price - if I
visited the local 'Thieves Market' in the city of Ibadan 90 miles
north of Lagos!!!  The thief had got away with our transistor, my
briefcase containing all our insurance papers and the car keys.
Fortunately Coral kept her handbag locked in the cupboard.  I
had disturbed the burglar before he could make a big haul.  He
did leave us with his stench of rancid pig’s fat, which was
commonly used by the lagoon thieves, for many days after.  The
police kept us informed of their progress which amounted to nil.
A few months later we moved into another leave apartment
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about half a mile from the scene of our African burglary.

The British Motor Car firm had sent out our Morris in good
time and the agents were able to supply us with duplicate car
keys.  Our temporary new flat was on the first floor and we felt
more secure this time but Coral was always wary, particularly of
the domestic servants.  We had been informed - on the side - that
most domestics were in league with the thieves.  Memories of
my police days in India!

Not long after this incident we acquired through a colleague
of mine, a fine Labrador/retriever dog named Flight.  He hated
water because his previous owner lived up in the north arid
region bordering the Niger state.  In fact, other than his usual
drink of water he had never had a bath in his life and he was
now three years old.  Coral put all that behind Flight and within
a couple of months he was wallowing in the lagoons and chasing
coots and mud-hoppers every day.  As a watchdog he was
superb. All the residents of the entire apartment block felt much
safer with Flight as the local watchdog and literally spoilt him
with doggy goodies.  He in turn showed his appreciation by
biting one of their servants when the latter was found prowling
about in an area he should not have been in.  With Flight around
we lived in harmony at the block.

During the early months of our residence the political
situation in Nigeria was far from quiet.  Two presidents had been
assassinated within a couple of months.  The first unfortunate
was found in a jungle tied to a tree trunk decapitated.  The other
was found floating down the lagoon with his stomach ripped
open and the head of a pig sticking out from within.  Naturally
all foreigners were put on the alert although it did not affect us
as such.  The situation was an inter tribal affair but still we were
subjected to quite a bit of harassment on road blocks to and from
the airport one of which I must record being personally involved
in it.

I was being taken out to the airport to meet the incoming
Queen’s Messenger - a weekly run.  The escort of two official
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High Commission cars was combined with three to four other
civil businessmen and their cars.  We were also carrying the
usual diplomatic mail bags and many school children of the staff
who were returning to the UK after their summer holiday.  We
passed through three roadblocks without much trouble but on
nearing the airport we were stopped at this last roadblock and
everyone was ordered out of their cars at bayonet point.  A
uniformed corporal came forward and I remonstrated with him
saying we were diplomatic members on our way to the airport,
and he had no right to stop us.  My driver - a Housa - was pulled
out of his seat and made to lie down prone.  I was told to get out
and open up the boot of the car which was to be searched.  I
refused and told him once again that he was dealing with foreign
personnel and particularly diplomatic staff.  I told the children
seated in the back not to move and just remain quiet.  The
corporal then shoved the bayonet point through the window of
the car and pressed it against my body, ordering me out.  I
thought discretion was better than valour and got out but
refused to open the boot as ordered.  I then asked to see his
superior officer.  He said he was the superior officer and once
again pressed the bayonet into my side.  This time I felt the prick
of the point but stayed adamant.  All this while the cars behind
me were being systematically searched with the exception of the
second High Commission car which had only children and one
parent seated within.  The driver, like mine, was lying prone on
the ground.  I felt in my way that this corporal was trying it on
with the object of getting a bribe to allow us to pass.  I also knew
that there must be a higher ranking person at the roadblock.
While this idiot was pressing the bayonet against me I heard
shouting coming from the direction of the airport, and true
enough a young sprightly African officer - Captain - came up in
a mighty rage.  I thought at the time I was in for the coup-de-
grace.  But it turned out otherwise.  The captain confronted the
corporal, grabbed hold of his rifle, raised it about his head and -
butt wise -  struck down the man smashing his head to a pulp.
He then apologised to me and all the others allowing us to
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proceed on our journey.  It was a harrowing experience, even for
me - and the children had a tale to tell when they got back to
school.  On returning to the High Commission I learned that the
military had split up into factions hence the numerous
roadblocks and the indiscipline shown.  The third president was
about to be assassinated in the very near future.

Eventually calm prevailed, if only temporarily.  Coral was in
her element once again having been accepted as secretary to
Lady Cummings-Bruce.  The High Commission residence was
situated on the banks of the lagoon, the main waterway for ships
passing in and out of Lagos harbour.  These were idyllic
surrounding with lush lawns and flowering shrubs interspersed
with palm trees and cashew apple trees.  Prince William of Kent
was now employed as a secretary - diplomatic - in the High
Commission and was resident in a bungalow adjoining the High
Commissioner's residence.  Coral used to meet up with him very
often during his days off but was always in fear because of the
pet python he kept round his neck most of the time.  Not long
afterwards, the Prince was killed in an aeroplane accident while
flying solo.

Another visitor we met up with was the Duchess of
Gloucester.  Coral was of great help to her in many ways during
social engagements.

During the calm of the political climate Harold Wilson, the
then British Prime Minister, made an official visit to Nigeria.  I
saw very little of him but much of the dispatch boxes moving
around.  The High Commission held a reception while the PM
was there and all the dignitaries of Nigeria attended.  A big
function indeed.  A week later the third president was
assassinated.  Disembowelled in a jungle clearing!!

Once again we moved house and this time to one of our own.
A sheltered apartment - first floor - with the fronds of a huge
banyan - wild fig - tree overlooking our patio.  In the evenings
we used to sit out on the balcony and count the flying foxes
coming and going, and weaving through the branches above our
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heads.

Not surprisingly, we occasionally had to dodge the droppings
of the bats.  The more they fed on the figs the more they
defecated.  By morning the patio was in one big mess which our
houseboy had to clean up regularly.  During the day the tree was
free of flying foxes but in their place a variety of birds and other
creatures mingled, especially the lesser iguana lizard. This had a
habit of bobbing its head up and down and at the same time
changing the colour of its  head to a brilliant red, and posturing
in a very menacing manner to others of its kind.  I was quite
fascinated with their antics and used to sit and watch them for
hours on end when off work.  

Our houseboy kept a tame monkey tied to a tree along with a
goat.  The two were inseparable, and I in turn would sit and join
in the fun with the pair.  Coral thought I was going mad but
actually it was about this time that I began to realise what
terrible damage I had done to birds and beasts alike during my
shooting days in India and Ceylon.  This was my conversion, or
so I was thinking at the time.

We used to go picnicking to a remote spot on the coast and
enjoy a swim in the sea and surf.  The place was considered safe
for bathers until a young lady, the wife of a British businessman,
was swept out to sea while surf bathing.  She was never seen
again.  On another occasion we went on a trip up country to a
recommended beauty spot within a forest of cola nut trees with a
lovely freshwater stream flowing through.  The owner of the
place had damned up one end and formed a large natural pool
which visitors used to swim in.  The water was rather chilly but I
would enjoy myself and swim around.  While swimming near
the damned end of the pool I was suddenly confronted by a large
python which had slid into the pool.  The snake just raised its
head and passed over my shoulder, its body sliding alongside
my face until its length went fully by.  There were screams from
people on the bank yelling to me to get out.  I just stayed put -
literally frozen - treading water.  After a few minutes realising
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my good fortune I swam back to the nearest bank only to meet
up with another python which was coiled up and basking.  I
retreated back into the water and swam out to the further bank
to be hauled out by many hands, Coral being among them.  Later
I was informed that the owner kept these pythons as pets for the
sole purpose of keeping out trespassers.  We were guests but the
snakes were not to know this.  Much laughter at my expense!
Coral vowed never to go there again.  For the record both
pythons measured 15 feet plus.

My period of duty was drawing to an end.  The High
Commissioner was also moving out.  He was being appointed as
Governor to the Bahamas.  I was being posted to
Czechoslovakia.  As we would be on a three month mid-tour
leave prior to taking up my post, Coral and I decided we would
travel back by sea and booked passage on the SS Accra a 10,000
ton vessel.

Departure day arrived and we had a great send off given us
by the High Commission.  Most of the staff came to the dockside
and saw us settled on board.  We had made many friends and
felt a little sad at leaving.  In general, the Lagos posting was
fairly good.  There were the ups and downs but all in all we
made the best of our stay.  Sadly we left Flight - our dog.  He was
now well and truly placed as pet and watchdog in the residence
of the High Commissioner.  That was to be his home for good.

We had a very comfortable cabin on the outer side which
gave us a good view of the sea from the starboard.  The ship -
MV Accra was not as large as the P & O ships we had travelled
on but certainly more comfortable.  We made a few friends
among the passengers, some of whom we had known in Lagos.
There was no first and second sittings for meals because of the
few passengers on board.  We were rather fortunate at being
placed at the Captain’s table during the voyage which meant the
best of food and wines served.  Dressing for dinner every night
was a bit of a bore - for me at least - Coral took it in her stride
and made good use of her evening wear as did the other ladies at
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the table.  

There were eight of us, three married couples, one bachelor,
and of course, the Captain, (a Scotsman).  En route to Liverpool
we stopped off at Accra, Ghana, and spent a few hours
sightseeing. It was no different from Nigeria but the heat
appeared to be more humid.  A week later we stopped off at Las
Palmas in the Canaries and spent a very pleasant day
sightseeing, visiting the top of the highest peak of the extinct
volcano.  Looking down the 1500 feet one was able to see most of
the island, and the distant islands making up the Canaries.

Travelling back down to our ship we passed by miles of
sandy beaches with not a soul in sight.  Siesta time!  This was late
September and a glorious sunny day but no swimmers in sight.
Unfortunately we, or I, missed a good swim as time was too
short and we had to get back on board.

Two weeks out from Lagos we entered harbour at Liverpool
on a bleak and drizzly morning.  We saw our car being off-
loaded on to the quayside and later we ourselves disembarked in
pouring rain.  There was no bother passing through Customs
and Immigration.  Got the car cleared.  Drove out of the dock
area, picked up petrol, studied our map, and left the area into the
heart of Liverpool.  Not long after,  but many miles driving,  we
found ourselves back in the dock area.  We spotted a taxi parked
nearby and asked the driver if he could help us with directions.
He went on better and said, "Follow me, I'm going your way
south myself.”  It was tricky keeping up with the taxi through
heavy traffic but we did manage to get out of the city and on to
the highway southbound.  We sounded the horn as a way of
thanking the taxi driver, which he acknowledged by a wave of
his hand and a tattoo on his horn.  It was a great relief to be on
our way.  By evening we made Sheffield and parked ourselves at
a hotel, just off the highway, for the night.
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

After a good night’s sleep we left to drive down to Bedford,
where Coral had arranged with her sister Mavis to put us

up for a few days prior to our stay at Hammersmith.
Fortunately the weather changed for the better and by evening
we arrived at Bedford.

We were now on our two month mid-tour leave and made
the best of our short stay with Mervyn and Mavis, taking them
out sightseeing to various places of interest.  They not having a
car and Mervyn, in any case, not able to drive, saw very little of
the surrounding countryside on their own.  We made up for that
and spent a pleasant week with them before moving on to our
usual hotel in Hammersmith.

Once again I made my usual visits to Roehampton Limb
Centre while Coral replenished the wardrobe for our stay in
Czechoslovakia.  We also went down to Surrey and visited Frank
and Aly and Dick and Kathleen.  We spent a couple of days with
Aly and Frank and even had Victor with us for a while.  The
Gordon school let him out for the weekend.  He appeared to
have learned the bagpipes and was a member of the school band
apart from learning a trade in  communications.

The days went by rather fast and we were nearing our
departure time.  Coral had developed a bad cold and was not too
keen on us driving overland to Prague.  We decided to have the
car shipped and the F.O. arranged our travel plans by railway
across Europe.  The day before we left Hammersmith our car
was picked up by a freight agency and dispatched by ship to
Hamburg, then on to Prague by canal (Elbe River).

Our landlady - the hotel proprietor - was kind enough to take
us in her car to Victoria station.  She was most adamant about
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this and would not hear of us taking a taxi.  She was a dear lady
and a very good friend to Coral, who was still very poorly and
causing us some concern.  Our landlady saw us off with many
tears and kept waving until the train was out of sight.  We
arrived at Dover in good time, and the ferry crossing went
smoothly.  On arrival at Calais we met with a few problems
through Customs before entraining to Paris.  It appeared our
heavy baggage was not on the ferry.  An hour later the bags
arrived and the delayed train to Paris took off with us aboard.

The journey to Paris went off quite well.  The passing scenery
was  rather mundane with acres of harvested land looking very
much like the prairies of America.  One of our travelling
companions  was a very well dressed middle aged lady, French,
who spoke fluent English and kept up a conversation throughout
the journey about France and her love for Paris.  Interesting at
times, but also quite tiring for Coral, who was not feeling at all
well, and was trying to get some sleep but to no avail.  

On arriving at the Gare du Nord by late evening Coral was
really very poorly but managed to keep going.  I was looking out
for the Embassy representative who was to meet and assist us in
changing trains for our onward journey to Prague.  Leaving
Coral seated on a platform bench,  I wandered up and down the
length of the platform looking out for the rep when by chance I
saw an individual approaching at a trot with his coat wide open
displaying a cardboard union jack flag in front of him.  I stopped
him moving on and enquired if he was meeting a Mr & Mrs
McDowell.  "Yes, sir" he said with a bow and flourish of his
cardboard flag.  I told him about Coral's ill health and that we
would like to get settled on the train to Prague as soon as
possible.  We left the station front to be blown about in snow
drifts.  We managed to get into a taxi, which our guide said was
necessary, and travelled a couple of hundred yards to another
section of the Gare de l’Est from where our train was to leave for
the long journey to Prague.  By now Coral was really in a very
poor shape and I asked if we could see a doctor hereabouts.
Fortunately there was a Chemist’s shop with a doctor in the
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station area and Coral was checked in immediately.  The doctor
was very good and said Coral was having a bad attack of asthma
coupled with a heavy cold and recommended suppositories to be
given every four hours.  I was rather taken aback but he told me
it was necessary in these very words: "One suppository in the
boom every four hours."  Our train was standing on the platform
and we ushered into our coupe compartment - completely
private.  The steward on the train fixed us up with tea and
croissants.  I said cheerio to our Embassy guide.  The train took
off shortly after with Coral comfortable in her berth having
followed doctor's orders!  I gave instructions to the steward to
wake me up after four hours and have some tea on hand.  He
was very concerned about Coral and looked after us through the
journey right up to the Czech border the following morning.

On arrival at the border the Customs came on board with the
police - fully armed.  Coral was ever so much better.  The
doctor's remedy was certainly the right one.  We remained in our
coupe while the police and customs checked us out.  No
problems for us but we did notice other passengers were getting
somewhat rough treatment and being ordered out of the train.
Our steward and other rail staff got out to return when this
particular train arrived back from Prague.  The great big diesel
engine which brought us from Paris was taken off, and a great
big steam engine took its place for the journey to Prague.  Our
first experience of a Communist run country.

By mid afternoon we arrived in Prague.  It was a cold wintry
day indeed in every aspect.  The people looked completely
forlorn with the exception of the railway staff and the numerous
police who appeared to be checking and questioning passengers
as if they were refugees and beggars - or so it appeared to both
Coral and me!  Fortunately we were met by a member of the
Embassy staff and whisked away in good time.  We were taken
to our hotel on the outskirts of the city centre where we settled
in.  We were too tired to look around, and Coral took to her bed
right away while I read the 'rules for guests' which were pasted
to the inside of our entrance door.  I quote just a few... "Guests
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must not eat food in the room.  Drinks are permitted provided
they are bought from the hotel bar.  No unauthorised person is
permitted to visit guests in their room.   Meetings must take
place in the main loggia of the hotel.  Meals must be taken in the
main dining hall at the regular hours shown on the notice board.
Staff are not permitted to answer queries.  All queries must be
made at the Reception desk."

There were many more of a subtle nature which all went over
our heads.  We were experiencing life behind the iron curtain
while away from my official duties as a member of the British
Embassy staff.  Things were not so bad as time went on.  Not all
the hotels were so rigid.  In fact, we experienced a wealth of
hospitality and bonhomie with the natives in general with very
few exceptions during our stay in the country.

The hotel, one of many, was a comparatively new building in
the usual style of most communist run countries - six to ten
storeys high with a central spire topped off with the hammer and
sickle flag.  The place was kept scrupulously clean and the staff
worked like robots.  We made the best of our two week stay and
learned a lot in between.  I was later allocated a leave apartment
in the city centre which made our lives more pleasant.

Our car had not arrived until two months passed and in the
interim I travelled by tram to and from work at the Embassy.
These journeys during the cold winter months were not very
pleasant but was certainly an eye-opener for me.  I was able to
study my fellow travellers and gain a great deal of knowledge of
Prague and its history.  I never got into any conversation but
somehow my fellow passengers knew I was foreign - and
English at that - so they gave me their views unwarranted.  I was
pleasantly surprised on hearing so much English spoken by the
Czechs.

The British Embassy was situated in the heart of the city on
the left bank of the Valtava river and a few hundred feet above
on the hills sloping up to the famous Prague Castle.  We had a
wonderful view of Prague from the Embassy, and I was able to
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make full use of the cine and still cameras taking in the scenic
wonders of the city below throughout the four seasons of the
year.  Our apartment - temporary - was in the very heart of the
old town and quite near the Wenceslas Square where Coral and I
often spent many pleasant hours sightseeing.  Despite the
rundown condition of certain areas, coupled with the shabby
dress of the citizens in general and their hangdog expressions,
life went on here and there rather peacefully as if no one cared a
hoot of the hard life most of the citizens were experiencing.

The car arrived eventually but I had to have a few jobs done
on it because of the mishandling during transit by barge from
Hamburg.  I also had to get used to right-hand travel especially
when having to give priority to trams.  Within the week of the
car’s arrival I had to undergo a driving test as my international
driving licence had expired and I did not have a British one.  The
test was quite a severe one because of my disability wearing an
artificial leg.  I was also given a medical check by three
orthopaedic surgeons before I was granted a licence.  Fortunately
the traffic, other than the trams, ran at a very slow pace and there
were not many motor vehicles on the road. I was able to
overcome the few traffic hazards which came my way when
driving in the city and environs.

Having the car was a great boon in many respects.  We were
able to visit places of historical interest throughout
Czechoslovakia and learned so much of the old Austrian-
Hungarian Empire with its numerous castles and chateaux
spread over the entire land.  I also took advantage of obtaining a
shooting and fishing licence at a very small fee.  I did no
shooting as I had no gun, but ventured out on the occasional
trout fishing.  On one occasion while out fishing on a tributary of
the Valtava in the north of the country I found myself
surrounded by armed border guards - East Germans.  By some
error I had crossed over while wading upstream forgetting to
study the map of my licensed area.  Coral was with Victor - who
incidentally was on his summer vacation from school - at a
picnic spot a mile or so back in Czech territory.  Fortunately I
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was able to produce my identity card, and after much explaining
the guards released me and escorted me back along the river
bank to the unmarked border.  There was much shaking of hands
and smiles, even to the extent of giving me a couple of trout they
had caught earlier.  After this experience I never went fishing
outside the Prague environs!  However, this was a small matter
compared with another incident I had.  

This time, it was with the Czech military on the Valtava river
a few miles out of Prague.  There were some lovely beauty spots
on the banks of the Valtava where everyone took to bathing and
picnicking on and in the river.  Victor and I did quite a bit of
swimming and boating.  I had a small inflatable dinghy which
came in very handy.  On this particular occasion I decided to
swim across the river which was about two to three hundred
yards wide with a slow running current.  There were high cliffs
about 500 feet on the off side and well forested.  I made for this
area while Victor took the dinghy with my artificial limb.  We
intended exploring within the forest.  On my arrival - and to my
great surprise - I was confronted by a couple of armed soldiers
pointing their AK47's at my head and at the same time shouting
at me to get out pronto.  I could not understand a word they
were saying but scrambled out of the water on to the bank.  In
the meantime Victor was struggling with the dinghy and also
being bawled at  by the soldiers.  When they discovered I was
disabled and a foreigner to boot, and English at that, a complete
change took place in their demeanour.  Shouldering their rifles
they helped me up the bank, Victor following behind with my
artificial leg.  By this time a whole platoon of soldiers arrived on
the scene some of whom could speak fairly good English.  After
my explanation and providing them with a proof of identity
which was accepted with good grace by the senior officer, they
allowed Victor and me to leave in our dinghy.  It appeared I had
strayed into a military restricted area despite the signboards
posted along the banks, written in Czech.  From then on I went
into deep study learning the language but could not master the
written word.  I heard much later on that the authorities
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duplicated the signs in English and French in all restricted areas.
Fortunately I had no further encounters with the authorities
during our stay but other amusing incidents cropped up every
so often.

While out on a drive into the countryside I went into a field
to watch a covey of partridge feeding nearby when a light
aircraft flew overhead and showered me with pellets of fertiliser.
I did not realise that farmers work on Sundays and paid for my
ignorance by being peppered with fertiliser that stank worse
than a pig sty.   Coral had to suffer the effluvia in the car
returning home.

About this time Coral suffered a setback in health coupled
with nasal problems for which she had to undergo an operation.
I took her to the recommended hospital.  At the reception desk
we were directed and led to a cubicle - one of many in the
reception area.  Coral was told to strip and await a doctors
arrival.  She remonstrated and refused saying that she was
reporting for an operation to her nose and not a body search.
The attendant, a male, looked confused but agreed.  While
waiting for the doctor to see Coral who remained dressed and
seated in the cubicle.  I wandered around the area and noticed a
few male attendants walking about and peeping into the various
cubicles and then laughing among themselves.  I got rather
suspicious and enquired at the reception desk if we had come to
the right place.  The lady receptionist - and the only female
attendant - said we were in the maternity section and wasn’t my
wife coming for a check up?  I was taken aback and explained
the position.  She then directed us to another part of the hospital
which turned out to be the right one for ENT patients.  But to
revert to the maternity section I learnt that all female patients -
potential mothers - had to strip naked in the cubicles and lie back
on the table, knees up and legs apart, so the visiting doctor does
the rounds with a quick examination of each patient.  I then
knew well why the male attendants peeped and giggled!

While in the hospital Coral was given first class treatment
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and out within a few days feeling much better.  Not long after I
went down with some sort of tummy complaint and was
recommended for an X-ray to another hospital.  

Arriving at the hospital one early morning I was directed to
the X-ray department and sent to a large empty room with a
table in the centre.  No other furniture about.  There were a
couple of screened cubicles on one side.  A lady doctor, so I
assumed, came in and told me to strip off my clothes in the
cubicle and hop back on to the table - naked!  I informed her
about my disability and that I wore an artificial leg. “No
problem” she said “Walk back and I will take your leg to the
cubicle and bring it back after the X-ray”.  Well, I walked to the
table naked feeling terribly embarrassed and waited.  Two other
lady doctors came into the room followed by a mobile apparatus
presumably the X-ray.  Then the lights went out and there were
hands feeling all over my stomach with a voice saying “Turn on
this side, now turn on that side, now sit up and bend forward,
now lie on your stomach”.  All this time I was being probed
about my torso.  The lights came on.  Big smiles on the faces of
the three ladies.  The eldest lady said she was the radiologist,
and the others being assistants.  God, was I feeling awful lying
there.  My leg was brought to me and I scuttled back to the
cubicle and into my clothes.  They would let me know the results
in a couple of days.  I just hoped to God I would not have to
undergo another X-ray in Czechoslovakia!

The results proved negative but I was put on tablets to correct
the lack of pepsin in my system which appeared to have been the
trouble.  They, the ladies, knew their job as I never suffered with
my stomach after that.  Some hospitals have women to treat men,
and others to treat women.  So I gathered.  I was never able to
fathom why patients had to strip down to nature for preliminary
examinations and X-rays.  The results did, however, prove
satisfactory in the end.

It was now nearing the end of my tour of duty and
preparations for my next move got under way.  UK based staff
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were given an option of where they would like to be posted to an
outpost of their choice.  If the vacancy was available you got
your post, otherwise you went wherever the FO sent you but
they did try to accommodate as much as possible.  Unfortunately
for me I did not get my choice (The Deputy High Commission,
Calcutta).  I wanted a posting to India solely for the purpose to
clear up my Indian police pension affairs which had all gone
haywire by correspondence.  Instead I was being posted to
Ankara, Turkey.  The day dawned when we left Czechoslovakia,
Prague, by train as I had disposed of my car in the country to an
Attaché of the Bulgarian Embassy.  The Eastern Block personnel
would jump at buying a British car in those days and fortunately
one was allowed this privilege of selling one’s car in this country.
The rules changed as the years went by.
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

We returned to the UK on mid-tour leave by the end of
October and once again it was a busy time for Coral

replenishing our wardrobes and other necessities necessary for
our sojourn in Turkey.  This also included spending short
holidays with our families, the last few weeks with Rowland, Les
and their two sons, Paul & Tim at Stanmore where Rowland was
serving with the RAF.  I made the usual trips to Roehampton
Artificial Limb Centre having a new limb prepared and the
current one being overhauled.  We had ordered a new car from
the British Motor Company, Piccadilly, - a Morris 1300.
Unfortunately the car could not be ready for our departure so we
accepted the alternative offered by the company - a Morris 1000.
We took delivery a week before we left for Turkey and spent the
time running the car in and around Stanmore in preparation for
the journey to Turkey - by road via Venice, where we were to
take ship to Istanbul.  

This last week at Stanmore - mid January 1968, we
experienced a really cold winter with heavy snowfalls up to the
day we left.  Rowland, Les and the boys standing in knee-deep
snow, saw us on our way.  We arrived at Dover after a
comfortable drive through snowbound country. It was a relief to
end up in brilliant evening sunshine - and no snow in the area!

We, however, did not intend to take the overnight ferry to
Calais although we approached the dock gates to make enquiries
about a suitable hotel to spend the night in Dover and take the
early morning ferry.  The security guard at the gate was very
helpful and recommended we stay at a boarding house just
below Dover castle, his Aunt’s incidentally, giving us directions
to follow.  Arriving at the place in pitch darkness we were
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greeted by an amiable old gent who installed us in a really
magnificent room. The decor was actually Victorian but with
modern heating and toilet facilities.  The landlady was
exceptionally gracious to have us, and before retiring gave us a
wonderful meal.  There were no other guests as she explained
this was the off season but she was always prepared for the
unexpected (through the good offices of her nephew down in the
docks).  And why not?

We were up early the next morning the good lady gave us a
huge breakfast and only charged us seven pounds for our stay.
These were the days!  Coral gave her a ten pound note and left
before she returned the change.  Arriving at the docks we
boarded the ferry with no trouble and sailed across a very
smooth channel to the delight of Coral as she dreaded a rough
crossing.

At Calais we passed through Customs and other formalities
and made headway for Reims.  There were no motorways in
those days but the roads were kept in good condition and the
traffic quite reasonable.  Everything went smoothly and we
arrived at Reims in good time and decided to push on to Chalon-
s-Marne to spend our first night in France.  Actually I was
cutting it rather fine because we had to be in Venice to board our
ship early within the next thirty six hours.  We booked into a
very nice hotel “The Anglais” and once again experienced a
Victorian atmosphere, this time in our bedroom, which had a
huge four poster brassbound bed with basin and washstand
nearby.  We slept soundly, had an early breakfast and were soon
on our way to the Swiss border 300 miles away.  

The journey from then on was comfortable until we neared
the  mountain regions after Besancon and were approaching
Pontarlier where the snow had been falling very heavily the
previous days.  The snow ploughs were out, in fact, we were
forced to follow one for nearly  ten to fifteen miles practically up
to the Swiss border town of Vallobe.  Before entering Vallobe we
stopped off at a mountain pass overlooking the Swiss valley,
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stretched our legs a bit, got back into the car, started up, put it in
gear, let the clutch out...   No movement.  I got out to see what
was keeping the car back and realised that the tyres had frozen
to the road surface despite there being no ice on the road.
Fortunately a couple of strangers passing by - wrapped up and
looking like Eskimos - heaved and shoved and helped to release
the grip on the types.  We were on our way once again and
arrived in Lausanne where we stopped off at a restaurant.  While
having a meal I enquired from the waiter about the roads
through and up to the St. Bernard pass.  The waiter consulted
some other diners and they were all most adamant that we stay
the night in Lausanne as there had been a sudden thaw on the
upper reaches of the mountain roads and every possibility of
avalanches.  I was not convinced and although slightly worried
decided to make for the pass and go through to Aosta in Italy.  

We drove off with the blessings of the waiters and diners and
made for Montreux the first town before the climb to the St
Bernard 30 kilometres ahead.  It was now pitch dark.  The snow
ploughs were in action at various junctures.  While passing
through a small village I missed a turning and we found
ourselves in complete darkness.  The car had slipped into a deep
drift.  I wound the window down and was smothered with snow.
With great difficulty I managed to press open the door and
squeeze myself out into waist deep snow.  I saw a faint light
coming from a house a few yards back - above the snow line -
and managed to plough my way through the drift onto the open
road.  Just then I saw the headlights of a vehicle approaching and
stood my ground.  It was a heavy transport lorry that came up.
The driver saw my predicament, came out and said something
which I could not understand.  He was German but caught on to
my English and within 15 minutes had cleared the snow and
hauled our Morris out of the drift.  Fortunately he was on his
way to the Pass and we just followed him right through to the
Italian border the other side.  After grateful thanks from both
Coral and me, the good Samaritan went on his way.  At the
Italian border the Customs passed us through with no trouble,
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and  also handed me a book of petrol coupons which they said
all tourists or foreign visitors could have while passing through
the country.  These coupons enabled one to purchase petrol at
half price en route to one’s destination.  Unused coupons were to
be handed back to Customs when leaving the country.  We were
also advised to beware of the local spivs at the various petrol
pump stations who would try to tempt one by offering jewellery
and wristwatches in exchange for coupons.  They also
recommended a good hotel in Aosta for our night-stop.

Arriving at Aosta we booked into the hotel recommended by
the Customs officer and found we were the only visitors  there at
the time.  The manager was most helpful and had laid on a fine
dinner despite the late hour - 11pm.  By midnight we had retired
to our beds and slept the sleep of the just.  We left  at dawn after
a good breakfast.  The journey down the mountain roads was
rather hazardous and not helped by the weather either.  It rained,
sleeted and snowed most of the way.  On reaching the main
motorway (Autostrada) I drove on to a six-way junction and
went round and round trying to take the exit road for Venice but
could not get on to the right channel because of the atrocious
driving of other drivers swaying in and out.  It was hell raising
but eventually I managed to branch off on to the highway for
Venice.  After travelling about ten miles we came to the ticket
check point only to find we were on the wrong autostrada
making for Lake Como and the Alps once again.  Fortunately the
man at the gate put us back on the right track by directing us to a
by road which would eventually bring us on to the main
autostrada to Venice.  After this it was plain sailing - or driving.
We stopped off at Brescia to have a meal and fill up petrol.  Coral
went into the restaurant to arrange lunch while I stopped at a
pump to fill up petrol and have the car windscreen cleaned.  I
was approached by a man who asked if I was interested in
buying a watch or any kind of jewellery.  Remembering the
warning given by the Customs officer I showed no interest but
the spiv was most persistent.  He did not want money but would
accept petrol coupons in exchange.  The pump attendant looked
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on with amusement. In fact, he appeared to be encouraging the
spiv to press on knowing I was a foreigner, and a stupid
Englishman at that.  I ignored the man and went into the office to
pay for the petrol at the counter but was followed by the spiv
and the attendant.  Even here at the counter the spiv still tried to
make a deal but shot off at a gallop when a uniformed police or
guard approached on the scene.  I might mention that the spiv
had shown me earlier wrapped round his wrists and arms,
watches and chains a plenty.  Onward we went to Venice and by
evening we reached the outskirts at the Principality of Mestra
where we intended to stay the night before embarking the next
morning.

Here at Mestra we stopped off at the Metropole hotel and sat
down to have a drink and book in for the night.  The waiter, a
young man, came up to take our order and the same time asked
if we were staying the night.  When told yes, he bent down and
whispered in my ear “It would be better and cheaper if you
stayed at a boarding house not far from the hotel”.  “He would
arrange things”.  Coral and I gave it thought and after we had
had our light refreshments we walked off to see for ourselves the
boarding house recommended.  To our surprise it was situated in
a quiet cul-de-sac.  We were met by a charming lady - the
Landlady - who showed us the room and other guest rooms.
Also our car would be kept safely in a locked garage.  A
necessity in this town because of the vandals.  She was Aunt to
our waiter friend!

I returned to the hotel to collect the car.  Coral stayed back
but took the offer of a window shopping spree accompanied by
the landlady’s niece.  I took the car off to a local garage - again
recommended by the waiter - and had it cleaned under the car
wash.  It was certainly filthy after our 1000 mile trip, two thirds
of which was under rain, sleet and snow.  Coral came on the
scene just as I was driving the car under the automatic washer.
She decided to get into the car and experience the excitement of
being washed but not getting wet.  I took cine pictures of her
expressions while the sweeps worked along the body of the car.
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Very amusing!  Returning to the boarding house we were met by
the whole family and really made to feel at home.  The dinner
was excellent, but just before we settled down I made a phone
call to the shipping agent confirming our arrival.  They advised
us to be at their office in Venice by 9am the following morning.
We slept the sleep of the just again that night and after a hearty
breakfast left with farewell kisses from the landlady and her
family which really embarrassed me.  They were treating us as
family members.  Why, we could never fathom.   The nightstop
with meals and good company cost us less than £10.  What a
family, in fact, we kept in touch for many years after, at least
Coral did, as she excelled in correspondence.

It was a matter of a fifteen minute drive to Venice.  We took a
water taxi from the pier head after having parked the car in an
underground AGIP car park with, what looked to us, like having
over a thousand other cars.  A pleasant water ride via the Lido
took us to a quayside with enormous buildings along its length.
We finally located an entrance to the shipping agent’s office and
ended up in a huge hall, something like Olympia in London.  At
one end was a long table where an elderly man was seated
literally buried under reams of paper.  He arose to greet us and
after introduction formalities gave us the gen. and our shipping
papers with a plan on how to get to the dockside and embark on
the M V “San Marco” where the Customs and other authorities
would see us through.

Returning by water taxi to collect our car was plain sailing
until we discovered we had taken the wrong taxi and landed at a
different pier.  However, with the help of some English speaking
passengers we were put on the right waterway and reached our
car park eventually.  There was no problem picking up the car
but one of the attendants passed a hint about petrol coupons.  We
ignored this and drove away and,  following directions, finally
landed up at the quayside and the ship.  We met a few of our
travelling companions and were pleased to meet up with another
Foreign Office official who was also being posted to Ankara with
his wife.  Customs formalities over,  we boarded the ship.  While
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Coral was settling into her cabin I met the captain and other
members of the crew.  I was allowed up on to the bridge and
watched the loading of the passengers cars, including our nice
clean Morris 1000.  The cars were cradled in a huge net and lifted
off the quayside by the ship’s cranes and gently placed on the
deck on either side of the main hold at the front of the ship.  All
cars were covered with tarpaulins and strapped down.  Our
Morris was a leader and against a bulkhead.  A good thing too
because of what was to happen during a storm on the Adriatic a
couple of days out from Venice.  We regretted not having the
time to tour the canals and places of interest by gondola before
we sailed off.

We left Venice in calm waters and on a sunny evening.
During the night things changed considerably and the ship
tossed and rolled as we headed into stormy waters.  Coral, poor
girl, could not cope and was attended to in the cabin by the
ship’s doctor.  She never left our cabin until we arrived at
Brindisi, the heel of Italy, three days later in brilliant sunshine.  I
could not persuade her to come ashore and have a walk around
sightseeing.  Leaving her in the good hands of the chief steward I
made the best of the ship’s stay while at port and wandered all
over the place especially up and down the old Roman steps
which led out to the famous Appian Way to Rome.

On returning to the ship Coral was back to her old self and in
the midst of a bridge session with some of the lady passengers.  I
was advised by the Purser to accompany him below to the car
deck and check on the condition of our Morris which, fortunately
for us, got off best during the rough passage of the previous two
to three days.  Only a few minor dents.  Some of the other cars
were in a very bad state.  One car belonging to a German couple
was being hauled back from the ships rails where it had been
thrown.  Others were on their sides badly damaged.  The
tarpaulins were in shreds and the cars left open to the winds and
sea water.  However, the Purser, always the optimist, said it
would be plain sailing from now on, and there was always the
insurance on our cars to cover the damage!
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True to the Purser’s forecast the weather was ideal and the
seas calm when we left Brindisi.  Later when approaching the
Greek mainland and in to the Gulf of Corinth everyone was on
deck to view our passage through the Corinth canal.  Truly a
great feat of engineering.  Passing through was a worthwhile
experience. There was barely space on either side of the ship
between the walls of sandstone which appeared to be reaching
the sky.  The other odd thing was watching the pilot on the
bridge who faced backwards and gave his instructions to the
helmsman guiding the ship’s passage.  Absolutely fascinating.
The water beneath was crystal clear and one could see shoals of
fish swimming backwards and forwards in both directions.  I
was able to film quite a bit of the journey through the canal, both
on cine and still camera.  A worthwhile effort throughout the
voyage.  

We docked at Piraeus the port of Athens and spent a pleasant
day sightseeing visiting the Acropolis and surrounding areas.
Our Embassy friends accompanying us on these trips were a
great help as they had passed through these places on previous
occasions travelling by the suburban metro rails in and out of
Athens.  If it had not been for our friends I doubt if we would
have found our way about, especially picking the right train
among the multitudes travelling in all directions.

Leaving Athens at nightfall the ship’s company laid on a
grand dance and cabaret.  Coral was in her element dancing with
the Captain who, according to Coral, was a superb dancer.  I was
never a dancer even when I had two good legs but I joined in
and trod on many toes. The ladies in question made no
complaint but I usually ended up apologising and blushing to
the roots.  Coral had forewarned them - I’m sure.  

Early the next morning I was up on deck to view our passage
through the Aegean Sea Islands and approaches to the famous
Dardenelles and the heights of Gallipoli.  All very interesting,
and sad too, when one realised what took place here during the
first World War.  To go further back in Centuries it was rather
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exciting to see the ruins of the ancient city of Troy and to think
back on my old school days the teachings of Greek history
especially the Trojan Horse episodes.  I personally was thrilled
during this passage through the Dardenelles.
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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE

We arrived rather late in the evening at Istanbul.  Were met
by a British Consulate staff member and whisked through

Customs and Immigration.  We got quite a shock when picking
up our car from the quayside.  The white Morris we saw was
battered and in an awful state of damage but on checking the
number plates we realised to our great relief this was not our car.
A kindly Customs officer directed us to the right Morris which
was parked in the warehouse looking spick and span.  

Guided by our Consulate friend, we booked into an hotel -
the Pera Palas which was Victorian period throughout.  Even the
lift to the upper floors were of the same vintage.  Our bedroom
was large with wash basins and jugs and we slept in a tall four-
poster brass bed which could accommodate a whole family of six
if needs be!  On the whole it was very comfortable, and the meals
excellent.

The next morning we drove off to the Consulate where we
picked up our friends, filled up the cars with petrol, and left on
our journey to Ankara 200 miles distant to the East.  The weather
was rather overcast when we left.  Crossing the Bosporus by
Ferry, a half hour trip, leaving Europe behind and entering Asia
Minor, where East meets West was quite a thrill.  The route to
Ankara was a gradual climb on to the Anatolian plateau with
snow falling heavily most of the way.  We stopped off for lunch
at a place named Balu.  We, apart from our Embassy friends,
were the only people having lunch, this being the off season.
Our waiter, a friendly young Turk enlightened us about Balu
being a holiday resort during the summer.  There was apparently
plenty of fishing (brown trout), swimming, and sailing on the
lake nearby, and wonderful scenery.  We promised him a visit, if
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possible, next summer.  The food was excellent.  Sadly we had to
refuse the excellent Buzbuz wine offered free with lunch.  On
returning to our car we were accosted by two policemen - armed
to the teeth.  They questioned me over the car and asked whether
I would care to sell it for good Turkish lira.  I thought they were
joking until I got the impression they were serious but for no
other reason than to catch a foreigner on some breach of
Customs law.  I turned down the offer gracefully and was
allowed to go on my way.

By now it was snowing very heavily, so much so that the
windscreen wipers could not cope.  I had to get out of the car
every so often and clear the snow off.  When passing through a
village we saw numerous women sitting on the roadside selling
fruit and vegetables despite the snow and cold.  Later we learned
that this was a common feature throughout Turkey, and through
all seasons.  Even earthquakes?  We eventually arrived in Ankara
before dusk and got to our hotel and settled in for the night.

The next morning I drove off to the Embassy but before
getting into the car I looked up to the sky which was hidden by a
thick blanket of sulphurous cloud.  The smell in the air was no
better.  Leaving Coral at the hotel and indoors was preferable to
her coming out.  The Embassy was another 1500 feet high up
above the sulphur clouds and in clear bracing air.  I had a lot to
learn about Ankara and living conditions beneath the sulphur
clouds!  Fortunately we did not have to stay in the hotel very
long having being allocated a very nice apartment high above
the clouds, and not too far from my work at the Embassy.
Thinking back on our cold winter sojourn in Prague the winter
here was definitely more severe.  Most houses and buildings
were air-conditioned but the heating, although central heating,
was by coal fires.  The smoke from this low quality coal raised
the sulphur fumes from the city below up to a height of a few
hundred feet, from where we and many other people living
higher up the mountains surrounding the city could look down
on the swirling mass covering the city.  Eventually by midday
the mass of sulphur cloud dispersed through the valleys and
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North to the Baltic sea.  This part of central Turkey suffers from
extreme cold winters and very hot summers - and the occasional
earthquakes!

We settled into the usual diplomatic life and made the most
of our stay in Turkey. Although neither Coral or I could ski, we
accompanied parties on the ski slopes high up and a few miles
out from Ankara and  certainly enjoyed watching the antics of
the others.  The snows continued on into March and then the
sudden thaws appeared.  The hills surrounding blossomed with
crocuses of every hue and colour.  A marvellous sight indeed.
Spring arrived rather late in May and with it the countryside was
one mass of apricot and plum blossom.  Very reminiscent of the
Kashmir vale which brought back nostalgic memories of our stay
in India.

During the summer months Coral and I toured far afield to
many places of interest including a trip to Balu.  The Anatolian
plateau can be rather a barren and treeless place except near the
coasts of the Baltic, or South towards the Mediterranean and the
Taurus mountains.  There were numerous lakes in between and
volcanic hot springs at particular areas near the Aegean coasts.
Most of all the historical centres date back to Hittite, Greek,
Roman and Byzantine periods.  These trips we did when I could
get away on weekends or during local leaves.  We had  many
amusing and sometimes frightening experiences which I shall
relate, but not in chronological sequence because it is difficult to
remember this. 

Victor came out to us on his summer holidays and naturally
we took him along on these trips.  On a trip to Mersin 200 miles
south along the Mediterranean coast we spent a few days visiting
ancient Roman ruins and swimming in the sea.  There were miles
of sandy beaches with very few people about.  Oranges and lemon
groves scented the air.  It was ideal.  Victor vanished into one of
the groves and plucked off a couple of large oranges, or he
thought they were oranges until he started to suck a flake.  It was
then he realised they were citron fruit and 100% more sour than a
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lemon.  His mouth dried up for the next hour or so.

We next visited two unique chasms just off the coast.  The
land looked flat all round until one came upon two large
signboards - Heaven & Hell.  Behind the boards were railings
leading down to a vast hole 500 feet deep and about 50 yards in
diameter.  We started down the track - well beaten - but turned
back when half way down the earth started to tremble and our
guide - a Turkish lad of about 12 years old - shouted to us to
move fast mouthing words that sounded like “EARTHQUAKE”.
We got to the top in record time, the earth still trembling but
surprisingly there was no noise and very little falling debris.
This was the Hellhole we were told later!  Our guide pleaded
with us to now visit Heaven, a  similar sort of chasm which had
an ancient Christian church built at the bottom with steps
leading down all the way.  We chose to call it a day.

Another weekend trip we took was to visit the famous
moonscape country Goreme.  This was truly a moonscape with
its sandstone pinnacle shaped hills where it was said the
Christians fled and hid from the Turks of Sultan Suleiman the
Great.  These refugees built homes by digging out chambers
within these hills making it one vast city.  As I mentioned earlier
I always had my camera with me and fortunately captured quite
a bit of the scenery in general.  In between these hills of
sandstone,  the present day residents have developed acres of
vineyards resulting in a fine turn out of wine. Incidentally no one
lives the life of Troglodytes.  The locals are all resident in the
towns of Goreme and Urgup on the borders of this vast
moonscape.  They are all Muslims.  The Christians died out 200
years ago.

Along the southern coast bordering the Mediterranean from
the Aegean and the town of Ephesus one can follow the journey
made by St Paul to his birth place in Tarsus.  We motored the
whole route.  There are some famous old Roman ruins
throughout this region and also old Crusader ruins.  At a place
near Antalya we spent a night stop at a small hotel which was
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situated high up on a cliff overlooking the sea 300 feet below.
One could go down to the beach below and bath if so inclined.
After our experience at Mersin and the Hellhole we remained on
top.  

During the night, however,  I decided to take a look at the
moon from the rear of the hotel and stepped out through our
toilet door which overlooked the sea.  What I had not considered
was the step below the door and as I stepped out I dropped on to
a roof of a shed below about ten feet down and found myself
covered in straw and goat.  Fortunately I did not strike a cross
beam of the roof when falling and the grass or straw covering the
roof saved me from a serious injury.  I also thought at the time
how lucky I was to fall where I did because the hut was situated
right on the very edge of the cliff.  I might have bounced off a
crossbeam and fallen 300 feet below.  There were three goats and
two kids in the shed making such a din that the hotel owner
came down to see what all the noise was about and found me
mingling with his herd.  After helping me out and consoling me
he burst out laughing.  I too had to laugh but Coral was terribly
upset over the incident.  The following morning while we were
having breakfast we heard a commotion going on outside but
gave it no thought until we ourselves moved out with our
suitcases ready to leave only to be confronted by a crowd of
Turks - men, women and kids galore, all of them hopefully
waiting to meet the Englishman who had nearly fallen 300 feet to
the sea but was saved by goats and their fodder!!  There was
much laughter all round but disappointment at not finding a
corpse.

Onward towards Tarsus we visited some of the
aforementioned Roman and Crusader ruins, making a diversion
inland to a special Roman ruin named Aphrodisia, one of the
finest preserved Roman ruins.  American and Turkish
archaeologists were still excavating artefacts, most of which were
kept under close guard and away from public scrutiny.  I
managed, by guile and bribery, to get a close look and was able to
take photos, both cine and still, for our record.  In the midst of
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this vast ruin covering approximately ten acres was a small
Turkish village in which the occupants lived their frugal lives by
selling fruit and vegetables.  The population was 30 or so
including children.  The poor things were under constant threat
by the guards.

Further inland we visited another interesting place named
Pamukkale formerly the ancient Roman city Hierapolis.  This
place is situated high above the surrounding country about 500-
800 feet up, and on approaching the hills it looked as if there was
permanent snow lying from the top to the plains below.  On
drawing nearer one realises the whiteness was dried carbon
dioxide from the numerous small waterfalls splashing down
from above.  On reaching the top one looks upon a great vast
plateau with distant Roman ruins of the old city Hierapolis and a
cemetery (Necropolis) with hundreds of upturned gravestones.
A closer look reveals them to be of ancient Roman soldiers and
high dignitaries.  At one corner of this vast plateau is situated a
modern hotel which is built on the site of an old Roman
habitation surrounding a large shallow pool of aerated water
from hot springs beneath.  Under the water in many places lie
old Doric columns and other pieces of ancient Roman
architecture.  The temperature of the water never goes below 90
degrees.  Throughout the year one can swim and revel in this spa
which is always full.  In winter the scene looks quite funny with
just the heads of bathers showing above the water while the
surrounding area is covered in three feet of snow.  Both Coral
and I made the best of this facility despite it being mid-summer.
All on record.  The ruins of the city and the Necropolis go back to
1900 years when a terrible earthquake took place.  According to
history over 50,000 people were killed.

Once again on the road we travelled through very
picturesque scenery watching the Turkish women working in the
cotton fields in their colourful dress.  We even met up with a lone
shepherd minding his sheep on a barren hillside.  He was
wrapped up from head to foot in a sheep’s cloak.  I took some
cine pictures of him. Drawing nearer I was overcome by a
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powerful smell emanating from him when he opened his cloak
to take his hand out to receive some money we offered him.
Later we were informed that these shepherds live inside these
cloaks 24 hours a day throughout the seasons.  Hence the smell -
or I should say, the stink!  Still it was an experience worthwhile
having as these shepherds were becoming extinct.

We were now passing through the heights of the Taurus
range and nearing our immediate objective, St Paul’s birthplace.
We entered Tarsus through a huge arched gateway named
Cleopatra and went on into the heart of the city.  It was no
different from any other Turkish town.  We picked up a guide en
route and parked the car in the central market square.  The guide
led us through some very narrow alleyways and rundown
houses one of which we stopped at.  The guide informed us that
we were now looking at the house in which St Paul was born.
On entering, we were taken aback at the dilapidated state of the
interior leading to an outer courtyard overgrown with weeds
and shrubs.  What used to be a well in the centre was just a hole
in the ground covered with weeds.

At one end was a small room and the door leading in was
hanging on one hinge.  The room itself was no bigger than a 10 x
10 foot hut and devoid of any furniture.  Obviously the house
itself had never been lived in over the years.  It was, however,
the birthplace of St Paul of Tarsus.  So we were told!  I suppose
the towns folk being Muslims were not interested in Christian
history.  Sad but that’s what we saw and it was very
disappointing indeed.

Well as the days and months went by we had our ups and
downs.  Some of the latter were of a serious nature.  Coral was
taken ill and flown by RAF aircraft to the hospital (Military) at
Akrotiri Cyprus.  Medical facilities in Ankara were not so good
and in any case most Embassy staff families were treated by the
visiting surgeons from the RAF in Cyprus.  Coral underwent an
operation for a troublesome internal disorder.  I was kept
informed by phone daily and the doctors would let me know
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when it was advisable for me to see Coral.  A week after the
operation I was allowed to see her and given leave from the
Embassy.  The hospital had arranged for me to stay at the
officers’ mess but I had earlier booked into an hotel in Limmasol
and hired a car to be with Coral every day until she was
discharged and I could bring her back to Ankara.  I was in
Cyprus for over ten days.  The doctors informed me that it had
been touch and go for the first few days after the operation but
fortunately Coral had a strong constitution and recovered
rapidly.  When not with Coral at her bedside I made the most of
the excellent facilities by swimming in the sea below the cliffs
near the hospital.

By our second year in Turkey my artificial limbs were
needing attention.  There being no suitable artificial centres at the
time the Foreign Office agreed to pay my air fare to the UK and
back to have my limbs seen to at Roehampton. I was also given
one month’s leave on medical grounds.  Coral by this time was
back to her normal good health and decided to return with me
but had to pay her own passage.  This was not too expensive in
those far off days  - £75.00 return fare.  We flew BEA (British
European Airways).  Coming to the UK we stopped off at Athens
- the regular service of BEA.  All passengers had to leave the
plane and head for the transit lounge to await, so we were told,
the departure of some VIP.  About one hour later we boarded our
plane and set off once again.  The air hostess informed us that Mr
Onassis was the VIP and an attempt had been made to shoot him
as he was boarding his private aircraft.  The authorities managed
to save his life and actually catch the alleged assassin.  There was
no excitement and no one, including us, were much interested.
We spent a pleasant month’s holiday in the UK while I was
having my limbs attended to at Roehampton.

Returning to Ankara by BEA we did not touch down at
Athens as it was a direct flight.  Not long after our arrival back I
was given the usual option posting papers for our next country.
I opted once again for India thinking I might be lucky this time.
If not I would like somewhere in South America.  Months later it
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turned out I was being posted to South America but not the
Latin country I wished for.  The time it was Georgetown in
Guyana!  I still had a few months more to serve in Ankara so
hoped things might change which they normally did when
awaiting postings.  About this time we, along with some friends,
decided to pay a visit to a lake called Kala Dag (Black Mountain)
about 30 odd miles from Ankara.

One Sunday morning our party took off by car to visit the
Kala Dag.  Victor was on holiday at the time and accompanied
us.  We also took the inflatable dinghy intending to do some
fishing in mid lake.  The journey entailed some very rough
mountainous roads but we eventually arrived at the lake’s edge
and settled down to our picnic.  While the ladies were preparing
the food table etc. Vic and I decided to row over the lake in the
dinghy.  We travelled along the border of the lake and then
struck out for the centre when a sudden squall came up and
drove the dinghy across the lake to the further bank where we
collided into the shelving ridge and rushes.  On the banks at this
point were soldiers and others who were shouting to us to get
out - and be quick about it.  With the help of the soldiers we were
helped out and placed under arrest.  I was not wearing my
artificial leg while in the dinghy hoping to have a swim at some
stage while boating.  When I was being helped out by the
soldiers, this caused quite a stir among the onlookers.  An
English speaking Turk informed us that we were breaking the
law by sailing on the lake.  “There were numerous signboards
warning people off”.  I was not aware of them and in any case I
was not conversant with the language.  It appears the lake was a
dangerous place in the middle because of the turbulence created
every so often by volcanic action in the depths of the lake which
in reality was a crater of temporary dormant volcano 1000 feet
below the surface.  After much explaining, we were allowed to
leave by dinghy but warned to keep as close as possible to the
banks and rushes of the lake.  Vic and I could not move faster
and if I had had my two legs working I would have preferred
walking back the mile or so to the picnic site.  One fright too
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many for our liking!

Well my time was drawing near and we had decided to
return to the UK by car overland the whole way.  The Foreign
Office allows one ten days to cover the journey so I planned our
route through Greece, Yugoslavia, Austria, West Germany,
Belgium and France.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

We left early morning in June and drove most of the day en
route to the Greek border.  At Istanbul we were delayed

quite a while because of the Ferry breaking down but managed
to get over and as far down the Marmara coast by evening where
we put up at a hotel for the night, not far from the famous
heights of Gallipoli.  The next morning we left early and once
again were held up at the Turkish customs where they searched
everything of ours even to stripping the car seats out to ensure
we were not taking anything like contraband or artefacts which
were not recorded on our passports.  Yes, one’s passport - in
those days - had to have three pages filled with particulars of
one’s car, family history, occupation, and any radios, transistors,
washing machine, gramophones, etc., etc., which were brought
into the country and had to be taken out when leaving.  One was
not permitted to sell any goods brought in as personal luggage.
Very trying indeed.  I gather things have changed since.

Passing through the Greek border customs was no trouble at
all and it was plain driving on to Salonika until we encountered
a heavy thunder storm compelling us to take shelter to allow the
rushing waters to drain off the road - no highway on this section.
An hour or so later we entered Salonika stopped off for a meal
and then made for the Yugoslav border driving through rather
barren landscapes and terrible roads.  The Morris stood up very
well which was, to say the least, comforting.  Coral feared a
breakdown in the wilderness.

Eventually arriving at the border we sought advice about
staying the night in Greece or crossing over.  The Greek customs
were very helpful and advised us to stay the night at a hotel in
Greece rather than the Yugoslav side.  He said the facilities were
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awful over there.  However, we thought by crossing it would
save us a few miles for the next day so we left and entered
Yugoslavia in the province of Macedonia.  There was no trouble
at Customs and we stopped at a hotel quite nearby on the
Customs’ recommendation.  The Greek Customs were right.  The
place was terrible but we were stuck having signed the register
and there was no other hotel as an alternative.  The room was old
and in a state of disrepair.  The bed linen overworn, the toilet
flush did not work and the wooden seat was cracked and dirty.
Last but not least,  the cockroaches ruled the place;  they were
everywhere.  

We went down for a meal and were served with soup and
bread with a thing that looked like a cucumber but said to be
goat’s meat minced and rolled.  Hunger got the better of us, and
fortunately the wine was good which saved our day.  Naturally
we were very tired by now, I having driven for over 400 miles
was feeling dead beat.  We got into our respective beds and slept
till dawn.  On waking up we both found squashed cockroaches
on our pillows and inside the bedclothes.  We were able to have a
shower, at least I did, as Coral could not bear the cold water.  She
managed to obtain a kettle of hot water from the so called maid
who came to clean the room and managed to wash away the
remnants of cockroaches.  What an experience!  It was even
worse that some of the places in the East and Africa!  All are
questionable but we survived.  We could not get away faster and
onwards we travelled to Belgrade 300 miles northwest.

This southern part of Yugoslavia is very mountainous and
the roads twist and turn, up and down heights of 1000 feet, very
reminiscent of the Himalayan foothills.  At some point in the
morning I saw what looked like an aircraft sitting on top of a hill
and true enough when we drew nearer, it was a huge twin
engine aircraft 200 seater perched on top of the hill and
converted into a restaurant.  We called in and hoped they were
open for custom but it took at least half an hour before a young
girl came along and with signs for us to enter the plane to eat.
Her hands went to the aircraft door and then to her mouth which
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she opened to let us know we could eat in comfort.  It amazed us
to see this aircraft which turned out to be a Dakota.  The
manager of the place who spoke a little English gave us the
background history.  It appeared the aircraft had crashed down
in a valley a mile or so away many years ago.  An intrepid
villager with the help of some others carried the bits and pieces
up to the present site and rebuilt the bodywork fuselage to its
former glory, adding other structures to make up the restaurant
as it stood at that time.  A very good tea and buns were served
up which made up for the disappointment at the border.

Half way to Belgrade we stopped again for lunch at NIS,
rather a splendid town, and spent a restful hour watching the
passing crowds and the colourful dresses the women were
wearing.  They seemed a happy bunch despite the rundown
conditions of some buildings and some of the folk also. On to
Belgrade  where we intended to spend the night. We arrived by
late afternoon, and just beyond the city environs on the main
road to Zagreb, we called in to a Government controlled hotel
and made our reservations for the night stop.  The time was
about 4-5pm.  The sole person on the premises informed us that
we could not reserve or stay, at the hotel until 7pm when we
could book in.  This appeared to be the rule so we went back to
the city and spent a pleasant couple of hours sightseeing.  On
returning to the hotel there was quite a crowd queuing up at the
reception desk so we waited our turn and booked in accordingly.
The room and service was really good and a far cry from the
rundown place we stayed in at the Greek/Yugoslav border.

Early the following morning we took off after a very good
breakfast and made for our next stop across the Austrian border.
The route I originally planned went haywire because of road
diversions but we managed to get through and made for Graz in
Austria.  There were no problems at the border and on entering
Graz about ten miles further on we made enquiries about our
night stop.  As it was still early evening we decided to press on
and make for the Alps and the well known Pensions B&Bs.  After
a couple of hours’ driving we stopped off at a lovely spot
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situated on a rise overlooking the valleys towards Salzburg . The
B&B welcomed us with - literally - with open arms and made us
most comfortable with an excellent dinner before we retired to a
wonderfully clean and cosy bed.  Again I repeat such a contrast
from the sufferings of the Yugoslavians.

We were up early the next day and after a huge breakfast we
left our hosts with kisses on both cheeks.  Such was the custom
and much appreciated by all parties!  We travelled through some
wonderful scenery and it was all such a pleasure after our earlier
trips from Greece.  We stopped off for lunch in Salzburg and
spent a short time looking over the place along the river Danube.
Then once again we were on our way to Nuremberg in West
Germany 300 miles on, and for the first time on the Autobahn.  

Everything going well for the first hundred miles and then
we ran into a violent thunderstorm.  We took refuge under a
bridge near a lay-by which was rather fortunate for us because
when re-entering the Autobahn we were caught up in a tailback
of vehicles resulting from a serious pile up of crashed cars and
trucks a few miles ahead. 

The police worked wonders and we made headway once
again but arrived rather late in Nuremberg to find all hotels fully
booked up.  On the advice of a helpful receptionist we managed
to find a Bed & Breakfast Pension outside the town at a farm.  We
were made welcome and settled in for the night.  The landlord
directed me to a farm ahead to park the car and said it would be
quite safe under the care of two huge Alsatian guard dogs!

On our way early the next morning we travelled most of this
journey on the Autobahn via Frankfurt, Bonn and Cologne,
stopping for a break at the latter which included a spot of
sightseeing - fascinating indeed.  Then on to Aachen and over
the border into Belgium.  We were making for Liege when we
spotted a sign indicating a hotel on the rise of a hill and made for
the place for the night and a good meal.  This was one of the
many new up and coming Europa hotels springing up
throughout Europe and it was still not fully completed.  At the
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reception desk we booked in and I was provided with a room
key,  attached to a ring  as big as a normal size curtain ring  - and
hanging from this was a wooden ball the size of a cricket ball.
The receptionist - a young lady - said the keys were made that
way to prevent people taking  them  away for good.  We then
had to lug our suitcases about two hundred yards further up the
hill, and climb many steps up to our chalet on the first floor. We
got to our room, tired, hungry and very frustrated.  We thought
of going down to the restaurant for a meal but were so tired gave
up the idea.  Coral retired to the shower and got ready for bed
while I lay back on my bed and slipped a two franc piece into the
bed vibrator. Within minutes I must have dropped off to sleep.
Coral woke me up to say she was rather hungry and we had
better do something about it.  I went down to the receptionist to
enquire about a meal as the restaurant appeared to be closed.
The reply was quite short.  The restaurant was not open and
would not be for another month or so.  It was still under
construction.  I could, of course, go into town - Liege - about ten
miles away and have a meal.  Reporting back to Coral we
decided to have a glass of water each and retire.  After a shower I
did just that.  Coral had the vibrator on and was fast asleep.

The next morning we left hurriedly after I had made a few
comments in the complaints book about the service.  No porter
to help with the luggage, no food, tea or any refreshments.  The
charge for the nightstop being £30.00.  I remarked to the morning
receptionist that they should provide a porter and guide to show
travellers their way and help to carry the room key (ball and
chain).  We heard many years later, when in Holland, that things
had improved greatly but we were taking no chances with
Europa Hotels in the future.

On the way to Liege we stopped off at a wayside restaurant
and ate an enormous breakfast with gallons of tea to satisfy our
hunger.  This cheered us up immensely and we drove on in
happy moods.  By two o’clock we passed through Armentières
and decided to have lunch there.  By this time we had only a few
Belgian francs and a few English pound notes.  Sufficient, we
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thought, for our meal without having to change a large
traveller’s cheque. After ordering our meal and drink (coffee) I
checked the voucher and found we had sufficient cash - if we
used the pound notes.  To make sure I enquired at the desk if the
establishment would accept our English money, if not, would
they change a traveller’s cheque.  The answer was a firm no for
both.  No French or Belgium money, no meal.  We left with the
pangs of hunger once again looming upon us and hoping we
could make Calais in good time to catch the ferry and have a
decent meal.  All very trying which put a damper once again to
our spirits and great resentment towards Mademoiselle from
Armentières!

We arrived in Calais but missed the ferry we had hoped to
catch.  We did not mind the wait for the next ferry as we were
able to change our TC’s and feed to our hearts’ content.  We
caught the later ferry and arrived in due course at Dover.  So
ended our journey across Europe from Turkey which took us six
days and apart from the hiccups it was a very enjoyable trip.
Hence my relating the journey in such detail.  Boring maybe to
the reader but for me a memory never forgotten twenty three
years ago.  It is now 1993!

Back in the UK once again on mid-tour leave I was preparing
for my next posting.  The Foreign Office now informed me that
Guyana posting is off and that I may have to curtail my leave
and set off for Algeria on a temporary tour within a week’s time.
After a couple of days I received a phone call from the FO
cancelling the Algerian posting and was able to continue
enjoying my leave for the next few weeks.  I was now definitely
being posted to a country of my choice - Argentina.  This was
indeed pleasant news and both Coral and I could now address
ourselves to the necessities.

I, for my part,  visited the British Motor Car company in
Piccadilly to look over the new range of Austin cars, the Maxi
being our first choice.  On the company’s recommendation we
were offered the Austin 1300 instead. There was a bug in the
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Maxi’s gearing which would not have helped me in Argentina as
the service and maintenance was not available there.  We
decided on the 1300 which would be shipped out to Buenos
Aires within a month of our arrival.  Our Morris 1000 which
gave us such good service in Turkey would be sold off privately.
BMC did not have a market in part-exchanges in those days.  

We spent our days shopping and visiting Rowland, Les and
the two boys between Luton and Reading and also stayed a few
days with Mervyn and Mavis and  also Aly and Frank, visiting
other members of my side of the family - Kathleen and Dick,
Isobel and Andy, Lionel and Olive.  We then made a quick visit
to Coral’s sister Zena and her husband Wally.  I never felt
comfortable at Zena’s because of the hard time she gave Coral in
the early 60s.  Rowland remembers this very well!

The last few days we stayed with Aly and Frank, leaving our
Morris with them when we eventually took off by BOAC from
Gatwick airport.  Frank drove us to the airport in the Morris
accompanied by Aly.  A couple of weeks after our arrival in BA,
we received a letter from Frank and Aly with an enclosed cheque
for £500.00, Frank had sold the Morris in that short time.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE

Our flight to Buenos Aires in a VC10 was quite uneventful.
We had a short stop at Madrid to pick up more passengers

and then a direct run to Rio de Janeiro touching down at the
crack of dawn.  We had a stop of over two hours before leaving
for Buenos Aires,  a two hour flight ahead.  The humidity and
heat when getting off the plane at Rio was the only discomfort
we felt.  On arrival at BA we were met by the Embassy
representative and whisked off to our hotel in the City about 10
miles away.  The weather was perfect and to both of us this was a
completely new world south of the equator.

The Hotel Esplanade was our home for just under a week,
then we moved into our official apartment adjoining the
Embassy itself.  We settled in very well and by this time had met
most of the Embassy, British and local staff.  The latter were
mostly expatriates from the UK who were married to Argentines
but still retained their British status.  

Coral and  I were rather fortunate to be living within the
Embassy estate and quite near the Ambassador’s residence.  The
gardens, complete with swimming pool, were a bonus and with
the Ambassador’s permission we were allowed to use the
facilities within.  Throughout our stay of three years plus I never
missed a day without a dip in the pool.  I was also rather
fortunate in being able to study the bird life in the garden.  The
variety of birds was amazing and my biggest fancy was the
honero (oven bird) followed by the numerous kinds of humming
birds.  The tuneful song of the ever-present bentivio - a jay-like
flyer - could be heard throughout daylight hours despite the
noise of heavy traffic on the roads.  Sometimes we would catch
sight of migrant birds from the north and tropics.  One particular
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bird known as the uraka reminded me very much of its Indian
counterpart - the quoil - or rainbird which sang a monotonous
repetitive dirge heralding the approaching rains.  Here in BA the
uraka did likewise but at a lower pitch.  Michael Haddow, the
Ambassador, was of the same opinion when remembering his
days in India.  Although I had not met the Ambassador before in
India, it was a pleasant surprise to both of us to discover I knew
his brother back in the 1930s when I was in Kashmir running my
motor garage business in Srinagar.  His brother owned the
famous Haddow Hotel in Srinagar in those days and I was a
frequent visitor when meeting some of my business clients.

We settled in very well to life in Argentina and made the best
of our weekends and local leave visiting the suburban areas of
BA and the city itself.  It was a fascinating place indeed and the
contrast between the rich and poor was really startling.  I
classified them into three divisions; the rich, the middle class
(including us of the Diplomatic missions), and the very poor.
The latter lived in shanty towns on the outskirts of the city.  We
did not delve into the politics of the country but it was very
noticeable that the military sway in the many rebellions taking
place in and around the city with houses being blown up and
people being shot on the streets.  We ourselves were witness to
some of the bombings quite near to the Embassy premises within
the adjoining streets.  Despite this life went on as normal and one
really outstanding feature which both Coral and I noticed was
the continues birdsong from every house lining the streets in the
city.  Practically every household kept canaries and other
songbirds on their balconies, and from dawn to dusk the birds
tried to outdo the traffic noise. The latter could be horrendous!

After a few months we acquired a young poodle pup from an
Argentine family we were friendly with and named it Fritz.  To
get the dog, we travelled by the local metro train out to the
suburbs as our car was being serviced on that day.  One cannot
take animals on the metro but we managed to put Fritz into a old
handbag and brought him back without any trouble until we
reached the station.  On getting out of the train the pup fell out of
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the bag and yelped his lungs out.  This caused quite a stir among
the detraining passengers, one of whom was a railway official
who came up and wanted an explanation from me.  Before I
could answer a young lady came forward and in her fluent Latin
Spanish told the official off - or so it appeared to both Coral and
me.  He turned his back on us and we went on our way, but did
manage to thank the young lady before leaving.  She spoke
English in return and said her husband needed a dressing down
in public now and again.  So much for B.A. people!

I mention this small incident as we met up with quite a few
more during our travels in Argentina -  some not so nice as this.

Wherever we travelled I carried my camera, both cine and
still, and also my tape recorder, the latter expressly to record
birdsong.  While driving through a main stream of traffic we
were held up due to some obstruction further along the queue
near an approaching junction.  We heard, or thought we heard,
shots being fired. Certainly, it all sounded very different from
backfiring of a car.  Later, a couple of armed police kept checking
all approaching cars including ours.  On looking into our car
they saw my tape recorder on the seat beside me and wanted to
know what I was doing with it.  It was no use explaining as they
appeared adamant I was in the wrong and ordered me out of the
car.  Coral was quite shaken but kept quiet.  I showed the officer
my identity card and tried once again in my newly learned Latin
Spanish  to explain the innocence of my recorder and the
purpose of its use.  They finally accepted my explanation, made
some sort of apology and then went in to a long sermon about
safety in general. They then calmly related to us that two
motorists had been shot dead due to an affray which started
because one driver would not give way to another at the
junction, holding up the traffic as a result.  We eventually drove
away after two hours or more.

I must mention a couple of points regarding the laws of
motoring in most cities in Argentina, some mandatory and
others for personal safety on provincial roads.  Parking of
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vehicles must be done nose to tail on the kerbsides and the
handbrakes left OFF.  One frequently sees a line of cars being
shoved along forward by a single vehicle, in most cases by a
small 500cc Fiat, which eventually squeezes into the space made.
The driver could not care less about the other vehicles
obstructing the cross-roads ahead which he was responsible for.
If the police had been nearby all hell would result, yes, even to
the point of shooting the offender.  Of all the countries I had
travelled in,  the drivers of Buenos Aires were the most
harebrained.  Traffic lights when red made no difference.  The
drivers vied with each other to beat the RED - and this when
there are SIX lanes of traffic moving both ways at breakneck
speeds!  We were very fortunate not to have been involved in an
accident - but there were a few near misses!

When driving in the southern provinces,  the windshield of
one’s car is fitted with chicken wire because of the road
conditions.  Loose gravel chips on so-called metal roads are a
positive danger when travelling behind other vehicles, and
more-so if one attempts to overtake.  One other feature of the
rules governing the safety of one’s car is the fitting of an
additional reinforced bumper  - in most cases - back and front.
Hence the idea of shoving and pushing other cars,  bigger
vehicles, to get yourself a parking space.

Much has been written about the Argentine in general.  Far
be it from me to improve on what the experts, such as tour
operators and travel writers, have recorded.  I can, however, give
a few of my own views and personal experiences.  Buenos Aires
is a vast city built like most all Latin American types on the
matrix system.  Streets running parallel and criss-crossing every
hundred yards or so, with endless buildings on either side.  BA
has one of the longest streets in the world - Rivadavia - which
stretches from South to North for near on 30 miles through the
heart of BA and the suburbs.  It is a built up area for every inch
of the way and finally peters out to the open pampas.  The
central city stretch is so wide that it takes five to six lanes of
traffic in each direction.  The outer roads bordering the city are
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also very wide with several lanes of traffic.  This is all very
bewildering for the first timer, especially one who is used to
driving on the left!  Fortunately, yours truly, having experienced
driving on the right in Czechoslovakia and Turkey,  got into the
bad ways of the Argentine drivers and coped rather well.

Our first Easter break (1971) we planned a holiday to the
Southwest,  in the foothills of the Andes about 500 miles from
BA, to a holiday resort named Bariloche.  During our 10 day
break, Fritz, our poodle, was put into really up-to-date kennels
where we had no qualms leaving him.  Once out of the city
environs we drove at a leisurely pace through the flat prairie
country side.  The Pampa were one vast, seemingly endless,
grassland with the occasional Ranch or Estancia seen in the
distance.  We had not entered the gravel roads of chickenwire
fame, and the traffic was not so heavy either, but what did
disturb us was the abundance of dead animals and birds lying
on the road surface - hares, armadillos, a specie of weaverbird,
and even a couple of snakes, all run down by night traffic.  It
appears the poor creatures like hares and armadillos, and the
occasional rat come out on to the roads by late evening to take
advantage of the hot road surface as the nights get very chilly in
the Pampa.  The Argentine driver - car, lorry or tractor - just
plough over the unfortunate beasts, night and day.

Our first night we booked into a hotel at Bhai Blanca, a large
coastal town 300 miles south-east from BA.  The hotel service
was first class and we had an excellent meal before retiring.  We
also did a tour round the town.  As it was still daylight we went
far afield and got lost in the midst of a military control area.
After much explaining to the officials who detained us, we were
allowed to leave.  It appeared I had driven past a check post
unknowingly as the guards concerned were having their supper
and failed to notice the strangers passing in a car!  The area itself,
I learned later, was a restricted zone because of the TOP SECRET
Naval Base within.

We left the following morning after a good night’s sleep and
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travelled due west passing through a wilderness of pampas.  By
now I had stuck the chicken wire to the windshield as the roads
became more gravely and the passing traffic in either direction
was moving at tremendous speeds raising dust clouds which
took on a semblance of desert dust storms at times.  Once again,
the road surface was strewn with dead creatures, some of which
were still struggling in agony.  At this point we stopped off the
road and Coral and I collected quite a few injured hares,
armadillos and a fox which I promptly put out of their agony
rather than see them suffer.  It was a very sad experience and
made us so depressed for the rest of the day’s journey.  We were
now approaching the foothills of the Andes and the terrain of the
countryside was changing dramatically.  We were driving along
deep ravines and onto plateaux rich in vegetation.  There were
vineyards and orchards of every variety of fruit imaginable.  In
the distant mountains, most of which were snow-capped,  was
one outstanding pyramid-shaped peak which we learned later
was the highest mountain in the Andes - Aconcagua 22,976 feet.
A mere baby compared to the Himalayas, I remarked to Coral at
the time!  We intended to stop for the night at the base of some
foothills and on approaching the town of Zapata we travelled
through a vast area of oil wells with what looked like hundreds
of bobbing donkeys,  but were actually the oil pumps doing their
work.

We booked into the hotel at Nequen which was situated on
the banks of a fast flowing river named Colorado because of its
reddish colour water.  After an enormous dinner we strolled
down to the water’s edge to watch some local fishermen trying
their luck. Then,  without warning, a huge wall of water raced
down from the upper reaches flooding most of the sandbanks.
With the help of the locals we managed to scramble to higher
ground to safety.  We were told quite calmly that this often
happens - flash floods the locals call them and sometimes people
are washed down to their doom when they fail to scramble to
higher ground FAST!!!

We left Nequin in the morning after a hearty breakfast and
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drove through some interesting sub-montane country following
the winding river Limay into a valley with the delightful name
of Valle Encantada (Enchanted Valley).  It was really fantastic
and one felt that witches and fairies would appear from behind
some of the rock formations.  We dallied here for quite a while
and ate a picnic lunch - provided and paid for at the hotel before
leaving.  We met up with some friendly tourists who had been
fishing in the nearby river.  They kindly offered us a couple of
huge brown trout which we had to refuse rather politely.  Once
past the enchanted valley we started to make headway for
Baralochi 50 miles ahead starting to ascend the  3 - 4,000 feet
gradual gradient to the town ahead.   On nearing the outskirts of
the town we passed through a deep gorge and entered a land
more typical of the Swiss Alps.  Stretching before us was a vast
lake (Nahuel Huapi) - The Tiger - and on its southern banks was
situated San Carlos de Baralochi our headquarters for the next
week.

The hotel we had booked into was situated right in the centre
of the town and convenient for shopping and visiting places of
interest such as museums and theatres which abounded.  We had
previously arranged to go on a coach tour for our first day to get
to know the lay of the land before we branched out on our own.
It was a very interesting tour. Starting out after breakfast we
were taken to a beauty spot within the national park known as
the El Complejo Catedral (The Cathedral Complex).  Here I must
quote an extract from the excellent guide books and magazines
provided.

“There are too many places to go in Barilochi, but none of
them are any good for traumas and tensions...”  “Life is different
in Barilochi, and by the shores of the giant Nahuel Huapi lake
and its 530 square kilometres of surface the visitor feels tempted
to wander among its interminable and ever changing scenery
with trees which often boast of 150 foot stems and some of which
are fully 1000 years old.”

Well I could do no better than the author of the above quoted
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extract and as this is my Memoir I shall keep to what Coral and I
experienced in this so-called Switzerland of South America.

On the coach tour we went up by ski chair - our first
experience of such travel - to a well known look-out spot 1000
feet above Barilochi Chico Corro (Small Mountain) where one
overlooked the Nahuel Haupi lake and the backdrop of the
snow-capped Andes.  We found it a bit tricky getting on and off
the ski chair as there was no stopping at either end, top or
bottom!!  Later we were taken on a sightseeing tour and a
boating trip to some islands ten to twenty miles over the lake.
The launches taking tourists were limited to 200 passengers but
they were constantly overloaded and with dire consequences.
However, since those mishaps the authorities stamped down on
the company concerned and we were assured of a safe passage
on this trip.

We stopped off at an island, named Victoria, for lunch.  All
was paid for as part of the tour.  As the lunch was to be served a
little later we decided on a walk round and passed through some
wonderful beech forests with views across the lake looking north
to the snow-capped Andes.  We encountered wild creatures such
as deer, boars, chinchillas, hares in their hundreds, birds of many
varieties and colour, and butterflies of every size, shape and
colour.  All of which seemed to have no fear of people with the
exception of the boars who kept their distance.  We must have
been away for about half an hour when returning to the
restaurant for lunch only to discover there was no place at the
tables and all our fellow travellers were gorging themselves sick.
After much explanation to our guide that we were of the same
party the management seated us at a trestle table on the veranda
where we too gorged ourselves with beefsteaks - called BABY
BEEFEE - helped down with excellent table wine of the region.

The tour continued on to other beauty spots surrounding the
lake but by now our fellow travellers were really in a boisterous
mood and there were quite a few brawls among the younger
folk.  We were allowed on to the bridge where the captain, who
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spoke very good English, assured us we would be safe.  They
had informed the authorities controlling the area who had sent
out a helicopter with police.  A couple of armed guards dropped
down to the deck and a few arrests were made.  It was an
exciting time for us.  The captain remarked casually that this was
a common occurrence.  Once it did get rather serious when one
cruise ship was set on fire and many lives were lost in the
scramble to get out.  It was with a sigh of relief that both Coral
and I disembarked at the end of the voyage and took our seats in
the coach back to our hotel.  We never ventured on another
guided tour throughout our years in Argentina and made the
best of our travels in our car with maps galore to GUIDE us.

During our stay we visited many of the well known beauty
spots bordering the Chilean Andes driving through some of the
most spectacular scenery of forested valleys and lakes. These
always had the snow-capped mountains as a backdrop and were
very similar to the views of the Himalayas which we often
reminisced about.  After a pleasant week at Barilochi we started
our journey back to B.A. by a different route travelling along the
foothills northwards.  Having made no reservation plans for
night stops we found, without any difficulties, accommodation
at the towns we stopped at for the next three days.  Our first
night we stayed at a Holiday Inn which was run by a very
pleasant German couple.  The inn was situated in a vast open
valley named Trefal with a turbulent river flowing nearby.  The
next morning we decided to take a walk down to the river and
view the Trefaul Falls which had been highly recommended by
our hosts as well worth visiting.  The route down to the river
was marked at various intervals on tree trunks with painted
arrows in yellow.  I had taken my fishing rod in the hopes of
catching the large brown trout said to be in abundance at the
falls.  We had walked about half a mile through thick jungle
following the painted arrow signs on the various tree trunks
when Coral remarked that she had seen these last signs earlier
when we entered the forest.  We had walked round in a complete
circle!
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Well, we were pretty tired and hot by now as the sun was
blazing down so decided to return to the inn.  Our hosts were
very surprised but persuaded us to try again, and this time she
said she would send her eldest son to guide us.  Off we trudged
once again and half way through the track the young lad shook
his head and said that the signs had been moved by someone,
but not to worry, he would guide us to the river.  This he did
after another long march through heavy bamboo thickets.  I
stripped off my shirt and trousers and waded in to the water
while Coral cooled her feet at the water’s edge.  On getting out I
prepared to start fishing when without warning we were
smothered by droves of huge horse flies which settled on my
bare flesh and bit hell out of me.  Coral covered herself with a
scarf.  The lad told us to get under the bamboo thickets and the
flies would leave us as we were too near the water which
attracted them.  We had to crawl through these thickets for a few
hundred yards before surfacing and making tracks back to the
inn.  Despite the interference I managed to take in a few feet of
cine film of Coral crawling through the thickets!  So much for a
place well worth visiting!  Our host at the inn were so upset they
would not take payment for our stay and even gave us a
wonderful picnic lunch to take away.  We made a hurried
departure with polite pleasantries from Coral.  Surprisingly the
German couple became good friends of ours and we were able to
return their hospitality when ever they visited B.A.  We could
not, of course, give them the FLY TREATMENT!

The next night stop was at a town San Martin de Los Andes,
in a valley just below the Chilean border.  The hotel Esperanda
was excellent.  The manager could not do enough for us.  All this
was rather embarrassing and both Coral and I just wondered
why we were being given the VIP treatment?  We learned later
that our German hosts had telephoned the hotel earlier.  In fact,
they had recommended the place to us before leaving.  The next
morning when leaving the manager suggested to us, if we had
the time, to visit the Pass at the Chilean border a couple of
thousand feet above.  The view across the pass was well worth
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while.  Sounds familiar!  We accepted his word and did the trip.
It was really spectacular, and this time, WAS well worth the visit!

We returned to BA via the wine growing province of
Mendosa in the midst of the foothills of the lower Andes.  Once
again, we met up with the locals who offered us bottles of the
local produce as gifts to sample.  Reluctantly we declined to sip
the samples, explaining that I had to drive many hundreds of
miles before nightfall, but we did purchase a case of the best
sparkling wine at a very low cost.  Onwards we travelled
through the wastelands of the Pampas meeting up with the usual
sickening sights of dead and dying creatures on the roads.  The
one serious blot of an otherwise perfect motoring holiday.  We
called in at the kennels and picked up Fritzi who went mad at
seeing us.  He had been well looked after but was keen to jump
into the car in case we left him again.

The following year when my local leave came round (ten
days) we did the long trip to Western Brazil to visit the famous
Iguazu Falls.  The journey of 1000 miles north was done in three
stages stopping the nights at places named Rosario, Santa Fee
and Fermosa. The scenery changed every 100 miles and the
temperature turned from temperate to tropical.  We reached the
Parana river which was the border between Argentina and
Paraguay.  Incidentally, the Parana from this point flows south to
Buenos Aires and ends up as the river Plate.  Interesting?  It was
a mighty scramble boarding the local ferry and an experience of
a lifetime.  Due to earlier floods the river banks and jetty had
collapsed. Six temporary ramps were made from fallen palm
trees which cars and lorries had to negotiate to get aboard the
ferry.  Coral preferred to walk across the temporary foot bridge
with the teeming throng of travellers.  I got aboard safely with
the car -  but only just!  

We now wondered what the Paraguayan side would be like.
It turned out a little better and off-loading was no hazard.  I
drove up to the Customs and Immigration offices but was
stopped by a hoard of local touts.  This was something new to
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both of us until a uniformed official came forward and explained
to us that I should hand over my passport and ten Guranis
(about two pound sterling) to one of the touts who would do the
necessary clearance at Customs.  I refused the help,  informing
the official that I and my wife would present our papers
personally as we had no wish to hand over our passports to any
strangers other than the authorised officials.  By now, a huge
crowd had gathered round the car and we had no way of
moving out.  I decided to walk the few hundred yards to the
offices but again was prevented by the uniformed official.  By
now both Coral and I were hyped up and perspiring to boot.
The heat and humidity was well into the 100s.  The uniformed
official, we learned, was the Chief of Police of the area and he
vouched for the integrity of the touts.  We also learned that this
was the regular custom for visitors to Paraguay - more so if they
travel by car!  Reluctantly we handed over our passports and ten
Guranis to a tout nominated by the Chief of Police and hoped for
the best.  Within twenty minutes our tout was back with the
passports stamped and cleared, one hand holding the passports
and the other outstretched palm upwards requesting another ten
Guranies for delivery of the former.  Without further ado,  Coral
paid up the demand and we left in a flurry of dust and laughter
reaching our hotel in Asuncian which borders the river Parana
on the northern side. 

The hotel was run by a French couple who made us very
welcome and also enlightened us as to the peculiar behaviour
and customs of the local Paraguayans.  As it was still rather early
in the day we decided to look around the city and environs and
also do a recce of our route out to Brazil.  While on the latter
excursion,  one great thunderstorm broke out.  The roads became
impassable with landslides of muck falling from the hillsides.
We dared not take shelter for fear of being buried but drove
through the debris on the road not knowing where the hell we
were going.  Fortunately we came upon a police post and sought
the help of the local police.  They were a different lot to the river
port authorities and were very helpful.  After giving us shelter
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out from the storm, the chief police officer detailed one of his
men to accompany us back to our hotel as we were miles off
course.  We arrived back at the hotel very, very, late at night.
Coral gave our escort a big handshake and pressed a wad of
money into his hands in gratitude.  He had been warned by his
chief not to accept anything from us but we told him it was to
pay for his bus fare back to the post!  Our hotel hosts welcomed
us back and said we were very lucky to have escaped the storm,
and even more so, meeting up with one of the few good police
units.

The next morning we took off having first made reservations
at the hotel for our return in two days time - hopefully?  Having
studied our map minutely we made reasonably good headway
out of Asuncion despite the debris of the previous night’s storm.
To our surprise we found our good Samaritan police post.  We
stopped to thank the chief once again.  He in turn gave us some
good advice which helped us to meet the highway to Iguazu
(Brazil).  (The luck of the McDowells once again!)

The 200 mile journey to Iguazu was quite uneventful.  The
road itself stretched for miles in a straight line.  The scenery was
about the same as the Argentine pampas until we reached the
borders of Brazil where it changed to scrub jungle and became
very undulating.  We proceeded through the Brazilian Customs
and so on to the Falls.  We were now travelling through very
hilly and forested, terrain.  In some places, it was quite steep
with very narrow bends in the road.  We noticed that some areas
of jungle were covered with guava trees.  The fruit looking quite
tempting.  I decided to pick some of the fruit which was
overhanging near the verge where we stopped the car.  I got out
of the car and stretched my arms across to pluck the fruit when I
noticed a movement within the branch holding the fruit. To my
surprise I saw a large green tree snake sliding its way forward
towards the fruit and my out-stretched hand.  That was enough
for me.  I withdrew and gave up the idea of guavas!  We learned
later that the jungles thereabouts were infested with snakes - all
of them poisonous!  That was the only incident en route to the
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falls.  

Nearing Iguazu we appeared to be climbing to greater
heights until we came to the top of a pass and there before us a
couple of miles through the thick jungle hillsides was a
magnificent view of the falls with the misty spray swirling
through the gorges below.  It really was fantastic but even better
when we approached nearer.  Just above the falls was the hotel
situated on a man made plateau which was our destination, One
thousand miles from Buenos Aires!!!

We spent two nights at the hotel Cataratas and spent most of
the days walking and viewing the falls from different view
points.  One could look across a section of the falls to the
Argentina side.  Between these  borders adjoining below the falls
was the Paraguayan border - three countries meeting at this spot
but only two of them having the benefit of the Iguazu Falls.
Fascinating indeed.  

At the rear of the hotel was an excellent swimming pool and
a medium sized menagerie which appeared to have some very
exotic creatures, especially the parrots and macaws.  Coral was
in her element among the birds while I took to the pool and
enjoyed a cool refreshing swim -  until, that is,  I found myself
face to face with a large boa constrictor snake.  I made for the
pool side and scrambled out.  There was much laughter from
some of the guests and employees of the hotel.  It appears no one
is warned about the snake - a tame trained creature.  It is there
solely for the amusement of the staff and guests!  I accepted the
fact and had another swim - alone.

We took off early on the day of our departure for the drive
back to Asuncion, spending a short time at a town named FOZ
DE IGUAZU where the Brazilian government were promoting
cottage industries.  We bought a few artefacts as souvenirs and a
large slab of guava cheese, a delicious sweet we last indulged in
in India, never having come across it in all our previous travels
until now.  We crossed the border with no problem and arrived
at our hotel where our French host and hostess greeted us like
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long lost friends. 

We left very early the following morning to catch the first
ferry across the Parana river.  This time we had no bother with
touts at the Customs. This was because of a demonstration by a
hoard of gypsies who were being refused entry from the
Argentine side - through lack of papers!  Across on the Argentine
side while awaiting our turn to pass Customs and police, we
were being entertained by a Paraguayan musical group playing
on harps.  Never a dull moment on this trip, all so interesting,
and as Coral remarked “educational”!  We still had to pay when
the hat - a large sombrero - came round.  Gracios Senor.  

Once through Customs we headed back towards Formosa,
300 miles onwards for our night stop.  There was not much
excitement along the route but we did stop for a while to watch
some Gauchos (cowboys) rescuing a couple of huge bulls which
had got stuck in deep mud bordering a lake.  They were experts
with the lassoes and their horses.  By late evening we arrived at
Fermosa only to find that every place was booked up because of
some Easter Festival.  Fate favoured us once again.  The Manager
of one motel gave up his family bedroom to us for the night.  We
also feasted with his family at their dining table.  What a meal
they spread with wine flowing freely.  Very hospitable these
provincial Argentines.  The next morning we left with much
bonhomie from the family.  The patron would only take the
recognised fee for a night stop and would not accept any more
money which Coral tried to press on to them.  He, the patron,
even gave me an introduction to a manager friend at a hotel in
Rosario where we intended to stay the night in case, there too,
we might find the place fully booked.  This was rather an
uneventful trip but two incidents came to mind.  We were a few
miles short from the city of Santa Fee on the pampas which
stretched out on either side of the highway and was absolutely
devoid of any trees, even of the usual clumps of Eucalyptus.
Suddenly, we noticed far ahead of the car a silvery shimmering
mass movement on the road surface.  On nearing the spot we
were flabbergasted at the sight before us.  I braked immediately
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to avoid driving over this moving mass of snakes, yes, snakes in
their hundreds crossing the road from west to east away from
the marshlands and overflow of the Parana river miles to our
left.  By now other vehicles had approached the area from both
directions.  The lorry drivers had seen this phenomena before,
obligingly informing us and others, that it was an annual
migration of snakes of all kinds moving away from the
oncoming floods of the Parana.  Some of the drivers were callous
enough to drive over the mass.  I should say that the mass of
snakes were over 50 to 60 yards wide across the road.
Unfortunately I had run out of film to confirm my story.  

On reaching Santa Fee we decided to stay the night and look
around for a motel.  Seeing one on the approach road to the town
we entered the precincts and drove to the booking office at the
entrance gate.  I asked for a room for two with a bath.  The
attendant or manager then asked me, “How long?”  I said for the
night.  He looked amazed and replied, “Senor, we charge
customers by the hour.  We do not cater for food or baths.
Perhaps you should go to an hotel in the town.”  By now another
couple of cars with two couples inside of each had pushed their
way forward and informed us to move on as their visits were
short.  They paid their pesos for one or two hours and went off to
their respective chalets.  It was only then I realised we had
stopped off at a brothel which caters for couples wanting their
secret pleasures!  I could not get out of the place fast enough and
headed for Rosario leaving Santa Fee behind.  Coral was very
upset and made me promise never to tell this to anyone when we
got back.  I have now broken my promise - after 21 years!

No problem at Rosario but we noticed very few people about.
We had to drive through the dockland area which stretched a
good mile bordering the banks of the Parana where most of the
country’s wheat and cattle are exported.  Hundreds of lorries
and trucks were at a standstill.  At the hotel,  we were informed
that there was a dock strike on as the authorities had upset the
dockers for reasons known only to them!  We left for Buenos
Aires in brilliant sunshine and arrived back home late in the
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evening with no untoward incident en route other than the
mangled remains of dead and injured wild creatures lying
strewn on the roads by more  callous drivers.  This was the
saddest thing one sees on the open roads in Argentina.

The seasons, as everyone knows, are opposite to the northern
hemisphere and Christmas Day can be very hot or very wet
depending how the wind blows.  Social functions are rife during
this period and the Embassy staff’s children are given a great
time at the Embassy estate swimming pool on Christmas Day,
and at numerous homes before and after Christmas.  Most
suburban homes have swimming pools where for ten months of
the year one can enjoy a swim every day.  Most pools are not
heated and the water stays at a moderate temperature
throughout.  For me - absolute paradise!
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX

My tour of duty was drawing to an end and I was rather
fortunate in having an extra six months in B.A.  The

Foreign Office in their wisdom decided that I should be retired at
the end of this tour.  One of the reasons was that Coral’s health
had not been up to standard for further overseas postings,
because of her asthma.  I was quite stunned by this notice for
two specific reasons. 1) I still had three and a half years before
my official retiring age. 2) The medical department in London
had passed Coral fit to travel overseas despite the asthma which
could be controlled.  We would take the matter up on my return
to the U.K.  In the meantime, in the few weeks remaining before
our departure,  Coral took the matter up independently and
wrote off to the department concerned to seek redress on behalf
of her husband.  (I was not aware of this correspondence).  Coral
also decided that we would travel back to the U.K. by sea as
opposed by Air.  This the F.O. agreed to as the costs by sea were
much less than air travel.  We could also  could take our car with
us on board instead of sending it by freighter before our
departure.  So we booked passage on an Italian cruise ship the
ENRICA-C and the shipping company obliged us with a suite -
not a cabin - with first class trimmings level with the promenade
deck.  We did, however, have our meals with the economy class
passengers.  Our young steward who kept our suite in order
gave us both the VIP treatment with breakfast in bed and other
small favours accorded only to first class passengers.  All this
because we discovered he was flirting with some of the young
female passengers - against the ship’s rules - and on one occasion
was found in a very comprising position.  We kept MUM about
this and so got the benefit of his personal attention.
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I have jumped the gun with the above memory and now
relate our day of departure.  This was an exciting day for
Argentina because of the return of the dictator Peron from exile.
The crowds and traffic was terrific on all roads with people
celebrating, singing and dancing.  Our driver taking us to the
docks had to circumnavigate the city but got us there in good
time.  We boarded the ship,  settled into our suite and then
stepped out on deck to view the crowds standing on the
quayside. Then,  to our surprise,  we saw many of our Embassy
friends climbing the gangway and making their way up to us.
At least fifty friends and staff came despite the turmoil on the
roads.  Both Coral and I were overwhelmed at this display and
invited them down to the bar for farewell drinks - and tears!  We
eventually said our goodbyes when the ship’s siren gave the
warning for all visitors to leave the ship.  We watched our
friends on the quayside waving when the ship itself started to
move out.  It was a wonderful setting seeing the skyline of
Buenos Aires disappearing in the sunset.  I was fortunate to get a
film of this on the cine camera.  And so our tour ended, and at
the time, both Coral and I had no idea of what lay ahead for us
on arrival back in the U.K.

The itinerary as shown on the ship’s notice board was
Montevideo - Santos - Rio de Janeiro - Santiago (Canaries) -
Lisbon - Barcelona - Naples - Genoa.  Two days out from B.A. we
docked at Santos, the port for San Paulo.  We did a coach tour to
San  Paulo about 70 miles inland.  It was a lovely drive through
jungle terrain and we visited the famous snake farm with its
thousands of venomous reptiles - fascinating!  San Paulo is a city
of skyscrapers set in a valley surrounded by jungle and extreme
poverty.  The contrast was there - the rich city dwellers and the
shanty towns on the outskirts, like most South American cities
no doubt.  We returned late the same evening and boarded and
saw another fine sunset of the fading landscape.  Twenty four
hours later we steamed into Rio passing the famous Sugar Loaf
mountain.  Unfortunately we were only at Rio for a few hours
but did a walking tour of the nearby streets and visited the
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famous precious stones emporium.  We were escorted by armed
guards, some young ladies with revolvers dangling on their hips!
Coral was fascinated with the wealth around us but one would
not dare stretch an arm out for fear of being shot. 

We left soon after and on our way back to the ship bought a
couple of souvenirs from the street vendors, nearly getting
mugged into the bargain when Coral opened her handbag to get
the money out.  A nearby policeman did his stuff pronto and we
were on board in a flash.  You bet! The band played ‘Yes sir,
that’s my baby’ while the ship slowly left the quayside leaving
Rio in the dusk with another lovely sunset and the backdrop of
the Sugar Loaf.

Sailing through calm seas,  the usual crossing the Equator
ceremony took place.  We, of course, being old-timers just
watched the fun but I took advantage of the passengers
attending the rites and made my way to one of the other
swimming pools and had the joy of the pool to myself.  One
whole hour with not another person in the pool.  It made my
day.

Approaching the Canaries,  we were informed over the
tannoy that the ship was not stopping at Santiago because of a
cholera scare on the island.  Instead we were now making for
Vigo in Northern Spain,  a disappointment for many passengers
but to us something new to look forward to on our travels North.

Approaching the northern waters,  the weather became
colder and the seas rough particularly when entering Vigo,  at
the southern tip of the Bay of Biscay.  The sky was overcast but
both Coral and I spent the few hours stay on land and looked
around the port and nearby town.  There was nothing exciting
and we were back on board before the rain came. We left  Vigo in
heavy seas and under leaden skies.

Next day saw us sailing up the Tagus to Lisbon.  It was 5am
but I was on deck to capture a brilliant sunrise over the river
with my cine camera.  At Lisbon docks we took one of the usual
coach tours and spent a pleasant day sightseeing - no shopping.
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Things were very expensive.  I think our guide thought we were
millionaires!

Leaving Lisbon early evening we retired to the cinema hall.
This was our first visit to the ship’s cinema although the films
were shown every day - three sessions a day.  The first one for
the children and parents.  It made no difference.  The children
came to every show and ran riot most of the time.  The films
were mostly spaghetti westerns but on this occasion Love Story
was playing so we made the effort.  It was hopeless.  Not the
film, but the kids.  They kept up an eternal din with no help from
the adults.  The Captain informed us later that he just could not
control them, and their parents did nothing about it.  We left long
before the interval and never ventured another visit.  Italian
cruises between Europe and South American countries are ideal
if one prefers to travel First Class and away from the madding
crowds.  We made the best of it, but for the cinema children, the
voyage to date was fine.

The following day we sailed in calm weather following the
coast of Spain.  We had passed the straits of Gibraltar during the
night so saw nothing of it.  Late in the day we entered Barcelona
port.  We were allowed only a couple of hours on shore during
which we looked for a pharmacist as Coral was advised by the
ships doctor to get herself asthma tablets to help her present
attacks.  The ship’s supply had run out!  We managed to find one
only with great difficulty. We  only just made it back to the ship
and had to jump the gangway to get aboard.  Poor Coral
coughed all night due to the exertion.

Leaving Barcelona at dusk,  one marvelled as to how ships
could come and go around the port.   There was every
imaginable cruise liner, tugs, American frigates, tankers, and
hundreds of small vessels, some anchored, but most moving
about -  without mishap too.

We sailed out south-east making for Naples,  our next port of
call.  We stayed on deck while the evening was still light and
viewed the blue waters of the Mediterranean which seemed  so
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calm and smooth until we looked closer.  The surface of the sea
was strewn with crates and flotsam of human debris.  It was
awful, and to think people swam in this filth up and down these
coastal waters was unbelievable.

The next morning we approached the Italian coast in thick
fog but on nearing the bay of Naples the fog cleared and we saw
mount Vesuvius in the distance while passing the isle of Capri -
memories of Gracie Fields.  We had a short stay at Naples and
were advised by the ship’s security to be very careful of
Lambretta muggers who delighted in grabbing ladies’ handbags
if they were not fastened close to their bodies.  We didn’t see
much of the place, the weather was miserable and so we went
back to the ship and the comfort of the lounge.  The same
evening we sailed up the Italian coast to our last port of call -
Genoa.  It was early morning when we entered Genoa harbour.
The place was crowded with cruise ships of all nations but our
ship, the Enrico C, managed to berth at the Quayside without
mishap.  I mention this because I was told by the first mate that
collisions between cruise ships were a common occurrence, and
more so during the summer months.  So ended our cruise of 30
days and despite the children it was a very enjoyable voyage.

By afternoon, we had disembarked and our car was  off-
loaded.  A British Council representative met us and got us
installed in a hotel not far from the docks.  We had no trouble
with the car and were able to garage it safely for the night.  After
a good supper we retired and slept the night through in absolute
quiet.  No ship’s vibration or running feet on the decks to disturb
us!

We left early the next morning to avoid much of the heavy
traffic in the city.  It was wishful thinking!  It took us two solid
hours getting out having missed the turnings leading north.
Once on the open Autostrada we made good progress to Aosta
and the St Bernard Pass, a route we knew rather well having
used it when driving to Venice in the late 60s en route to Turkey.
By late evening we approached the Swiss border and went
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through the St Bernard Pass.  There was plenty of snow about
but the roads were clear on both sides of the Pass.  We went
through Customs and continued on our way to Lausanne where
we intended to spend the night.  It was pitch dark on arrival and
we made for the first hotel we saw in the heart of the city.  This
could not provide us with accommodation and we were told that
all the hotels were full because of some convention or other
taking place.  The receptionist did help us by recommending a
Pension B&B near the Railway Station.  On his directions, we
found the place and to our joy was welcomed by the landlady
who asked us to pay in advance - in cash.  We had no Swiss
money and were relying on our travellers cheques or sterling.
The good lady turned this down but told us to change the
travellers cheque at the Railway Station where there was a
Bureau de Change.  She also told us to hurry as they closed by
8pm.  It was just 10 minutes short but we managed to get to the
station as they were closing down the shutters of the Bank.
Coral pleaded with the teller in charge and we were able to
change a couple of cheques.  On returning to the Pension and
producing the money the landlady gave us a great welcome and
showed us to our room which had a huge four-poster bed at one
end.  She explained why she had to be so careful about
foreigners - especially English - as she had been let down very
badly by a few youths, men and women, who stayed two or
three nights and then left early one morning without paying.  We
quite understood her anxiety and bore no ill feeling.  Later we
joined the other guests at dinner and a sing-song after.  We slept
the sleep of the just that night, miles apart on the huge bed!

The next morning after a hearty breakfast we said goodbye to
our fellow guests.  The landlady called Coral aside and
apologised for her actions on advance payments and much to
Coral’s embarrassment pressed a handful of money back into her
hand.  A kiss on both cheeks, also on mine, and goodbye.  Later
when checking the money returned we discovered she had only
charged us 5 francs for garage hire, returning 25 francs into
Coral’s hand.  A truly repentant soul we remembered for a very
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long time, but we thought the worst of the youths who had
tricked her.

We crossed the French border at Volobe and drove down
through the snow bordered mountains making for Besancon and
lunch.  Our Austin 1300 proved itself throughout and we hoped
to reach St Quentin before dark.  We got there by midnight and
looked around for a B&B or hotel.  We saw a huge neon sign
“Railway Hotel” when crossing a bridge.  On reaching the end of
the bridge we - or so it seemed - drove straight into a vast yard
and at the end was the hotel.  Despite the time, the man at the
desk gave us a key attached to a large piece of wood and
directed us to our room.  No problem, see you in the morning! It
was a comfortable sleep and one that I appreciated having
driven for nearly 500 miles the previous day.  After early
morning coffee and toast, we were now on our last leg to Calais
to catch the afternoon ferry for Dover.  We reached Calais in
good time, boarded the ferry and were once again back in the
U.K. after a three year spell overseas.

We planned to make Bedford our headquarters staying with
Mervyn and  Mavis as paying guests.  I knew I was on my last
end-of-tour leave and possible retirement so Coral decided we
should look around for a home of our own while awaiting news
from the Foreign Office.

It was now early April 1973.  Our sons Rowland and Victor
were with their respective families.  Rowland was in Bletchley.
Victor and his wife - of one year - were in Cyprus, where he  was
serving in the RAF.  We visited Rowland & Les, our two
grandsons, and for the first time, our granddaughter Sara - a
sprightly young damsel.  Rolls and Les were not too happy with
the work in Bletchley, Rolls was negotiating for re-entry into the
Service and was hoping to be taken on in the R.E.s in the very
near future.  This was a change he was very happy to take when
it worked out to his satisfaction.

We still had our Austin 1300 but had arranged with the BMC
to acquire the latest Maxi (Coral’s secret desire for our
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retirement).  We visited Aly and Frank and spent a week or so
looking around for a home in the Surrey and Berkshire areas.
The former was too expensive; the latter was not suitable.  On
our return to Bedford, and about a month of our residence in the
UK,  I received a notification from the Foreign Office giving me
the option of three postings overseas on the last three-plus years
before retirement.  Tokyo, Lisbon and The Hague.  This was great
news to us and I left Coral to make the decision.  She settled on
The Hague because of the advantages of being near the UK
where we could come across during half term leaves and find a
home for ourselves.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN

Well,  we still had a month or so before taking up my
posting and informed BMC we would like our Maxi before

June to take with us to Holland.  Despite promises from BMC,
this never worked out.  We kept our Austin 1300 and travelled
around the country looking at houses but to no avail.  The last
week in the UK,  I left the car with Frank and Aly to sell on our
behalf.  BMC promised to deliver the car by mid July a month
late which meant I had to take a couple of days off to return to
the UK to pick up the car from the BMC depot at Acton in
London.  And so our last posting came about and we left for
Holland by train.  Bedford to Liverpool Station in London.
London to Harwich, then on to the ferry for the Hook of
Holland.  We also had to pick up our dog Fritz from the isolation
centre at Harwich before boarding the ferry.  The kennels at
Leighton Buzzard had to deliver the dog under Government
rules.

Fritz was in a very poor condition and, although we had a
certificate of health from the vets in the UK we worried about the
Dutch authorities at the Hook.  The night trip across was smooth.
Arriving at dawn at the Hook we had to wait on board for a
good hour or two because of Fritz having to be checked by the
Dutch vets.  The vet duly arrived and gave Fritz a thorough
check-up before we were given clearance,  but with the
stipulation that he go into a hospital kennel at The Hague for
treatment, straight away.

Unfortunately we were not met by any of the Embassy staff, a
usual procedure - but made our way to the station and entrained
for the Hague.  Still there was no one at The Hague Station but
with the help of a railway official I managed to phone the
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Embassy and a Representative  duly turned up and took us to
our Hotel at Scheveningen.  There had been a cock-up in
communications about our arrival!  The next day I took a tram
into The Hague and the Embassy and was duly greeted by the
staff and started my final tour of duty in Holland.

Life in Holland was a great deal different from our last
posting in Argentina.  Everything was Oh so clean on the roads,
the traffic well controlled. There was no horn sounding, no
crashing traffic lights, and best of all cyclists had the right of way
along with the trams.  The latter I made full use of for the first
month until we got our Maxi.  Even then,  I took to cycling
myself to office every day.  We were in the hotel for about ten
days when we got installed in a flat of our own.  The apartment
was very spacious and well furnished by the MOW (British).
Coral was in her element and naturally made a few adjustments
to suit our comforts for the next three years.  By now we had
Fritz back with us.  The Vet put him in fine fettle and Coral had
taken him to the poodle parlour where he fancied his chance
with the other dogs.

I managed a couple of days leave and both Coral and I left for
the U.K. to collect our Maxi.  We caught the night ferry from the
Hook and on arrival at Harwich took the train to London where
we tubed to Acton and collected the car.  We decided to visit
Rolls and Les who were now living in Reading where Rolls was
Managing a Newsagent.  We spent the night with them and left
the next morning for the Ferry crossing from Harwich, returning
to Holland the same day.  It was such a pleasure driving for the
first time in Holland and the Maxi was the pride and joy of
Coral’s life.  Even Fritz had his special seat on the back rest.

Now once again we made the most of our stay and every
spare weekend we travelled around the country visiting places
of interest.  Holland was  so small compared with places like
Argentina, Turkey and India. We had practically covered the
whole country within a couple of months.  But no matter how
small there was always an interest in the cities and towns with
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museums and theatres.  My work entailed courier runs to
Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Brussels, and having learned much
about these places,  I was able to give Coral a Cooks Tour when
ever we travelled by our Maxi.

Christmas was now nearing and the Dutch folk certainly
made the most of it.  We decided to take our Christmas leave in
the UK and look around for a house to retire in.  On arrival in the
UK three days before Christmas we stayed with Mervyn and
Mavis in Bedford and started looking around for a house.  The
Agency helping us took us around most of the Bedford suburbs
and then out into the country seeing houses, flats, cottages, till at
last we found a house - semi detached - outside Bedford and in
North Buckinghamshire where both Coral and I decided we had
finally reached our Shangri La.  This was to be our future home
and this is where I am writing my memoirs nineteen years later!

Rolls and Les had now moved down to Uckfield as Rolls had
joined the services once again, this time the REME.  We spent a
Christmas with them and Rolls was in his element once again
and hoped to make progress in the Army which he said was
preferable to his time in the RAF.  Sadly we had to leave and
return to Holland.  We had the Maxi with us during this
Christmas spell which was a great help during our visit.

We were rather fortunate being in Holland and so near the
UK as we were able to cross over twice a year and prepare our
new home in Lavendon for our retirement.  As time went on,  we
were able to have Victor and Josephine spend a few weeks’
holiday with us, as well as Aly and Frank at different times of
the year but invariably during the bulb season in late Spring.
Also Josephine’s parents came across to spend a short holiday
with us.  Sadly Rolls and Les could never make the trip due to
his early service with the Army, and then later they were posted
to Cyprus.  We also met up with my old pal Jock Bean and wife
Doris.  He had one more year to serve and had negotiated with
the Foreign Office to assist me in The Hague in a couple of
months’ time.
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Jock and I got on very well together and I was sad to see him
go after his year.  I myself had one more year to serve and by
now there were many changes in the Embassy both with staff
and building improvements.  We made quite a few friends
among the local staff and as with all diplomatic postings,  the
social functions were many.  Never a dull moment and one that I
shall never forget.

As mentioned before,  I used to cycle to the office every day.  I
took the same route each day and this took me ten minutes from
home to office.  One morning in early May while I was entering
the main stream of traffic with other cyclists,  a motorist shot out
from a side road and drove straight across into me knocking my
cycle from under me. He stopped just as one of the car’s front
wheels ran over my out-stretched leg - the artificial limb -
preventing me from getting up.  The usual crowd gathered and
the driver of the car tried to be as consoling as ever knowing it
was his entire fault.  By now the police arrived on the scene and
promptly arrested the driver while one of them assisted me.
Fortunately they spoke English and showed great concern but
were puzzled as to why I was keeping so calm when my foot
was turned back to front and why I was still able to stand.   I
was, I’ll admit, in a state of shock but felt no serious damage had
been done to my person other than my artificial limb and of
course to the cycle - which was a complete write off.  The police
wanted to take me off to hospital but I was adamant and asked
them to take me to my apartment which was only a few hundred
yards away.  They did so and gave Coral the fright of her life
when she opened the door and saw me being held up between
two policemen.  I thanked them and said I would come and see
them later and give them my account once I felt better.  Truly the
devil looks after his own.  Coral informed the Embassy and for
the next two days I revelled in the concern shown to me by
everyone.  I was very fortunate indeed to have got off so lightly
with a few bruises.  It was also lucky that my artificial limb took
the brunt.  

Not long after this incident, I came back to the UK to have a
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new artificial limb made at Roehampton hospital.  I stayed at a
local hotel, Coral being with me all the while.  All expenses were
being paid, including the cost of the limb, by the unfortunate
driver of the car.  I did not press charges with the police and the
driver appreciated this but paid heavily from his pocket to cover
the costs.  I made no claim with the Insurance Company and so
the matter ended.  A new artificial leg, the cost of a new cycle,
ferry fares for Coral and myself, hotel charges for ten days, and
1000 guilders for personal injuries (bruises) and inconvenience.  I
never acquired a new cycle but had the “write-off” repaired and
put to good use once again.

The days, the months and the years passed ever so quickly.
My retirement was drawing near.  I would have loved to carry
on with work but had to accept the inevitable.  There were
numerous farewell parties, including one which coincided with
the visit of H M The Queen Mother to whom all members of the
Embassy staff were introduced.  This was a stunning end for
both Coral and me after serving nearly 27 years with Her
Majesty’s Diplomatic Service, albeit as a small cog in the wheel
of that fine institution.  We said farewell to our overseas
wanderings and retired to this pleasant home in Lavendon,
Buckinghamshire.
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EPILOGUE

Since retirement,  life in Lavendon has been one long
uneventful, yet pleasurable experience.  At first I found it

rather difficult and humdrum after working days in foreign
countries with the hectic living and adventurous experiences we
encountered.   However, we settled into village life as time went
on.  Coral joined the WI as an outside interest, and between us
we planned various changes to our home and garden.  I became
quite a DIY handyman following Coral’s directions.  By the end
of the first year in retirement we felt at one with the natives.

Both our sons were still with the forces and we often paid
them a visit.  Rolls, Les and family moved around quite a bit and
we were able to see quite a bit of England whenever we visited
them until they were posted to Cyprus.  Victor, being in the RAF,
was housed up in Lincolnshire, Sleaford to be exact, until he took
his discharge and moved down to Essex with Josephine and the
twins (Miranda & Tina) born in the late 70s.  Before Victor’s
demob, he too was posted to Cyprus and so the brothers met up
occasionally!

Their children were growing up fast.  Paul and Tim were at
boarding school.  Sara was growing up at home, and by now,
Rolls was posted, and seconded, to the Scots Guards stationed at
Chelsea Barracks, London, but living in an apartment in Putney.
We spent a pleasant weekend with them on one occasion.  I
remember this very well because of an amusing incident when
we arrived on their doorstep.  We had taken with us a large pan
of curry - a speciality of Corals’ -  chicken to be precise.  On
opening up the boot of the car the pan of curry had overturned
and the whole of the boot was saturated and strewn with chicken
curry throughout.  That’s why I remember our visit!!!  Not long
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after that, Rolls went off to war.  The Falklands.  It was a trying
time for Les, and naturally we all were very worried.  This was
short and swift and Rolls came back home safe but not too well.
He had contracted a severe illness which took a while to heal.  As
time passed Rolls was due his discharge having served in H M
Forces for 25 years but before leaving, he and Les came up our
way looking over houses in the Northampton area.  They finally
settled on a nice semi in Wellingborough which they eventually
bought and made their home.  This cheered us up immensely as
we were now only 10 miles away.  Paul had left school and
joined the RAF and was training up in Lincolnshire hoping to
pass out as a qualified airman in due course.

Victor was now working for Barclays in London on the
computers.  The family came up occasionally and we spent a fair
amount of time with the twins.  Both girls were growing up fast,
too.  Not long after,  Miranda was taken into the heart hospital in
London for treatment - for a hole in the heart.  We managed a
trip by coach to London and spent a day with the twins.
Josephine had been given a room adjoining the hospital and was
able to stay near Miranda and could have Tina with her.  The
treatment was a success but Miranda had to attend the hospital -
John Radcliffe at Oxford - for a month or so after discharge from
the London heart centre.  We were able to take Miranda to
Oxford.  All went well and Miranda was soon up and about.

In 1984, Vic and family left the U.K.  He had accepted a job
with Barclays in Johannesburg.  He appears to have done rather
well and they have settled well into South African life.  

I have given an account of our boys of whom we are very
proud.  As mentioned before, we settled into the English way of
life. Apart from the house chores and the garden, I started a
diary of the birdlife in our garden and took out membership of
the World Wild Life and RSPB. I kept myself gainfully employed
in the sense that I got so much pleasure out of it.  To think what a
bloodthirsty youth I was and that I was only now feeling
remorse and trying to give something back to God’s creatures,
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(although it could never compensate for the damage I did to
them).  My excuse if I can claim one?  It was how I was brought
up in my young days in India which appeared to be THE THING
in those far off days.

The days appear to fly when one finds things to do.  We go
down to Surrey occasionally to visit Aly and Frank and spend a
few days with them just for the change of scenery and company.
We still have the old Maxi which has been Coral’s favourite
transport.

Coral has not been keeping so well these latter days of 1985.
To make matters worse,  Zena’s husband died suddenly when
out shopping.  We gave Zena a home and eventually got her
settled into a flat of her own in Bedford.  Not long after , Mervyn
Wood, Mavis’s husband, fell dead while boarding a bus in
Bedford.  The irony of it was that he had just visited Mavis in the
nursing home.  She had been taken ill a few months earlier and
suffered early dementia.  A few months later,  Mavis died.  All
these sudden tragedies told on Coral and our doctor put her on
Thyroid, Asthma, and other pills to overcome the viruses which
were affecting her daily.  Some days, she would show an
improvement and other days,  she would fare worse.  The doctor
recommended visits to a specialist in London.  We went down
with some friends in their Jaguar.  The driver/owner was also a
patient to be seen by the specialist and he drove down the M1 at
speeds of 132 mph.  I could see the speedometer from where I
was seated. Fortunately Coral could not. If she had,  the
consequences would have been terrible.  I told her about the
speed on our return home later that evening.  The specialist
spent a good hour with Coral and recommended ONE ASPIRIN
a day.  That was it... The bill for £75.00 we did not begrudge and
hoped the remedy would be successful.  As the days went by
Coral felt an improvement,  but within a couple of months,  she
was becoming listless and losing interest in the home.  There was
no doubt she was in failing health.  The doctor was very
attentive and visited Coral at home once a week.  He said she
was suffering from a blood disorder which could only be cleared
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by treatment. The aspirin which was allowing the blood to flow
properly, would help.  

It was now early October 1986 and Coral could just about
manage getting out of bed but was unable to do anything in the
house.  She would tell me what to do in the way of cooking a
meal and this was something I had to learn the hard way.  I
managed and I also learnt a spot of nursing to boot.  By the end
of August,  Coral could not get out of her bed.  The doctor
recommended she go into hospital but she was adamant and
said no.  For a couple of days she improved and showed interest
once again.  By the 8th September 1986,  she could not get out of
the bed without help and passed the day in a very listless
manner but still taking her medication as prescribed.  The
morning of the 9th September I took her up a cup of tea and
could not wake her.  I was stunned but kept trying by talking
and turning her,  but to no avail.  I telephoned the surgery at
Harrold. The doctor took my call and was at our house within 15
minutes.  After he had examined Coral,  he called me aside and
said she has had a stroke - rather a severe one.  He ordered an
ambulance and within the hour was whisked off to the Bedford
Hospital.  On being placed in the ambulance,  she opened her
eyes, saw me looking at her, and moved her arms outwards
trying to say something but could not.  I followed her in our car
and saw her being safely taken out of the ambulance and into the
emergency theatre at the hospital.  My dear wife of 48 years
never returned home. 

But for the help and comfort of my son Rolls and his wife
Les, I doubt very much I would be writing these Memoirs.  I
visited Coral in hospital every day but was never able to hear her
talk apart from an odd mumble.  Three weeks later the hospital
sent her to a London Hospital for a brain scan - there and back
the same day.  Two days later I was called into a consulting room
and told by the Doctor in charge that Coral had suffered severe
brain damage.  It was terminal and just a matter of time.  I broke
down and the staff were most helpful.  
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The days went by and I visited Coral and sat by her bedside
watching her slowly fading away.  One day,  while at her bedside
a nurse came to say she was removing Coral’s wedding ring as
her finger was swelling.  She, the nurse, had to cut the ring off
but still brought out a trickle of blood.  Once again I was moved
to tears.  On the 27th November,  before leaving my home to visit
Coral,  I received a phone call from the hospital advising me to
come quickly as Coral was on the verge of dying.  I phoned Rolls
and Les to tell them and left straight away.  Arriving at the
hospital I sat by Coral’s bed holding her hand.  She was
breathing but with a rasping noise.  It was like this for the next
two to three hours when Rolls and Les arrived.  

Rolls suggested he take me out for a short spell while Les
stayed by the bed.  We must have been about 15-20 minutes
away and on returning were met by the nurse to say Coral had
passed away peacefully.  I went to her bedside where Les was
waiting looking very upset.  I cradled my wife for the very last
time and wept.  It was the most traumatic experience I have ever
been through.  God, how I miss her.

The loss of one’s companion is always a time of pain and
sorrow but when one loses a companion who was wife, mother,
grandmother and above all mentor for 48 years, this  is cause for
weeping till the depth of feeling runs dry and only the good
memories remain.

For many months after Coral’s death,  I felt very low but with
the comfort and help from Rolls and Les I can honestly say I
would not have survived to write down these memories.
However, as time passed I managed to cope and since then much
has happened to my life and there have been some very pleasant
and exciting occurrences.  Paul and Karen’s wedding.  Holidays
in France with Rolls, Les and families.  I even took the step of
spending a Christmas with Vic and family in South Africa
visiting the great Kruger Game Reserve below the Drakenburg
Mountains in Eastern Transvaal.  On returning home to
Lavendon some more pleasant surprises came my way.  Karen
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gave birth to a bouncing baby boy - my first great grandson.  Oh
how Coral would have been thrilled, without a doubt.  And so
there was something to look forward to - and it was provided by
my family. It was nice to know the McDowell name was going
forward.  

Through all this,  I forgot to mention one very important
subject of my home life.  My little Chihuahua friend Bigboy
became my shadow  over the lonely years after Coral left and his
company was a very great solace to me.  As time went on both
Bigboy and myself were catching up on our old age.  He was
approaching 13 years and I into my 80’s.  I am visiting the doctor
more frequently these days with leg trouble - at last.  Bigboy also
has many visits to the Vet with liver failure.  My set back was - I
quote the Doctor: “Advanced degeneration of the lower
vertebrae resulting from 51 years’ walking with an artificial leg
and thus causing distortion of my spine due to excessive use by
one limb.”  I now have to live with its weakened structure with
no hope - ever - of improvement.  I accept this and make the best
of my mobility.  Bigboy, poor little fellow, was not so lucky  -
depending how one looks at it - and I suffered the trauma once
again of seeing him taken away and given a peaceful injection.  I
miss him very much and now at my time of life have no will to
replace him with another house pet.

Not long after losing Bigboy I developed trouble with my
bowel system, later diagnosed by the doctor as tumour on the
colon.  And for the first time of my adult life,  I really felt rotten
physically but managed to prepare myself mentally for the
operation with all the preliminaries of X-rays, probes and Barium
feeds through my bottom.  God - was I embarrassed by the latter!
I went into hospital a month or so after the tests and was on the
operating table within 24 hours.  I remembered waking up 24
hours later to be told by a young male nurse that I was in the
intensive care ward and  now being moved back to my old ward.
Rolls and Les visited me late the same evening and it was Rolls
who told me what had happened throughout the 24 hours I was
in the Land of Nod.  
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It appeared that while I was being conveyed to the intensive
care ward after the keyhole operation - said to have taken over
two hours - a haemorrhage had developed. I was immediately
taken back to the operating theatre and had my stomach opened
up from naval to groin for a second operation.  I have the scars to
show for it!  When I eventually came around in the ward I felt
half dead and very uncomfortable with tubes and things sticking
in and out of my person.  The post operative treatment was
excellent and the nursing absolutely wonderful.  Rolls and all
members of the family visited which was half my treatment
psychologically.  Three weeks from the day of operation I was
back home with the help of Rolls and Les, another great episode
of my life behind me.

My life to date has been 83 years and 7 months long.
Although in the winter of my life and despite my disabilities, I
feel the world has been good to me even with all the trials and
tribulations I have experienced.  

I have no regrets but for the loss of my dear wife, and
remorse for the wildlife I destroyed in my ignorance as a youth.

W. H. McDowell
23rd April 1995. 
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